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Abstract

The thesis is focused on the study of dynamics and control of a multi–tethered satellite

formation, where a multi–tethered formation is made up with several satellites (agents)

connected by means of cables (tethers).

The interest in tethered formations emerged at the turn of the millennium. The con-

cept of tethered formation would benefit from the availability of a multi–agent system with

unique properties: the distribution of the payload over several elements of the formation

provides unprecedented mission capabilities, especially in terms of mission flexibility and

resilience to failures, while the use of tethers for stabilization and control purposes (and

possibly for communication between agents as well) would allow to manoeuvre and recon-

figure the formation simply by acting on tether length and tension in order to vary agents’

relative position. Mission effectiveness would thus be maximized at a very modest price

in terms of energy consumption, as far as no thrust is required for a manoeuvre requiring

the variation of tethers length only. Several scientific missions has been envisaged that

could benefit from this novel concept, especially in the field of interferometry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Objectives of the study

This thesis is focused on the study of dynamics and control of a multi-tethered satellite

formation, where a multi-tethered formation is made up with several satellites (agents)

connected by means of cables (tethers).

The goal of the first part of the study is to evaluate the effect of tether mass on multi-

tethered clusters. Due to the complexity of the formations analyzed, the stability of the

formation is assessed through a numerical simulation. The behavior is evaluated in the

ideal case of circular orbits, but also in non-ideal cases such as that of elliptical reference

orbit or perturbed motion.

The second part of the study is focused on deriving a control law for position and

attitude control of a multi-tethered cluster. The control problem is decomposed in two

levels: A first level to perform position and attitude coarse control of the formation as a

whole, and a second level to achieve accurate position and control of each agent of the

cluster. This approach benefits from the fact that tethers provide rigidity similar to that

of a rigid body, and therefore the cluster exhibits a behavior comparable to that of an

orbiting rigid body.

1.2 Tethers in space and flight formation

Tethers are cables that define a physical link between two or more satellites in order to

maintain a predefined configuration in space. As shown in [1], the potential applications
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1 – Introduction

of deploying tether systems in space are multiple. The dynamics of tethers under the pres-

ence of gravity-gradient, drag and electrodynamic forces, the tether viscoelastic behavior,

the momentum transfer capabilities of taut tethers, and other features offer a wide range

of possibilities that can be useful for different space missions. A summary of space tether

applications and missions is presented in Section 1.4.

The concept of Satellite Formation Flying (SFF) consists of a cluster composed by

several satellites cooperating together. The purpose of this cooperation is to perform

missions, or achieve a degree of performance not achievable by a single satellite. The

characteristics of each mission will introduce requirements regarding the relative position

of each satellite and synchronized motion between them. Clearly, the use of tethers as

a link among formation constituents can be used to mechanically restrain their relative

motion thus providing a constraint for formation keeping purposes.

The concept of Tethered Formation Flying (TFF) benefits from the availability of a

multi-agent system with unique properties: the distribution of the payload over several

elements of the formation provides unprecedented mission capabilities, especially in terms

of mission flexibility and resilience to failures, while the use of tethers for stabilization and

control purposes (and possibly for communication between agents as well) would allow to

manoeuvre and reconfigure the formation simply by acting on tether length and tension

in order to vary agents’ relative position. Mission effectiveness would thus be maximized

at a very modest price in terms of energy consumption, as far as no thrust is required for

a manoeuvre requiring the variation of tethers length only. Several scientific missions has

been envisaged that could benefit from this novel concept, especially in the field of inter-

ferometry. Some of the TFF applications require high precision formation flying capability.

The purpose to study the effect of massive tethers is motivated by the relatively high

mass of tethers compared to that of a typical small satellite. The length of tethers belong-

ing to large formations, combined with the density of suitable tether materials, suggest

that the effect of the tether mass on the overall dynamics may not be negligible. Dou-

ble or triple strand tethers may increase further the effect of the mass on cluster dynamics.

The definition of a suitable tether physical model is fundamental. The model must

be rich enough to take into account the effect of the mass and vibration modes, but at

the same time its computational cost must be reasonable. The latter feature may be not
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1 – Introduction

a concern for modeling single tethers in the space, but it is an issue for complex multi-

tethered structures with several links and equation couplings.

Multi-agent tethered formations are presented as a type of satellite flight formations.

Controlling the relative position of the agents is essential in many mission scenarios. For

this purpose, it is needed to be able to define accurately an arbitrary relative position

and attitude of the members of the cluster. The inclusion of the mass of the tethers in

the model complicates the control problem. On the massless case, under the assumption

that every agent has full control capability, the tether tension is easy to predict. On the

other hand, for the massive case, the force exerted by tethers on the deputies is not easy

to model due to the effect of external forces (mainly the gravity force, but also other

perturbations) on the mass of the tether. Therefore, the changes in tether tension due to

the effect on external forces on tether mass act as a disturbance.

1.3 State of the Art

1.3.1 Space Tether Applications

References [1] and [2] provide a rich and interesting summary of some of the potential ap-

plications of space tethers. References [3], [4], [5] and [6] provide an overview of the state

of the art of tether research. Most of tether space missions rely on one of the following

two fundamental characteristics (or a combination of both): use of tethers with the pur-

pose of momentum exchange, and use of tethers made of materials having electrodynamic

properties. The former application uses tethers essentially to transmit forces and/or to

distribute momentum to the members of the cluster. The latter takes into account the

forces generated in conductive tethers due to Ampere currents related to the Earth’s mag-

netic field, as explained in [7].

Among many others, some of the most significant applications are listed below.

• Comet rendez-vous and sample retrieval. The goal of the mission consist

in obtaining a sample of a comet. The capsule containing the sample would be

retrieved with a tether. This approach requires a penetrator harpoon containing an

inner sample capsule container. The penetrator is released, hits the comet, and then

the capsule containing the sample is retrieved with a tether attached to the mother

spacecraft [2].
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1 – Introduction

• Spacecraft boosting through electrodynamic tether. This mission benefits

from the fact that Ampere forces along the velocity vector exert a force on the

spacecraft. In Ref. [2], Levin considers the mission setup that was intended to

extend the life of the Russian Mir space station on orbit. The dynamics involved take

into account vehicle attitude dynamics, electrodynamic control, resonant motions,

transverse oscillations, torque produced by the Ampere forces and variations on

the geomagnetic field. It is shown that the mass-to-current ratio increases with

instability. Based on the properties of electrodynamic tethers, Levin proposes the

creation of an electrodynamic sail, made of a grid of electrodynamic tethers.

• Object de-orbiting. The drag induced by electrodynamic forces can also be used

to remove objects from orbit. At the end of the life, a satellite may deploy a tether

that generates sufficient drag in order to de-orbit the satellite towards atmosphere

in a controlled way. Similarly, some research was performed to investigate the use of

tethers with the purpose of capturing orbiting debris through harpoon or throw-nets

[8].

• Momentum exchange electrodynamic reboost system. In this case, the pay-

load is captured by an end body that rotates at one of the ends of the spinning

tether system. This tether works as a skyhook, that releases the payload after half

a turn, providing it an additional delta-V that could be on the order of 2 km/s as

discussed in [2].

• Tether space elevator. The purpose of the tether is to provide a means for a

platform to lift payloads into orbit. The elevator (or climber, as called in some

references) should have a mean to climb along the tether. The end of the tether

should be connected to a ballast mass which acts as a counterweight. The center of

mass of the combined system should be above the geostationary orbit, in such a way

that the ballast would ”pull” the tether anchored to the Earth surface as described

in [9].

• Lunar transportation system. By using an Earth-Moon space elevator connected

through a transfer orbit it should be possible to transport material between Earth

and Moon. An additional vehicle or means of transportation would still be necessary

to lift material from the lunar surface up to the tether transportation system. This

case is analyzed in detail in reference [2]. The same reference also proposes an

alternative interplanetary tether transportation system between Martian low orbit,

up to escape orbit, by using tethers attached to the orbit of the moons of Mars.
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• Atmospheric probe. The deployment of a tether from an orbiting spacecraft could

be used also with the purpose of a multi-probe for atmospheric studies. A probe

released from an orbiting vehicle could be used to acquire relevant measurements at

different atmosphere altitudes.

• Tethered space observatory. An observation platform can be created by defining

a mosaic of several satellites connected through tethers. The measurements of these

satellites could be combined in order to achieve high precision interferometry. This

could be comparable to using a telescope with a very large aperture that could be

used for different kinds of missions, including radio interferometry (as presented in

[10], [11] and [12]). Other applications could be multipoint measurement applica-

tions, or gravity measurement laboratories (as mentioned in [13]).

As stated before, this thesis focuses on the study of multi-body tethered formations

described in the last item of the above list. These formations consist of multi-body tethers

performing a coordinated movement.

The main advantages of using tethers for satellite flight formation are:

• Reduction of fuel consumption of agents. The natural stabilization of the

structure reduces the fuel consumption on devices using actuators to perform position

corrections. This is an advantage with respect to free flight formation formations.

Considerable fuel consumption limits the operative life of the system.

• Less actuators needed. The fact that tethers provide a natural way to prescribe

the position of certain constituents, and the wise use of gravitational and/or centrifu-

gal forces, may remove the need to use any actuator to perform position corrections.

Less actuators means cheaper satellites, less complexity, more reliability, and less

weight.

• Rigid body behavior. Under some conditions a tethered cluster behaves like a

rigid body. Therefore the equilibrium properties of orbiting rigid bodies are appli-

cable to tethered formations.

• Potential reduction in computational load. In a free flight formation, each

device shall perform its GNC calculations in order to assess the position at every

time. In this case it won’t be even necessary that certain orbiting bodies have a

CPU with GNC algorithm.
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• Use of tethers for communications. For these cases when agents need to perform

a synchronized control, it is needed to establish a communication link between them.

Tethers can be used as a physical communication layer.

On the other hand, potential problems of tethered formation are:

• Lack of reconfiguration flexibility. Tethers impose reduced flexibility in terms

of formation reconfiguration. Physical links between the orbiting bodies constraint

the movements, as opposite to the non-tethered case where there is no limit to any

reconfiguration.

• Potential single point of failure. In case of failure of one of the constituents of

the formation or one of the tethers, it would not be possible to replace it. If the

system does not provide redundant components, the whole mission will be lost.

• Build complexity. Tethered formations require more complex mechanical con-

struction, as tethers need to link orbiting bodies. In systems with variable length

tethers, a reeling mechanism will have to be installed on one or several deputies.

• Complex deployment. The complete structure must be launched with tethers

already connecting orbiting bodies. Deployment can be complicated specially in

these missions where the constellation doesn’t have a variable tether mechanism

able to extend or retract tethers dynamically in orbit.

• Effect of tether mass As shown in this thesis, the effect of the mass of tethers is

not negligible. This acts as a perturbation to the position of the agents.

• Sensitivity to space debris. In some cases, space debris may hit and break

tethers, with the risk of endangering the whole mission.

1.3.2 Tether Simulation Analysis

Reference [13] provides the starting point for the analysis of the effect of tether mass. This

paper develops several analytical models for specific tethered formation configurations and

orientations. Based on analytical models, it performs a numerical analysis of the stability

of the studied formations through the results of simulations for the different formation

configurations studied. The model used in the cited paper does not take into account

tether mass. The work performed in this thesis defines equivalent massive formations

using the lumped mass model [14], [15] with the purpose of comparing the behavior of
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massive and massless formations.

Paper [16] defines a model taking into account the effect of the J2 perturbation due

to the Earths oblateness. The advantage of this model is that is formulated in the LVLH

(Local Vertical Local Horizontal) reference frame, as it is the case of the HCW equations.

This model is used to evaluate the behavior of some of the tethered formations studied in

Ref. [13].

The model that incorporates eccentric orbits is presented in Ref. [17]. This paper

presents a model for elliptical orbits using true anomaly as independent variable that is

formulated also in the LVLH reference frame.

1.3.3 Tether Control Approach

The potential suitability of a double pyramid structure for an Earth-oriented cluster is

examined in papers [18] and [15]. The rigidity provided by the tethers provides a behavior

similar to that of a rigid body in orbit.

Reference [19] provides the basis for the development of a control law based on the

virtual structure principle. This paper defines an approach that allows taking advantage

of the rigidity of a tethered structure and the similarity of the behavior of the cluster with

that of rigid body. Several other papers [20], [21] and [22] by the same authors provide

different variations of the same control law.

For the precision control approach, Refs. [23] and [24] are taken into account. Both

papers are valid for the development of a control law for a second order system involving

a system of coupled equations.

1.4 Space Tether Missions

The first missions conducted with tethered systems had the purpose of assessing the pos-

sibility of deploying tethers over long distances, and to determine the potential stability

issues associated to them. Figure 1.1 shows a summary of past and future tethered mis-

sions organized by NASA. Table 1.1 lists the most relevant missions of Tethered Satellite

Systems (TSS) in LEO based on the information provided in Refs. [7], [25] and [26]. A set

of references providing details for each mission is found in [26].
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Table 1.1: Flown tether missions in LEO

Name Year Organization Tether Length

Gemini XI 1966 NASA 30 m

Gemini XII 1967 NASA 30 m

TSS-1 1992 ASI/NASA 260 m

SEDS-1 1993 NASA 20 km

PMG 1993 NASA 500 m

SEDS-2 1994 NASA 20 km

Oedipus-C 1995 CRC/CSA/NASA/NRC 1 km

TSS-1R 1996 ASI/NASA 19.6 km

TiPS 1996 NRL/NRO 4 km

ATEx 1999 NRL/NRO 6 km

MAST 2007 NASA/Stanford/TUI 1 km

YES2 2007 ESA 30 km

STARS 2009 Kagawa University 5 m

T-REX 2010 ISAS/JAXA 300 m

TEPCE 2013 NRL/NRO 30 km

The first use of tethers in a space mission took place in 1966 during the Gemini XI

mission. The purpose of this mission was to perform a rendezvous between the Gemini

capsule and the Agena vehicle which consisted of a docking platform plus a power unit.

One of the secondary goals of the mission was to study the stability of the two spacecraft

connected through a 30 m tether. The success of this mission assessed the viability of

the use of tethers in space missions. Figure 1.1 provides a summary of some of the most

significant space missions conducted by NASA.

1.4.1 TSS mission

After the success of the Gemini mission, the TSS-1 (Tethered Satellite System) was the

first mission to test the possibilities of tether deployment in space [27]. The purpose of

this mission launched on 1992, was to provide the capability of deploying a satellite on

a long, gravity-gradient stabilized tether from the Space Shuttle. The (TSS) consisted

of three elements: a satellite (Spacelab pallet), an electrodynamic tether, and a tether

deployment/retrieval mechanism attached to the Space Shuttle (Fig. 1.2). The objectives

of the TSS-1 mission were:
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Figure 1.1: Summary of missions with participation of tethered systems (Credit:
NASA)

• To test the dynamics acting on a variable length tether.

• To determine and understand the electromagnetic interaction between the tether,

satellite, orbiter system and space plasma.

• To find potential future tether applications on the Shuttle and Space Station.

The TSS-1 released a satellite while remaining attached to a reel in the Shuttle payload

bay. Originally, it was intended to be deployed 20 km above the Shuttle, but due to a

malfunction in the reeling system it was deployed only to 268 m. However, this was enough

to proof that gravity-gradient stabilized tethers was a valid concept, and the feasibility to

deploy satellites to long distances.

1.4.2 SEDS-1 and SEDS-2 missions

The purpose of the Small Expendable Deployment System (SEDS) project was to test the

deployment of a 20 km satellite [1], [28], [29], [30].
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The SEDS-1 mission demonstrated the capability of deorbiting a 25 kg payload from

LEO. The mission objectives were to demonstrate that it was possible to deploy a payload

at the end of a 20 km-long tether and to study its reentry after the tether was snapped.

The orbit chosen had an inclination of 34 degrees, a perigee altitude of 190 km and an

apogee altitude of 720 km.

The second mission SEDS-2, intended to demonstrate the use of a feedback closed

loop control law with the purpose of tracking a predetermined trajectory. The main goal

of the mission was the deployment of a payload along the local vertical. The mission

was intended also to assess the long term evolution of a tethered system. The orbit was

circular with an altitude of about 350 km. The SEDS-2 tether was presumably snapped

by a micrometeroid or space debris after five days of the mission.

Figure 1.2: TSS deployment system, tether, and satellite
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1.4.3 TiPS mission

The purpose of the Tether Physics and Survivability (TiPS) mission [31], [32], was to study

the long-term behavior and longevity of tethers in space. This mission was motivated

by several tether failures in previous missions. Mission TSS-1 was aborted due to a

malfunction in the deployment mechanism, the tether of the SEDS-2 mission was cut off

by a micrometeorite, and the TSS-1R tether was cut off during deployment. After these

results it was needed to assess better the viability of a deployed tether in a long term

mission.

Figure 1.3: TiPS tether deployed as seen from observatory mesurements (Credit:
NASA)

The formation consisted of two bodies (Ralph and Norton) connected by a tether 2 mm

diameter. Body Ralph (closest to the Earth) contained the electronics and the actuation

system, whereas Norton was a passive satellite. Figure 1.3 shows an image of the tether

system as observed from an optical station on ground. The only active mechanism of the

mechanism was the deployment device. The formation survived for more than 27 months.

Reference [33] provides a summary of the results, showing the evolution of the libration

amplitude and libration rate of the formation.
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1.4.4 YES2 mission

The YES2 mission aimed at proving the viability of a tether deployment system plus the

release of a re-entry capsule. The tether was non-conductive and a had a total length of

31.7 km. The deployer, attached to the Russian Foton platform, had a total mass of 22

kg, and the capsule had a mass of 6 kg. The system was successfully deployed in a very

low Earth orbit (around 300 km). Reference [34] provides details on the characteristics of

the mission.

1.4.5 SPECS mission

The Submillimeter Probe of the Evolution Cosmic Structure (SPECS) mission is scheduled

to be launched around year 2020. This is probably the most ambitious mission involving

tethered flight formation. The SPECS formation consist in a 1 km submillimeter interfer-

ometer placed in a LEO orbit. The submillimetre band is useful to study the process of

star formation and to investigate the processes of constitution and evolution of galaxies.

References [35] and [12] describe the mission in detail. Reference [36] provides a detailed

analysis on the dynamics of the formation. The main requirements for this mission are:

• Resolution comparable to that of the Hubble Space Telescope.

• Capable of completing a single observation inside a 72 hour frame.

The SPECS formation geometry is based on a central body (the beam collector) hav-

ing three tethers attached to three mirrors, according to a Tetra-Star configuration [36].

Measurements of mirrors are combined using well known aperture synthesis techniques.

Mirrors rotate around the the beam collector and are also able to deploy/retreat thanks

to a variable length tether up to a maximum of 595 m. Three ballasts are placed on the

opposite side of each mirror, as it is shown in the cited reference. One of the issues to take

into account by the feedback law is the change in the inertia tensor during deployment.

1.5 Thesis Outline

1.5.1 Objectives of the study

The thesis goals are the following:

• To develop a dynamic model suitable for the design, simulation and control of a

tethered formation of Earth orbiting satellites.

14
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• To analyze the dynamics of the model, by including the effects of of tether mass.

Tether masses are modeled as point masses (beads) along the tethers.

• Inclusion of the effects of the so called J2 perturbation effects in the dynamic model,

where J2 effects are representative of the most significant perturbation induced by

Earths oblateness on ideal Keplerian orbits.

• Inclusion of eccentric reference orbits.

• To design a position/trajectory control for a tethered cluster. The control goals

include the following possibilities:

– Development of control laws aimed at maintaining the relative position with

respect to an inertially fixed attitude along the orbit (inertial station keeping).

– Development of control strategies allowing for the reconfiguration of the forma-

tion (e.g. expansion of contraction of the whole set of agents).

1.5.2 Thesis structure

This thesis has two main goals. First, it introduces the problem and presents the state of

the art of the research on tethered formations. Secondly, and most important, it provides

the results of the research activities in accordance with the objectives of the study listed

in the previous Section.

The structure of the thesis is the following:

• In Chapter 1, an introduction on tethered space formations is provided, with the

presentation of the main applications of tether systems in space. This chapter also

provides a short summary of the most representative space tethered formation mis-

sions conducted so far. The introduction ends with the description of the works

conducted, the results achieved with respect to the original goals and presentation

of thesis contributions.

• Chapter 2 briefly recalls major facts on orbital dynamics, as background material

for the problem, along with the most suitable alternatives to represent the behavior

of formation flight tethered formations. The two main alternatives presented are the

representation of the problem in a local reference frame attached to a reference or-

bit, and the use of differential orbit elements. Both models allow the incorporation

of orbital perturbations effects in their equations. This chapter presents also the
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model of a single tether based on its visco-elastic properties. Taking into account

the related literature, different alternatives are presented, from the rigid massless

tether (the simplest scenario), to the most accurate continuous model based on the

string equation. The model chosen for this study is a lumped mass model, which

presents a good compromise between accurate representation (with a massive tether)

and acceptable computational load. In the last part of the chapter, the most rep-

resentative tethered formation geometries and orientations studied in the literature

are introduced. If on one side, the simple dumbbell case is extensively analyzed in

many works, there is a variety of more complex tethered systems architectures with

different orientations, depending on the purpose of the mission of the cluster.

• Chapter 3 discusses the effect of tether mass on the dynamic behavior of tethered for-

mations. The tethered formation geometries, and the scenarios studied, are identical

to those of another paper that studies the behavior of massless tethered formations.

This fact allows assessing, on a case by case basis, the difference in behavior when

tether mass is incorporated in the model.

• Chapter 4 extends the modeling tools developed in the previous chapter by ana-

lyzing the behavior of massive tethered formations on elliptical orbits. The study

analyzes the behavior of massive tethered clusters for different eccentricity values.

This chapter extends also the work performed in Chapter 2 by studying the effect

of the J2 perturbation on the behavior of tethered formations through the use of a

linearized perturbation model. Note that the effect of the Earth oblateness is the

most significant perturbation for LEO orbiting satellites.

• Finally, Chapter 5 presents different feedback command laws for formation control.

The purpose of an active controller is to achieve high precision pointing accuracy of

both the formation as a whole, and for each deputy of the cluster. The alternative

chosen consists of a controller that operates at two levels: firstly, it calculates the

target position and orientation of each member of the formation (assuming a rigid-

body like shape of the formation), and secondly it implements fine position control

for each member of the cluster. For the fine position control, two alternatives are

presented. At the end of the chapter results of the implementation of the formation

controller are presented.

• Chapter 6 summarizes the major findings of the thesis.
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1.5.3 Contributions

The following journal publications are published

• G. Avanzini, M. Fedi: Refined dynamical analysis of multi-tethered satellite forma-

tions, Acta Astronautica, vol. 84, pp. 3648, Mar. 2013. http://dx.doi.org/10.

1016/j.actaastro.2012.10.031

• G. Avanzini, M. Fedi: Effects of eccentricity of the reference orbit on Multi-Tethered

Satellite Formations, Acta Astronautica, vol. 94, no. 1, pp. 338350, Jan. 2014.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actaastro.2013.03.019

• M. Fedi, G. Avanzini: Virtual Structure and Precise Positioning Formation Control

for Tethered Satellite Formations, submitted for possible publication in Journal of

Guidance, Control, and Dynamics (AIAA).

The following conference publications are published

• G. Avanzini, M. Fedi: Effects of J2 perturbations on multi-tethered satellite forma-

tions. AAS 11-631 AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialist Conference. Alaska, 2011.

• G. Avanzini, M. Fedi: Effects of Eccentricity of the Parent Body on Multi-Tethered

Satellite Formations, IAA-AAS-DyCoSS1 -06-01

• M. Fedi, G. Avanzini: Virtual Structure Formation Control for Tethered Satellite

Formations, 7th International Workshop on Satellite Constellations and Formation

Flying, 2013

The author attended the second and third conferences and presented both papers.
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Chapter 2

Flight Dynamics of Tethered

Formations

The goal of this chapter is to briefly describe the orbital mechanics topics related to

tethered satellite formations. The models introduced here are focused to single-point

objects in order to model the deputies of the formation. The rigid body behavior of the

satellites is introduced in Section 2.6.

2.1 Review of Orbital Mechanics

The two–body problem is the starting point for modeling tethered clusters orbiting Earth.

From Newton’s Second Principle of Dynamics and the Law of Universal Gravitation, it is

possible to derive the Equation of Relative Motion for the two-body problem [37]:

R̈ =
µ

R2

R

|R|
(2.1)

where R is the relative position vector from the Earth to the orbiting body, and the Earth

gravitational parameter µ = GMe is the product of the Universal Constant of Gravitation

times the mass of the primary body (the Earth in the present application). Given an

initial condition in position and velocity for the three axis (a total of six initial condition

values, three for position and three for velocity), it is possible to integrate this equation

to determine the position and velocity of the orbiting body at any time.

This equation is derived under the following assumptions:

• The bodies lie in an inertial coordinate system.
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2 – Flight Dynamics of Tethered Formations

• The two bodies can be represented as point masses.

• The only force acting on them is the gravitation attraction between them.

The three laws of planetary motion discovered empirically by Kepler in the 17th century

can be derived from the solution of Eq. (2.1). In this respect, one should note that:

• An analytical expression for the trajectory of the mass m with respect to M (the

orbit) is available on the basis of simple energy and angular momentum conservation

considerations [38];

• When m << M , as in the case of satellites orbiting the Earth or planets orbiting

the Sun, the largest mass contains most of the mass of the system. In this case the

center of mass of the system can be assumed as coincident with the position of M ,

that can be used as the origin of an inertially fixed reference frame.

Equation (2.1) is the two-body problem equation of motion that will be used as a basis

to construct appropriate models for the formation flying problem. It consists of three sec-

ond order equations, which require six values for initial conditions to determine a specific

orbit. As discussed in detail in [39], it is possible to find six values for parameters that

depend uniquely on the initial conditions, five of which have a clear geometric interpreta-

tion. In the derivation, it is shown that a Keplerian orbit has constants of motion, called

constants of integration, that depend from conservation of energy, conservation of angular

momentum and the eccentricity vector.

From that equation, it is possible to write the trajectory of motion which turns out to

be the equation of a conic section and demonstrate that this solution is consistent with the

three laws of Kepler, and actually extends further its application to different non-elliptic

conic shapes, namely, parabolic and hyperbolic orbits. The name of the curves called conic

sections derives from the fact that they can be obtained as the intersections of a plane

with a circular cone.

The six quantities, called classical orbital elements, can be grouped according to their

geometrical and physical meaning:

• Two parameters determine the shape of the orbit:

– e (eccentricity): This parameter defines the shape of the conic orbit. There

are three cases depending on the shape of the orbit: e = 0 for circular orbits,

0 < e < 1 for elliptical orbits, e = 1 for parabolic orbits and e > 1 for hyperbolic

orbits.
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2 – Flight Dynamics of Tethered Formations

Figure 2.1: Keplerian Orbit Elements

– a (semimajor axis): This parameter describes the size of the elliptical orbit, and

is the semi-major axis of the described ellipse. For parabolic orbits, a tends to

infinity and has a negative value for hyperbolic orbits. There is a direct relation

between the total energy of the orbit and the semi-major axis: E = −µ/2a.

• Three parameters identify the orientation of the orbit (Euler angles):

– i (inclination): This parameter defines the angle between the vector normal to

the equatorial plane, and the angular momentum vector.

– Ω (longitude of the ascending node): This is the angle in the equatorial plane,

between the reference axis and the point where the satellite crosses the equa-

torial plane in northerly direction.

– ωper (argument of periapsis): This is the angle in the plane of the satellite’s

orbit between the ascending node and the periapsis point, measured in the

direction of movement of the satellite.

• The sixth parameter determines the position of the orbiter at a specific time:

– tτ0 (time of passage at periapsis): This is the time when the satellite was at

periapsis.
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2 – Flight Dynamics of Tethered Formations

The parameter tτ0 is used to relate a particular time to a particular position. Other

parameters can be used for this purpose. This is why, often in the literature, some alter-

native parameters are used. The most commonly used are θ0 which is the true anomaly at

a given time t0, or M0 which is the mean anomaly at a given time t0. The true anomaly

parameter is the angle in the plane of the satellite between the periapsis and the satellite.

It can be seen in Fig. 2.1. The mean anomaly is a ”scaled” parameter of true anomaly

in the sense that the Mean Anomaly evolves at constant rate during a particular period

as opposite to the true anomaly that has a non-constant rate. In circular orbits, have the

same value and in elliptical orbits, they have the same value at periapsis and apoapsis.

The mean motion is represented with the variable n and measures the average rate of

a Keplerian orbit. In the case of a circular orbit n is the constant angular rate in the orbit

plane. A Keplerian orbit satisfies the equation:

n =

√
µ

a3
=

2π

TO
(2.2)

where TO is the Orbital Period. One of the advantages of using the orbit element approach

to model the orbit of a satellite is the lack of need to integrate any differential equation

to determine the position of the satellite at a specific time. The position of the satellite

can be determined from the mean anomaly,

M(t) = M0 + nt = n(t− tτ0) = Ea − e sinEa (2.3)

where E is the eccentric anomaly and M is the mean anomaly. The conversion between

true anomaly θ and mean anomaly parameters is given by

tan
θ

2
=

√
1 + e

1− e
· tan

Ea
2

(2.4)

Although the orbital elements are enough to define an orbit, they present singulari-

ties. For instance, the longitude of the ascending node is undefined for orbits with zero

inclination and the line of apsides is undefined for zero eccentricity (circular orbit). It is

possible to formulate differently the orbit elements in order to avoid these singularities.

The Equinoctial Lagrange Elements presented in Ref. [40] define six alternative orbital

elements to avoid these singularities [41].

An alternative formulation of orbital elements, consist in defining a set of canonical

orbital elements. The Delaunay elements are the canonical formulation of the Keplerian
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Orbital Elements, and the Poincaré elements are the canonical formulation of the Equinoc-

tial Lagrange Elements. The six Delaunay elements, as found in [42] are expressed as

lD = M gD = ωper hD = Ω

L =
√
aµ GD = L

√
1− e2 HD = G cos i (2.5)

The following identities can be used to relate the true longitude L and mean longitude

λ parameters:

λ = MD + ωper + Ω

L = θ + ωper + Ω (2.6)

As stated before, these orbital elements have the property:

dL

dt
=

∂H
∂lD

dlD
dt

= −∂H
∂L

dGD
dt

=
∂H
∂gD

dgD
dt

= − ∂H
∂GD

dHD

dt
=

∂H
∂hD

dhD
dt

= − ∂H
∂HD

(2.7)

where H is the Hamiltonian as shown in [38] and [43]. The advantage of using canonical

elements is that the Lagrange bracket matrix [38] is diagonal.

2.2 Dynamics of Relative Motion

Different alternatives are available to model the problem of formation flight in which there

is one or more agents linked through tethers, rotating around the Earth. The two-body

approach will be used as a basis to describe the relative equations of motion. On a first

approach, the relative motion of two orbiters can be derived by substracting the equation

of relative motion of two bodies (or a body and the reference orbit) and thus obtaining

the relative dynamics. However, as it will be shown in the sequel, there are other sets of

state variables more convenient to model the problem.

2.2.1 Equations of motion relative to a reference orbit

This section presents the derivation of the equations of motion of an orbiting body, ex-

pressed in the relative coordinates of a frame attached to a reference orbit. The Euler-

Lagrange approach will be used for the derivation. The background behind this approach
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is widely explained in mechanics literature [37].

The Euler-Lagrange equations allow one to derive the equations of motion of a me-

chanical system, based on the expression of its kinetic and potential energy only, if the

system is conservative and all constraints are holonomic. Kinetic and potential energy

energy must be defined as a function of the so called generalized coordinates. General-

ized coordinates is the set of variables that define uniquely the configuration of a system.

Generalized velocities are the time derivative of generalized coordinates. Although it is

preferable that generalized coordinates are independent, this is not mandatory, but when

this happens, the number of generalized coordinates equals that of system degrees of free-

dom. Euler-Lagrange equations for a conservative system with holonomic constraints and

n degrees of freedom are written in the form:

d

dt

(
∂T
∂q̇j

)
− ∂T
∂qj

+
∂V
∂qj

= 0 (2.8)

where qj are generalized coordinates j = 1, ..., n. Variable T is the total kinetical energy

of the system and V its total potential energy. The advantage of this approach over other

methods is that the choice of the generalized coordinates is arbitrary. In some problems,

writing the equations of motion based on variables having special geometric properties can

be much simpler than using, for instance, Cartesian coordinates and/or lead to simpler

expressions for the equations of motion. Moreover, for a system with ideal holonomic

constraints, writing the equations of motion by means of Euler-Lagrange equations does

not require to express explicitly constraint forces.

In the applications considered in the present thesis, the orbital kinetic energy T is

calculated as the sum of kinetic energies of the parent bodies plus that of the agents. The

orbital potential energy V is the sum of the potential energies of the parent body plus that

of the agents.

Appropriate extensions of Eq. (2.8) exist for systems affected by non-conservative forces

(e.g. the Raleigh dissipation function can be used as a measure of the power dissipated

by non-conservative forces), or system with non-holonomic constraints or described by a

set of non-independent generalized coordinates (use of Lagrange multipliers). A detailed

derivation can be found in [37].
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When analyzing formation flight problems, it is often convenient to describe the po-

sition of the deputies with respect to the parent body, or with respect to a predefined

reference orbit. For this reason it is convenient to describe the motion of the deputy with

respect to a non-inertial reference system centered in the parent body or the reference

orbit, and not the Earth.

Figure 2.2: Reference frames O and R

This approach is based on two reference systems. The inertial reference system (fixed

frame) O : {Î, Ĵ, K̂} is Earth-centered with K̂ pointing along the Earth’s spin axis, whereas

Î and Ĵ lie on the equatorial plane. The Î unit vector lies at the intersection of the (in-

ertially fixed) equatorial and ecliptic planes and Ĵ completes a right-handed triad. The

rotating or orbital reference frame, also known as Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH)

is R : {̂iR, ĵR, k̂R} . In this frame, the îR axis points outwards in the radial direction from

the center of the Earth to the parent body, the k̂R axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane

along the angular momentum vector and the ĵR axis completes a right-handed orthogonal

triad. When the orbit is circular, ĵR is tangent to the direction of movement. The origin of

the LVLH frame coincides with the parent body position following a prescribed reference

orbit. In the absence of parent body, the center of the local reference frame is that of the

reference orbit.

The expression of the kinetic and potential energy (T and V respectively) depends

on the orbital parameters of the reference orbit and the position of the agent within the
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LVLH frame, that is:

T =
1

2

N+1∑
i=1

mi(Ṙref · Ṙref) + Ṙref ·
N∑
i=1

mi(vi) +
1

2

N∑
i=1

mi(vi · vi)

= Torb + Ṙref ·
N∑
i=1

mi(vi) +
1

2

N∑
i=1

mi(vi · vi) (2.9)

and

V = −µ
N+1∑
i=1

mi

Rref
− µ

R2
ref

N∑
i=1

mi(̂iR · ri) +
µ

2R3
ref

N∑
i=1

mi(ri · ri − 3(̂iR · ri)2)

= Vorb −
µ

R2
ref

N∑
i=1

mi(̂iR · ri) +
µ

2R3
ref

N∑
i=1

mi(ri · ri − 3(̂iR · ri)2) (2.10)

where the orbital components are grouped in terms Torb and Vorb. Vectors ri and vi

describe the position and velocity of deputy i in the LVLH frame. In these equations

N defines the total number of deputies, such that N + 1 is the total number of agents,

including the parent body. The following two sections describe how to derive the equations

of motion, taking into account two sets of generalized coordinates. In the first case, a set

of cartesian coordinates is used, whereas in the second case it is a set of polar coordinates.

The use of this approach requires writing the kinetic and potential energies in terms of

the chosen generalized coordinates.

Cartesian coordinates

When the position of the deputies with respect to the parent body is described in the LVLH

frame, the most obvious choice for this is to use {q1, q2, q3, ..., qn} = {xj , yj , zj , ..., zN} with

n = 3N , in the absence of constraints on the position of the N mass elements.

Assuming that the parent body (leader) follows a prescribed reference orbit Rp = Rref,

and letting Rd = Ri be the absolute position of a deputy (chaser) in the LVLH frame,

these position vectors are expressed in R as:

Rp = Rref · î

Rd = Rp + rd = (Rref + xd) · îR + yd · ĵR + zd · k̂R (2.11)
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Assuming ωR/O = θ̇ · K̂, the velocities of the leader and the follower(s) are given by:

Ṙp = Ṙp|R + ωR/O ×Rp = Ṙref · îR + θ̇Rref · ĵR
Ṙd = Ṙp + vd (2.12)

vd = ṙd|R + ωR/O × rd = (ẋd + θ̇yd) · îR + (ẏd + θ̇xd) · ĵR + żd · k̂R

where θ̇ is the angular rate of the orbiting body, or true anomaly rate. After substituting

expressions (2.11) and (2.12) in (2.9) and (2.10) with Rref = Rp, ri = rd and vi = vd,

the equations of motion for a particular deputy body d are obtained. Eliminating the

subscript d for convenience, the equations of motion for a deputy body, are

ẍ− 2θ̇(ẏ − y(Ṙref/Rref))− xθ̇2 = −µ(Rref + x)/R3
ref

ÿ + 2θ̇(ẋ− x(Ṙref/Rref))− yθ̇2 = −µy/R3
ref (2.13)

z̈ = −µz/R3
ref

Circular reference orbit

In order to simplify the model, some assumptions can be taken in addition to those asso-

ciated to Eq. (2.1). When

• Rref >>‖ ri ‖

• The parent body of the formation follows a circular orbit, which implies Rref is

constant and the eccentricity is zero, e = 0.

the so-called Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) equations are derived [44]:

ẍ− 2nẏ − 3n2x = 0

ÿ + 2nẋ = 0 (2.14)

z̈ + n2z = 0

where, for a circular reference orbit, the true anomaly rate θ̇ is replaced by the constant

mean orbital rate n. Notice that the k̂R component of the motion is decoupled from

displacements in the îR − ĵR plane. When incorporating the presence of external forces,
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HCW equations achieve the form:

ẍ− 2nẏ − 3n2x = fx/mi

ÿ + 2nẋ = fy/mi (2.15)

z̈ + n2z = fz/mi

In the absence of external forces, an analytical solution to (2.15) can be found:

x(t) = A0 cos(nt+ ka) + xk0

y(t) = −2A0 sin(nt+ ka) + yk0 − (3/2)ntxk0 (2.16)

z(t) = B0 cos(nt+ kb)

where ka, kb, A0, B0, xk0 and yk0 are integration constants. The solution shows a secular

term in the second equation. In order to eliminate secular drift, it can be easily shown that

xk0 must be zero, and therefore the following initial condition must satisfied ẏ0 = −2nx0.

Otherwise, the relative orbit will not be bounded and the deputy drifts away from the

center of the frame. References [17] and [45] study the effect of incorporating eccentric

orbits using the HCW approach.

Elliptical reference orbit

Equation (2.13) is valid for a generic Keplerian orbit. For a Keplerian elliptical orbit, the

following equations hold [38]:

R =
a(1− e2)

ξ
θ̇ = ξ2

√
µ

a3(1− e2)3
ξ = (1 + e cos θ) (2.17)

After linearizing the gravitational term as in [17] and defining the equations of motion

in terms of e and θ, the equations of relative motion in R achieve the following form:

ẍ− 2θ̇ẏ − θ̇2x− θ̈y + 2n2(ξ/(1− e2))3x = fx/mi

ÿ + 2θ̇ẋ− θ̇2y + θ̈x+ n2(ξ/(1− e2))3y = fy/mi (2.18)

z̈ + n2z = fz/mi

This equation provides a valid alternative to describe the linearized relative motion

with respect to an elliptical reference orbit. Lawden derived a model and obtained an

analytical solution for the relative motion in the absence of external forces [46] using
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Eq. (2.18), taking true anomaly as independent variable. Unfortunately, the analytical

solution derived by Lawden includes an integral which presents singularities for certain

values of the eccentric anomaly. Tschauner and Hempel derived a similar set of equations

of motion for relative motion with respect to an elliptical orbit, scaling state variables with

respect to the radius of the parent body [47]. A significant contribution was provided by

Carter [48], who refined Lawden’s solution by providing an alternative integral, which is

not affected by the above mentioned singularities. A historical perspective on the deriva-

tion of this model can be found in Ref. [49].

Reference [50] derives a third-order expression, for both in-plane and out-of-plane dy-

namics of the solutions of the elliptic HCW non-linear equations. The solutions are in

powers of two amplitudes but exact in eccentricity (i.e. accuracy is good also for high

eccentricities).

Reference [17] provides a technique for evaluating initial conditions for the elements of

the cluster such that deputies do not present secular motion, and the necessary conditions

that provide periodic solutions, with deputies returning back to the initial states at the

end of each orbit.

Polar coordinates

One of the advantages of using the Lagrangian approach is the freedom of choosing the

set of generalized coordinates that better suits each particular problem. The geometry of

the system in some cases can make some choice preferable to another. This section focus

on the derivation of equations of motion using polar coordinates.

The choice of variables is based on the formation orientations presented in Ref. [13].

The cluster orientations used in this reference are known as In-plane and Earth-facing.

Depending on the cluster configuration a different pair of polar coordinates is chosen to

represent the motion.

For the In-plane configuration, deputies are nominally in the orbit plane. The orbital

plane is defined by axes îR and ĵR of the LVLH reference frame. For this reason, vari-

ables l, α and β are used to represent the position as indicated in Fig. 2.3(a), where l

defines the distance to the parent body, variable β is used to monitor the out-of-plane

elevation from the nominal plane (roll motion), and α will express the in-plane angular
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motion of the deputy around the parent body (pitch motion) contained in the orbital plane.

Figure 2.3: Polar coordinates in LVLH reference: in-plane (a) and Earth-facing (b)
cases

In the Earth-facing configuration, deputies are intended to lie in the plane defined by

ĵR and k̂R. Following the same criteria as before, variable l defines the distance to the

parent body, variable α∗ express the in-plane angular motion contained within the normal

plane facing the Earth, and β∗ is used to represent the out-of-plane motion with respect

to the normal plane facing the Earth as indicated in Fig. 2.3(b).

ri = (li cosα cosβ)̂iR + (li sinα cosβ)̂jR + (li sinβ)k̂R (2.19)

ri = (li sinβ∗)̂iR + (li sinα∗ cosβ∗)̂jR + (li cosα∗ cosβ∗)k̂R (2.20)

For the In-plane case, the relative position vector of the i-th deputy is expressed in

terms of l, α and β variables in the form of Eq. (2.19), whereas for the Earth-facing case

one gets Eq. (2.20) in terms of l, α∗ and β∗. The derivation of the equations of relative

motion in terms of the cited variables then follows the procedure used for writing the

equations in the Cartesian frame.

In Ref. [13] this is done for different cluster structures. The potential energy due to

elasticity and the generalized damping force, depend of the geometry of the links defining

the cluster. For this reason it is necessary to perform a complete new derivation of the

equations of motion for every formation geometry.
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2.2.2 Relative equations of Motion based on Orbit Elements

The orbit elements allow to define the orbit of a single orbiter. For the flight formation

problem, it is necessary to define the relative position from a deputy body with respect to

a parent body orbiting the Earth. For this reason, it is convenient to define the relative

motion of two satellites through the relative orbit element vector:

X̃ = Xd −X = (δa, δe, δi, δΩ, δωper, δθ) (2.21)

The choice of the six orbit elements is not constrained to these shown in Eq. (2.21).

As stated before, the derivation of all the X̃ variables does not require the integration of

any equation of motion. A further advantage provided by using the formulation in orbit

element differences is that in some cases it is possible to have a notion of the relative

dynamics directly from the values. For instance, through the difference values of δi and

δΩ it is possible to have an idea about the relative out-of plane motion between deputy

and chaser.

In the absence of relative drift, vector X̃ should be constant. However, due to external

influences such as external perturbations it may be possible that a secular drift is presented

between orbiter and chaser, and therefore ˙̃X /= 0. Reference [51] estimates the evolution

of the relative motion between deputy and chaser due to different orbital energies, due to

atmospheric drag and due the J2 perturbation.

Reference [52] uses the relative orbit element formulation to define a control law with

the purpose of reestablishing a J2 invariant orbit for a deputy-chief pair. This reference

takes into account the results found in [53] where conditions are defined to remove the

secular drift between two orbiters. Reference [54] defines a strategy for satellite relative

orbital design using least squares methods.

It is possible to define a mapping between the difference among parent and deputy

expressed in terms of orbit elements variables and the coordinates in the HCW frame

[55], [56]. Reference [57] derives in detail the expression taking into account different
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hypotheses. The mapping, assuming chief orbits with small eccentricity is as follows:

x(θ) ≈ (1− e cos θ)δa+ (ae sin θ/
√

1− e2)δM − a cos θδe

y(θ) ≈ (a/
√

1− e2)(1 + e cos θ)δM + a(1− e cos θ)δωper

+ a sin θ(2− e cos θ)δe+ a(1− e cos θ) cos iδΩ (2.22)

z(θ) ≈ a(1− e cos θ)(sin θδi− cos θ sin iδΩ)

The mapping is written using the true anomaly θ as independent variable. Using

Kepler’s equations it is possible to relate θ and time. Reference [58] proposes a positioning

hybrid control law that takes into account both the orbit element representation, and the

mapping to the Cartesian coordinates shown in Eq. (2.22).

2.2.3 Comparison of orbital models

The main advantage of the Lagrangian approach, using Cartesian coordinates as gener-

alized coordinates, is that the representation of position in the LVLH is straightforward.

This property is specially interesting when using elastic tethers when one needs to com-

pute distances to determine elongations. The use of polar coordinates is convenient only

for clusters where tethers have a radial geometry with respect to the parent body. In this

particular case, defining lj as a generalized coordinate is very convenient, but in the case

of tethers connecting external deputies, the calculation of distances is less straightforward

than when using Cartesian coordinates.

One of the most interesting features of using orbital elements to represent the position

of an orbiting body is that it is possible to determine its position using algebraic equations

only, without the need of integrating differential equations as it is the case in the HCW

approach. On the other hand, when incorporating additional forces, like those of spring-

dampers or those arising from perturbations, this property vanishes and one still needs

to integrate a set of six differential equations as it happens in the HCW case. As it will

be explained later, it is possible to use the orbital elements formulation and still define

external accelerations in the LVLH frame which is a convenient property. However, the

set of differential equations is non-linear as opposite to the linearization used in the HCW

case.
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2.3 Effects of Orbit Perturbations

As introduced before, Eq. (2.1) does not include effects like the gravity attraction from

the Moon or the Sun. It does not include neither solar radiation pressure nor tidal ef-

fects. They will be incorporated within the model by defining external perturbations to

the motion from the ideal Kepler solution. Table 2.1, taken from [59], presents a list of

the most important perturbations affecting a satellite orbiting a Low Earth Orbit, along

with an order of magnitude showing their relevance. Earth’s gravitational field provides a

term of comparison for all the perturbing accelerations. Note that many perturbing terms

strongly depend on the orbit and can achieve different importance in different operating

conditions, e.g. atmospheric fiction, which is moderate in LEO below 300 km, becomes

totally negligible above 500 km of altitude.

Table 2.1: Perturbative accelerations acting on a LEO orbit

Conservative Force Acceleration (m/s2)
Earth’s gravitational field ≈ 10
Earth’s oblateness (J2) ≈ 10−2

Earth’s oblateness (J4) ≈ 10−4

Lunar attraction ≈ 10−6

Solar attraction ≈ 10−7

Planetary attraction ≈ 10−10

Tidal Effects ≈ 10−6

Relativisitic effects ≈ 10−8

Non-Conservative Force Acceleration (m/s2)
Atmospheric friction ≈ 10−4

Solar radiation pressure ≈ 10−7

Albedo effect ≈ 10−8

Chapter 4 studies the effect of the J2 perturbation on tethered clusters orbiting in LEO.

This is the most significative perturbation in this scenario as shown in Tab. 2.1. The next

highest perturbation is atmospheric drag, which is two orders of magnitude smaller. In

addition to the fact that is smaller, it is also worth to remark that for Earth-facing clusters

the effect on the relative position of the agents should not be noticeable due to the fact

that all agents lie approximately at the same altitude. For in-plane clusters, the length of

the tethers is small compared with the altitude, and due to the spinning configuration, all

cluster members experience the same drag profile on each rotation of the formation. For

these reasons it is expected that the effect of atmospheric drag on the relative position of
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the agents of the cluster is negligible.

The equations of motion assuming a perturbation causing an acceleration adist achieve the

form:

R̈ =
µ

R2

R

|R|
+ adist (2.23)

Reference [55] describes in detail Cowell and Encke’s methods to calculate the orbit

of a body under perturbation effects. Both methods introduce the concept of osculating

orbit and reference orbit. A perturbation acting on an orbiting body affects its position,

therefore altering the original keplerian orbital parameters. The osculating orbit is the

orbit that at each instant has the orbit parameters determined from the current values of

position and velocity vectors.

According to Encke’s method, the perturbed orbit is calculated as the sum of the unper-

turbed orbit trajectory (calculated using the two-body Kepler solution) and the deviation

from the reference orbit due to perturbations. This method proposes a way to estimate

the deviation with respect to the unperturbed orbit, and therefore allowing to calculate

the position of an orbiter as the sum of the deviation plus the nominal unperturbed orbit.

This method was used when computing power was limited, and approximative techniques

had to be used for orbit computation.

According to Cowell’s method, the perturbed orbit is calculated integrating directly

Eq. (2.23), that is, the nominal Keplerian model plus the sum of perturbation accelerations.

2.3.1 Perturbations in Equations of Motion

Perturbations in Orbit Element Approach

Some perturbations are conservative, and therefore can be expressed as a disturbance

potential that depends only on the distance R. The acceleration adist is created as the

result of a disturbance potential VR(R), where:

adist = ∇VR(R) (2.24)

As reported in [38], is it possible to obtain the variation in the orbit elements as a
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function of this potential. This leads to the Lagrange Planetary Equations (LPE):

dΩ

dt
=

1

nab sin i

∂VR
∂i

di

dt
= − 1

nab sin i

∂VR
∂Ω

+
cos i

nab sin i

∂VR
∂ωper

dωper

dt
= − cos i

nab sin i

∂VR
∂i

+
b

na3e

∂R

∂e
(2.25)

da

dt
=

2

na

∂VR
∂M0

de

dt
= − b

nea3
∂VR
∂ωper

+
b2

nea4
∂VR
∂M0

dM0

dt
= − 2

na

∂VR
a
− b2

nea4
∂VR
∂e

One of the advantages of using a canonical representation for orbital elements is that

the Lagrange matrix is diagonal. The derivation using the Lagrange brackets, however

requires that the disturbance can be expressed in the form of a potential, and therefore

not admiting disturbances caused by non-conservative forces. In [39] it is shown that

this restriction is indeed not necessary, and that it is possible to express the variational

equations in a form known as the Gauss Planetary Equations (GPE) which include a

general acceleration expressed in the orbital frame coordinates. The definition of the

GPE equations in the LVLH frame coordinates leads to the following set of 6 first order

differential equations:

da

dt
=

2a2

h
e sin θaîR +

p

R
aĵR

de

dt
=

1

h
(p sin θaîR + ((p+R) cos θ +R · e)aĵR)

di

dt
=

r cos θ

h
ak̂R

(2.26)

dΩ

dt
=

R sin θ

h sin i
ak̂R

dωper

dt
= − 1

he
cos θpaîR +

1

he
(p+R) sin θaĵR −

R sin θ cos i

h sin i
ak̂R

dM

dt
= n+

b

ahe
(p cos θ − 2R · e)aîR − (p+R) sin θaĵR

where p = a(1 − e2), the modulus of angular momentum is h =
√
µp, and R is the

distance of the body to the center of the Earth. In this expression, aîR , aĵR , ak̂R
are

the accelerations expressed in the local LVLH frame. This representation is convenient

since tether forces are easily expressed in a Cartesian coordinate system, and the generic
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expression of the acceleration allows incorporating non-conservative forces such as the

damping force present in tethers.

Perturbations in the HCW approach

The inclusion of external forces (including perturbations), in the model of relative motion

is straightforward as it can be seen in Eq. (2.15). Forces due to a perturbation acting on

satellite are directly expressed in terms of components in the LVLH frame on the RHS of

the same equation.

2.3.2 Implementation of the J2 Perturbation

The Earth’s gravitational potential VE , is often represented using spherical harmonics

that model the irregularities in the Earth’s shape [38]. The potential function VE is com-

posed as the sum of terms that describe zonal, sectorial and tesseral spherical harmonics

that fit an accurate representation of the gravitational potential. The J2 harmonic is the

lowest-order zonal harmonic Earth’s oblateness. It accounts for Earth’s bulge around the

equator. It’s magnitude is by far the most relevant. For this reason, the effect of the

so-called J2 perturbation on tethered formations is analyzed in this study.

In order to simulate the effects of J2 potential over a cluster of satellites various ap-

proaches are available. The first option is to define a model based on Keplerian orbit

elements as state variables. In this nonlinear model, the effect of J2 perturbation can be

incorporated as shown in Ref. [38]. The presence of elastic forces due to tether tension

between pairs of agents can be included in the model in the form of external forces acting

on each agent of the formation, where the tension depends on the distance between the

agents connected by the considered tether.

J2 perturbation in Orbit Element approach

According to [60], the perturbation function VR(R) due to the J2 acceleration is:

VR = −J2
2

µ

R

(
Re
R

)2

(3 sin2 θ sin2 i− 1) (2.27)

The acceleration component obtained from the gradient of VR, projected in the LVLH
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frame, are given by

aîR = −3

2

µJ2R
2
e

R4

(
1− 3/2 sin2 i · (1− cos 2θ)

)
aĵR = −3

2

µJ2R
2
e

R4
sin2 i sin 2θ (2.28)

ak̂R
= −3

2

µJ2R
2
e

R4
sin i cos i sin θ

From these equations it can be clearly seen that for a given longitude, the perturbation

function vanishes at Earth’s poles, and reaches its maximum at the equator.

In order to take into account the J2 perturbation, Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) and can be

substituted into Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26). It can be shown that the J2 perturbation does

not introduce any secular drift for orbit elements a, e and i. For the purpose of formation

control, in order to ensure that the perturbation affects the formation orbiters in the same

way, Ref. [53] defines the conditions necessary to avoid secular drift between agents under

the action of the J2 perturbation.

Based on the cited article, Ref. [61] studies the problems associated to near-circular

and near-polar orbits of the parent body. Reference [51] by one of the same authors,

explores further the incorporation of secular drifts in the formation due to unequal orbit

energies and atmospheric drag.

References [62] and [63] evaluates the effect of the J2 perturbation through a state-

transition-matrix. Reference [64] compares different motion models taking into account

the J2 perturbation.

J2 perturbation in HCW equations

Reference [16] presents the derivation of the linearized equations of motion of an orbiting

satellite, under the influence of the J2 potential, with respect to a reference orbit. This

paper analyzes the effect due to the J2 perturbation for each one of the LVLH axes and

derives a set of equations of motion in the LVLH frame. To do this, first one needs to

incorporate the effect of the perturbation on the orbiting body acceleration, and then

modify the reference orbit accordingly in order to avoid a secular drift between the orbiter

and the reference orbit.
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The equations of motion are:

r̈ + 2ω × ṙ + ω̇ × r + ω × (ω × r) = R̈− R̈ref (2.29)

The relative position of the satellite with respect to the reference orbit in the LVLH

frame is denoted by r = R−Rref, where R is the position vector of the satellite and Rref

that of the reference orbit. The acceleration for a deputy is:

R̈ = g(Rref) +∇g(Rref)r + J2(Rref) +∇J2(Rref)r (2.30)

This equation is a differential equation with time varying coefficients, because the

expression of ∇J2(Rref) is a function of latitude. In order to obtain an autonomous (i.e.

time-invariant) set of equations, an approximation with constant coefficients is derived,

using the average of ∇J2(Rref), over one period, equal to

1

2π

∫ 2π

0
∇J2(Rref)dθ =

µ

R3
ref

+

4sJ 0 0

0 −sJ 0

0 0 −3sJ

 (2.31)

with sJ = (3J2R
2
e/8R

2
ref)(1 + 3 cos 2i)

instead of its exact value. The modified set of equations poses two problems. On one

side, the perturbation terms J2 and ∇J2(Rref) that affect satellite relative position are

computed over the reference orbit, Rref, which is also subject to the effects of the J2 per-

turbation. This fact needs to be accounted for to prevent the error between the effective

orbit and the reference one to grow up unboundedly, thus leaving the small perturbation

range necessary for linearization.

The reference orbit R̈ref should be redefined in such a way that no secular drift is

produced between the orbiting body and the reference orbit. The analysis of the motion

within the LVLH frame is as follows:

• For the radial direction, no drift is expected considering that no secular drift is

produced on orbit semi-major axis, a, and eccentricity, e [51]. Therefore, taking

the time average of the J2 potential gradient doesn’t lead to any secular loss of the

accuracy in the predicted motion.

• Changes in the tangential direction due to the J2 perturbation can be caused by
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changes eccentricity or orbital period. Since the first case is not possible, it is

sufficient to choose an orbital period for the satellite equal to that of the reference

orbit. To avoid secular drift, the initial condition of the satellite will have to be

calculated specifically, as it will be shown in the sequel.

• The dynamics in the cross-track direction is more complicated, due to the secular

change in the longitude of the ascending node caused by the J2 perturbation. These

dynamics require both a correction of the reference orbit to compensate for the nodal

drift and a redefinition of the cross-track dynamics.

After correcting the reference orbit period, and its nodal drift, the acceleration of the

corrected reference orbit is calculated as:

R̈ref = g(Rref) +
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
J2(Rref) dθ + [J2(Rref) · k̂R]k̂R (2.32)

The reference angular velocity is replaced by the value ω = nc ẑ, where n is the mean

motion and c =
√

(1 + s). The following equations are thus derived in [16]:

ẍ− 2ncẏ − (5c2 − 2)n2x = −3n2J2(R
2
e/Rref) ·

·{1/2− [3 sin2 iref sin2 (kt)/2]− [(1 + 3 cos(2iref)/8]}

ÿ + 2ncẋ = −3n2J2(R
2
e/Rref) sin2 iref sin kt cos kt (2.33)

z̈ + (3c2 − 2)n2z = 0

with k = nc+
3
√
µJ2R2

e

2R7/2 cos2 iref and x, y and z Cartesian coordinates in the LVLH frame.

These equations do not accurately capture the dynamics of the cross-track motion,

thus presenting a second problem when i /= 0 due to the averaging of ∇J2(Rref). The

approximation makes the effect of the potential symmetric with respect to the normal to

the orbit plane, rather than to the vector pointing towards the North pole. In order to

solve this issue, it is sufficient to reformulate the cross-track dynamics, that is, the third

equation in Eq. (2.33), as

z̈ + p2qz = 2plpq cos(pqt+ pφ) (2.34)

where the derivation of parameters pl, pq and pφ is presented in detail in [16].
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As in the Hill-Clohessy-Wilthsire equations, the cross–track and the in-plane dynamics

are uncoupled, making it possible to solve the equations separately. In some special cases

it is possible to obtain a bounded analytical solution, by imposing restrictions on the initial

velocity conditions. Reference [16] also provides the equations that model the orbit of a

satellite motion relative to a second satellite, in which case the equations are formulated

in terms of ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z variables, that is,

x = (x0 − pα) cos(nt
√

1− s) +

√
1− s

2
√

1 + s
y0 sin(nt

√
1− s) + pα cos(2kt)

y = −2
√

1 + s√
1− s

(x0 − pα) sinnt
√

1− s+ y0 cos(nt
√

1− s) + pβ sin(2kt)

z = (plt+m) sin(pqt+ pφ) (2.35)

pα = −3J2R
2
en

2

4kRref

(3k − 2n
√

1 + s)

n2(1− s)− 4k2

pβ = −3J2R
2
en

2

4kRref

2k(2k − 3n
√

1 + s) + n2(3 + 5s)

2k(n2(1− s)− 4k2)
sin2(iref) (2.36)

The initial conditons on the velocity of the deputy that ensure that no secular drift is

presented with respect to the reference orbit, are the following:

ẋ0 = y0n

(
1− s

2
√

1 + s

)
ẏ0 = −2x0n

√
1 + s+

3J2R
2
en

2

4kRref
sin2 iref (2.37)

Reference [65] evaluates in detail the results of [16]. Reference [66] derives a model

which includes the effect of atmospheric drag, together with J2 perturbation.

2.4 Tether Models

Several approaches are available in the literature for modeling tether dynamics. When

tether elasticity is neglected, the system is rigid and the results for gravity-gradient sta-

bilized rigid bodies derived in [67] can be applied. When elasticity is taken into account,

the model may take incorporate different features depending on the degree of fidelity re-

quired, and the specific characteristics of the mission scenario. Richer models improve the

accuracy of the results, usually at the expense of a higher computational load. There are
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different features than can be taken into account for tether modeling:

• Elasticity: This property implies that the tether allows longitudinal stretching

beyond its natural length.

• Mass: The inclusion of tether mass in the model, requires a model for mass dis-

tribution, either a continuous model (based on the string equation), or a discrete

model based on massless stretches connecting concentrated masses.

• Extensibility: The variable unstretched length is needed to represent deploy-

ment/retrieval operations.

In the following sections, the implementation of each one of the cited features will be

described.

2.4.1 Elasticity Model

A tether elongated beyond the nominal unstretched tether length l(0) exhibits an opposit-

ing restoring force. This force is a combination of an elastic restoring force (such as that of

a linear spring) and a damping force that depends on the tether elongation rate (damping

effect). Materials showing this behavior are known as visco-elastic materials [68]. There

are different variants of visco-elastic models depending on the specific arrangement of the

model combining spring and damper: these two can be arranged in series, in parallel or a

combination of both.

According to the Kelvin–Voigt visco–elastic model the spring and damper are set up

in parallel. In this case the stress-strain relationship is represented as:

T = −Et · ε− Ct · ε̇ (2.38)

where Et is the material Young’s modulus, Ct is the coefficient of internal friction and ε

is the strain. For some materials and for some specific applications, accurate modeling

of Ct needs to take into account structural (or hysteretic) damping [68]. This approach

takes into account an hysteresis cycle in the σ–ε plane, and the effect of the frequency of

oscillation. The value of Ct can be calculated as:

Ct =
Et · ηt

Ωt
(2.39)

where ηt is the loss factor (that depends on the specific characteristics of the material)

and on the oscillation frequency Ωt. Results show that for a space tether, the value of Ct
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can be assumed constant and thus independent from frequency.

For a space tether, the visco–elastic properties of the tether material are assumed to be

those of a Kelvin–Voigt material model, which consists of a spring and a damper connected

in parallel. For a massless tether connecting agents i and j, the force exerted on agent i

and agent j can be calculated as:

f i,tens = EtAt · εj,i · êj,i + Ct · ε̇j,i · êj,i if ∆lj,i > 0

f j,tens = −f i,tens
(2.40)

where Et is the tether material Young’s modulus, At the area of the section of the tether

and Ct the damping constant. Versor êj,i = (rj − ri)/lj,i defines the direction connecting

agents j and i normalized by the tether length lj,i = |rj−ri|. Term εj,i = ∆lj,i/l
(0)
j,i defines

the strain between the j–th and i–th bodies, with an elongation ∆lj,i = lj,i − l(0)j,i , being

l
(0)
j,i the tether nominal unstretched length. Expanding Equation (2.40) leads to:

f i,tens =
EtAt

l
(0)
j,i

·∆lj,iêj,i +
Ct

l
(0)
j,i

[
êj,i · (vj − vi)− l̇(0)j,i ·

lj,i

l
(0)
j,i

]
êj,i if ∆lj,i > 0 (2.41)

Grouping terms in this equation leads to

f i,tens = kt · Sj,i · êj,i + ct ·Dj,i · êj,i if ∆lj,i > 0 (2.42)

where kt and ct are the tether elastic and damping coefficients. Note that if the elonga-

tion ∆lj becomes equal or less than zero, the cable does not transmit any force (“slack”

condition) and so no action is present between the connected masses and only the gravity

gradient force drives their motion.

2.4.2 Effects of tether mass

Modeling transversal deflections requires taking into account the mass of the tether, in

order to determine the effect of the gravitational field over the mass distribution of the

tether. For this purpose there are two alternatives: A model based on the string equation

taking into account a constant density string, or a discretized model composed of massless

stretches connecting discrete lump masses.
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Continuous Models

References [69], [70] and [71] present a theoretical model that describes tether dynamics

based on the string equation. This model determines the governing equations of an ar-

bitrary mass element ρ ds the teher of the tether, as well as the dynamics of the tether

ends. The modified string equation takes into account gravitational forces:

ρ
∂2R

∂t2
=
∂f s,tens
∂s

− ρµR
R3

+ f s,grav (2.43)

where s is a curvilinear abcissa counted along the string. Considering that tension force

is always tangent to the thread line, it is

f s,tens = T · tR with tR =
∂R

∂s

∣∣∣∣∂R∂s
∣∣∣∣−1

the magnitude of tension T is defined from the elasticity law considered for each specific

tether material, and TR is the tangent unit vector. The equations of motion at the tether

endpoints a and b can be written as:

ma(t)
d2Ra

dt2
= tR,a

[
Ta − ρ(sa)la

(
dsa
dt

)2
]
−ma(t)

µRa

R3
a

+ fa,grav (2.44)

mb(t)
d2Rb

dt2
= −tR,b

[
Tb − ρ(sb)lb

(
dsb
dt

)2
]
−mb(t)

µRb

R3
b

+ f b,grav (2.45)

where la and lb are the extension of the tether at endpoints.

ta = Et(sa)(la − 1) ; la =

∣∣∣∣∂R∂s
∣∣∣∣
a

(2.46)

tb = Et(sb)(lb − 1) ; lb =

∣∣∣∣∂R∂s
∣∣∣∣
b

(2.47)

Based on the model introduced above, Ref. [69] proposes simplifications that provide

different degrees of accuracy in the model. Reference [72] also analyzes tether dynamics

by exploiting the fact that tethers usually are very stiff.

Discretized Models

The purpose of discretized models is to address the problem by approximating the behavior

of the tether by a series of point-masses connected by straight massless spring–damper
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elements. Although the use of continuous models is a valid choice for single tether systems,

discretized models alleviate the computational load, when multi-tethered systems are to

be dealt with. The first approach presented here consist in a model that defines a single

elastic massless elements linking pairs of deputies at the tether ends. For the massive

model, an approach is presented that allows discretization of tether by an arbitrary number

of stretches.

Massless model The massless model is the simplest one, and in this case the tether is

represented as a simplified massless spring–damper system connecting two agents at its

ends. For this case, the dynamics of the formation are expressed in the LVLH frame.

Under the assumption that cable mass is assumed zero, as in the analysis reported in

Ref. [13], the cables store elastic energy while remaining in a straight position under the

action of the tension exchanged between the bodies located at their extremities, induced

by gravity–gradient force and formation rotational motion.

The derivation of the equations of motion can be done using Lagrange equations.

The effect of the spring is taken into account as a potential energy due to elasticity, and

therefore included in the computation of the total potential energy. The damping force

shall be included as a dissipation function Qd,qj on the RHS of the equation since the

damping force is non-conservative.

d

dt

(
∂T
∂q̇j

)
− ∂T
∂qj

+
∂V
∂qj

= Qd,qj (2.48)

The elastic potential energy, consist of the gravitational term and the elastic term

V = VE + Velast.

Velast =

N∑
i=1

1

2
kt

(
lt − l(0)t

)2
; VE = −GMe

N∑
i=1

mi

|Rp + ri|
(2.49)

The Raleigh function for the damping force, can be written as:

Qd,qj = − ∂

∂q̇j

(
N∑
i=1

1

2
ct l̇

2
t

)
(2.50)

where kt and ct are the elastic and damping constant respectively for the tether, lt the

length of a tether and lnom the nominal lenght of a tether. The expression of the kinetic

energy is obtained from Eq. (2.9).
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The accelerations exerted by tethers linking pairs of deputies can be incorporated

directly in the equations of motion 2.48. Reference [13] uses this approach to study the

stability of different satellite cluster morphologies. Through a series of simplifications, and

assuming a circular orbit, the only orbital feature present in the equations of motion is

the orbital mean motion n. This reference also presents different cluster topologies estab-

lishing force links between the deputies. Each deputy will have three equations of motion

associated to the three degrees of freedom expressed by the chosen generalized coordinates

Massive model In this model, tether mass is introduced in the model by means of

a lumped–mass discretization. This approach was introduced in Ref. [14] and it consid-

ers tethers as a sequence of point-masses (beads) and massless springs-dampers. Refer-

ences [73] and [74] also make use of this formulation. It was applied also in Refs. [75] and

[76] in order study the behavior of orbiting large tethered structures without active control.

The total mass mt of a generic tether t is distributed over nb beads of equal mass,

mb = mt/nb. Each tether element is considered as a (small) orbiting body integrated in

the structure of the cluster. The tether is thus divided into a series of nb + 1 segments,

each one connecting two beads in the central portion of the tether, or a bead to either the

parent body or one of the deputies at its ends. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the concept.

For each tether segment, values for damping coefficient, cs, and stiffness, ks, are as-

signed considering a massless spring–damper system, where cs and ks are obtained by

imposing that the series of st = (nb+1) elastic elements provides an assigned value for the

equivalent stiffness and damping coefficients kt and ct of the whole tether over its length,

that is,

1/kt = (nb + 1)/ks ⇒ ks = st · kt (2.51)

1/ct = (nb + 1)/cs ⇒ cs = st · ct

where st is the number of segments, ks and cs are the elastic and damping constant of

each segment. The mass mt, the elastic constant kt, and the damping constant ct of the

tether are calculated using the following expressions:

mt = ρAtl ; kt = EtAt/l ; ct = Ct/l (2.52)
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Figure 2.4: Stretches connecting beads, deputies and parent body

where ρt is the density, Et is the Young’s Modulus, Ct the damping constant of the tether

material, and At is the cross-section of the tether. Based on these parameters, and the

elastic model chosen, it is possible to calculate the force exerted by the tether at its ends.

Coupling of the movement among all the elements of the formation induced by tether

tensions is expressed through the components of the tether tension force f i,tens = fx,îi +

fy,îj + fz,ik̂ on the RHS of Equation (2.14). The force exerted by a tether segment s

connecting elements a and b (two adjacent beads or a deputy and a bead) can be calculated

as:

fa,tens =
EtAt

l
(0)
b,a

·∆lb,aêb,a +
Ct

l
(0)
b,a

êb,a · (vb − va)− l̇
(0)
b,a ·

lb,a

l
(0)
b,a

 êb,a if ∆lb,a > 0

= ks(b,a) · Sb,a · êb,a + cs(b,a) ·Db,a · êb,a

= −f b,tens
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Comparison of Continuous and Discrete Model

Reference [77] analyzes the behavior of N coupled oscillators, which consist of an elastic

string attached to N particles of equal mass. The string has fixed ends. This reference

shows that as the number of point masses is increased and the length of the elements is

reduced, the equations of motion of the discretized model become equivalent to those of

the continuous string model. The number of vibration modes represented in the motion

will be as high as the number of oscillators N used in the representation of the model.

Oscillations of higher frequencies cannot be represented due to aliasing.

Reference [15] performs a modal analysis of the behavior of the tethers for a three-

dimensional cluster and presents a simulation showing the different vibration moldes. The

paper assesses the suitability of the bead model to represent tether dynamics.

It can be concluded that the discretized lumped-mass model is a valid representation

of the tether behavior. The accuracy in the representation of vibration modes wil depend

on the number of particles used in the lumped-mass model.

2.4.3 Tether Deployment and Retrieval

Most of the missions involving tethers require tether deployment and retrieval capabilities.

From the beginning of the mission it is necessary to unreel tethers in order to deploy the

cluster to its intended configuration. During mission operation it might be necessary to be

able to reel tethers for tension control purposes. Even if some natural configurations allow

keeping tether tension to a minimum level and thrusters play also a role in tether tension,

changing the tether natural length also allows modifying tether tension. In missions like

SPECS [35] it is necessary to have a formation with variable geometry. The change in the

shape is achieved by changing the tether natural lengths. The control of tether tension

and the control of tether length is complex problem, as it consist of a system with variable

mass due to the variation of the tether natural length. The modification of the tether

natural length also involves a change of its natural frequencies as explained before.

References [69], [78], [79], [72] and [80] derive the theoretical equations of motion for

deployment assuming a continuous string equations. Reference [70] presents different mod-

els of different complexity addressing the deployment/retrieval problem. References [81]

and [82] propose an optimal [83] control system for deployment and retrieval based on the

continuous model.
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There are two main alternatives for reeling control when considering a lumped-mass

tether model. The first approach assumes a constant element length. This implies that

during deployment/reeling the number of beads will vary. The sudden addition or sup-

pression of a bead into the tether creates a discontinuity in the dynamics of the tether.

References [14], [84], [85] and [86] use this approach. In the instant when a new a massive

bead (having a certain velocity) leaves the spacecraft and it is incorporated in the tether,

momentum conservation needs to be taken into due account in order to determine the

state of the beads.

As an alternative, the model proposed in this thesis assumes a constant number of

beads and the length of the elements is changed during deployment/retrieval. When

deploying or retrieving a tether, the tether unstretched length parameter l(0) must be

updated as a consequence of the process of releasing or retrieving the cable. At the same

time, a new desired position must be defined for the deputies placed at the ends of that

tether, in order to keep the tether taut during the reeling process and at the final configu-

ration state. The change in l(0) and the new desired position for tether ends can be done

by tracking a ramp profile, the slope of which is used to regulate the rate of change. The

model is explained in more detail in Section 5.6.

2.4.4 Dynamics of a tether in orbit

The models presented so far are useful to define the most basic mechanical dynamics of a

tether without incorporating the gravity gradient force, or just by adding it as an external

force. The dumbbell model is often used in the literature. The advantage of this model is

that it incorporates explicitly the expression of the gravity gradient, and therefore allows

to study the dynamics of tethers in space. Different variants of the dumbbell model can

be derived, with various degrees of fidelity.

Tether dumbbell model

A first approximation for tether modeling is to consider a massive tether connecting two

point masses. A certain number of papers take into account this model, based on the

scenario of the TSS mission where a probe is connected to the Space Shuttle [87], [88].

Taking into account the kinetic and potential energy of the tether,
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T = Torb +
mel

2

2

[
(α̇+ θ̇)2 cos2 β + β̇2

]
+
ma(mb +mt)

mT
l̇2

V = Vorb +
me

2

µ

R3
l2
(
1− 3 cos2 α cos2 β

)
(2.53)

(2.54)

where Torb, Vorb are kinetical and potential orbital energy:

Torb =
mT

2

(
Ṙ+R2θ̇2

)
; Vorb = −µmT

R

and ma, mb are the masses of the tether ends and mt is the tether mass tether and me

depends on the three values:

me = (ma(mb +mt/3) + (mt/3)(mb +mt/4)) /mT

mT = ma +mb +mt (2.55)

Variable ma is the mass of the spacecraft containing the tether reeling mechanism,

and therefore its value varies with time during tether deployment or retrieval operations.

As a consequence the value of mt also varies during tether reeling. The value of mb is

assumed constant. Variable α is the pitch angle (in-plane libration angle between tether

and local vertical), and β is the roll angle (out-of-plane angle with respect to the orbital

plane) as represented in Fig. 2.3. The first terms in T and V describe the orbital kinetic

and potential energy, whereas the remaining terms in each equation describe the energy

related to tether attitude and motion.

The equations of motion can be obtained using the Lagrange equations as in Eq. 2.8.

Using the generalized variables {α, β, l}:

cos2 β

[
(α̈+ θ̈) +

(
2l̇

l
m∗1 − 2β̇ tanβ

)
(α̇+ θ̇) +

3µ

R3
sinα cosα

]
=

fα
mel2

β̈ +
2l̇

l
β̇ ·m∗ +

[
(α̇+ θ̇)2 +

3µ

R3
cos2 α

]
sinβ cosβ =

fβ
mel2

(2.56)

l̈ ·m∗ − l ·me

[
β̇2 + (α̇+ θ̇)2 cos2 β +

µ

R3
(3 cos2 α · cos2 β − 1)

]
= fl

Where fi represent the generalized forces. A visco–elastic term modeling the tether

elastic behavior can be incorporated in the model through the fl term in Eq. (2.56), as an
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external force.

Variable m∗ = ma(mb + mt/2)/(mTme), as shown in [89] and [90]. For non–circular

orbits, both R and θ̇ can be written in terms of θ:

R =
a(1− e2)

ζ
θ̇ = ζ2

√
µ

a3(1− e2)3
ζ = (1 + e cos θ) (2.57)

The model reported in Eq. (2.56) was used in many studies to analyze the behavior

of an orbiting tether. References that study the behavior on eccentric orbits, adopt true

anomaly θ as the independent variable. In order to study the behavior of an orbiting

tether different simplifications can be done to focus on those aspects of the dynamics

more relevant for the considered applicative scenario.

In a first approach only roll and pitch dynamics are modeled, and the longitudinal

dynamics are eliminated assuming a rigid tether, that is l̇ = 0. In [94], both in-plane and

out-of-plane dynamics of a tether in an elliptic orbit are studied from an analytical and

numerical point of view.

To study the planar motion only pitch and longitudinal dynamics are considered, in

the absence of roll dynamics. This implies that β = 0 and β̇ = 0. This scenario is studied

in several papers such as [90], [91], and [92].

To further simplify the model, only pitch motion can be studied, eliminating both roll

and longitudinal dynamics. This implies that l̇ = 0, β = 0 and β̇ = 0. This assumption

leads to the well known Beletsky equation, defined with true anomaly as independent

variable.

(1 + e cos θ)α′′ − 2α′ · e sin θ + 3 sinα cosα = 2e sin θ (2.58)

This case is studied in Refs. [93], [95], [96], [97] and [94]. Although the behavior of a

dumbbell in a circular orbit shows a regular behavior, when the eccentricity of the orbit

increases the pitch dynamics of the tether may exhibit a chaotic behavior. The size of the

chaotic region between libration and tumbling frequencies increases with eccentricity.

The same dynamics restricted to a circular orbit is studied in [89]. This implies that

l̇ = 0, β = 0, β̇ = 0 and n = θ̇. Reference [87] proposes a tension control law, based on the
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linearization of the equations of motion. Reference [98] proposes an optimal controller for

set–point control of {α, β, l}. References [81] and [82] propose, respectively, a controller

for deployment and retrieval based on the model presented in Eq. (2.56).

Gravity-gradient stabilization

A single orbiting tether connected by two masses and aligned with the local vertical

exhibits a natural stable equilibrium. On the agent placed in the lowest end of the tether

(the one closest to the Earth), Gravity force is higher with respect to that exerted over the

agent on the furthest end. On the other hand, centrifugal force acting on the furthest agent

is higher than that on the lowest one. This fact creates a natural equilibrium state in which

the tether remains taut. In the absence of energy dissipation, a slight perturbation leads

to a pendulum-like oscillation of the tether with respect to the local vertical. Following

Eq. (2.56), the in–plane dynamics, in the absence of external forces is represented by:

α̈+ 3n2 sinα cosα = 0 (2.59)

In practice, a tether in such condition exhibits low amplitude libration due to external

perturbations to the non-uniformity of the gravity field. At the same time, friction and

atmospheric drag cause dissipation and thus damp out the oscillations.

Integrating this equation leads to:

α̇− 3n2 cos2 α = 2H (2.60)

which describes the pitch angular velocity as a function of the pitch angle. This equation

allows plotting a phase portrait with different trajectories as a function of the value of H,

as shown in Refs. [69] and [88]. The value H = 0 separates the regions of pendulum-like

libration (H < 0) and rotation (H > 0). Both references also study the coupled in-plane

and out-of-plane dynamics.

For elliptical orbits the Hamiltonian is not constant, and is possible to derive a similar

equation to represent the behavior by means of phase portraits. As shown in [88], the

tether behavior in elliptical orbits is chaotic.
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Electrodynamic tethers

An electrically conductive tether in Low Earth Orbit can be used as a power generator

or as a motor generating thrust. The electrodynamic tether principles are described in

Ref. [1].

When no external current is applied, an electrical current is induced opposite to the

tether’s direction of motion. The current is perpendicular to the Earth’s magnetic field

and to the direction of motion. At the same time, an electromagnetic force is generated

opposed to the motion direction and the tether experiences drag. On the other hand, when

the current direction is reversed through an internal power source (a satellite battery or

a solar panel) thrust is generated along the tether motion and therefore the speed of the

tether is increased. The increment of tether energy results into an altitude increase.

References [99] and [100] provide insight and a review of the state of the art about

electrodynamic tethers dynamics. Reference [101] studies the effect of energy sources and

sinks on the design of an electrodynamic tether mission.

Provided that the scope of this thesis is focused only in non–conductive momentum

exchange tethers, electrodynamic forces will not be taken into account in the sequel.

Tether failure modes

One of the main hazards for a space tether mission in Low Earth Orbit is the chances that

one or more tethers are severed by micrometeorites or space debris. The main purpose of

the TiPS mission was to prove the long-term survivability of a space tether.

Reference [102] presents a collision study based on the failed TSS mission. This paper

shows a methodology for estimating the probability of tether failure due to debris, and

concludes that while it is likely that the tether collides with several particles less than 0.1

mm, the probability of colliding with large objects is small.

Reference [103] studies the survival of a double–strand tether while performing an

active debris removal mission consisting of de-orbiting an artificial satellite. A debris flux

is assumed as a function of altitude during the whole mission. The paper concludes that a

satisfactory mission success probability is achieved. Reference [104] also studies the debris

impact collision probability for a double–strand tether. The study concludes that even
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though it is more probable to be hit, the probability of being severed is much lower than

that of a single-strand tether.

Tether materials

Space tethers shall made of materials be as light as possible. Some missions require de-

ploying tethers of several kilometers, and the cluster alternatives require often multiple

tether links between the agents of the cluster. If the tether material has a density too

high, the overall excessive tether mass on each agent will be excessive (having then an im-

pact on satellite fuel consumption), the deployment and retrieval manouvers will require

more power, and the bending of the tethers due to the gravitational force will affect the

whole cluster dynamics. At the same time, tether materials shall have high tensile stress

strength in order to transmit link forces between agents, and in order to support tension

peaks during cluster reorientation manouvers.

Table 2.2 provides a list of suitable material candidates for tethered clusters based on

the data provided in Refs. [69] and [105]. The first column defines the density ρ, and the

second column the tensile strength S∗ of the material. The third column shows the tether

break length in orbit calculated as,

L∗ =
1

n

√
2S∗

3ρ
(2.61)

where the mean orbital period n is taken for a geosynchronous orbit. This is the maximum

length that the tether can withstand its own weight in orbit. It is a good metric to assess

suitability, since its value increases with the ratio between tensile stress and density. From

the presented results, it can be seen how the most common metallic materials clearly fall

behind in properties with respect to fibers and crystals. Although crystals present better

tensile stress than fibers, they are heavier and their practical use is impeded by to other

factors such as cost of manufacturing.

Within the literature the most usual choices for non-conductive tether materials are

Kevlar® and Spectra. The former is an aramid fiber of which two variants exist: Kevlar®

29 and Kevlar® 49. According to the manufacturer datasheet [106], both types present

the same density and tensile stress. References [107], [106] and [66] provide details on the

properties of this material. Several other references [74], [13], [89], [108], [109], [1] and

[78] consider Kevlar® a suitable material for tether space applications. According to Ref.

[110], Spectra generates less particles during deployment and is more resistant to atomic
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Table 2.2: Tether material characteristics

Material ρ (g/cm3) S∗ (GPa) L∗ (103km)

Wires
Aluminium 2.7 0.6 5.3
Stainless steel 7.9 2.0 5.7
Titanium 4.6 2.25 7.9

Fibers
Nylon 1.14 0.48 7.3
Glass E 2.55 3.5 13.2

Kevlar® 29/49 1.45 2.8 15.7
Quartz 2.19 6.0 18.7
Spectra 2000 0.97 3.0 19.8

Crystals
Graphite 2.2 20 34.1
Diamond 3.5 54 44.4

oxygen, but has less heat resistance than Kevlar®.

Reference [111] studies the effect on the mechanical properties of Kevlar® tethers

when they are surrounded by a protective layer. The purpose of this protective layer is

to provide better resistance to external agents such as atomic oxygen. This paper shows

the feasibility of using this protective layer. Furthermore, it also assesses the possibility

of covering the tether with a metal layer to provide low conductivity for electrodynamic

applications. This could be a valid alternative to aluminium or copper, often considered

for such applications.

The use of carbon nanotubes material for tethered missions shows promising results.

Reference [105], intended to assess material suitability for a lunar space elevator and cis-

lunar transport system, cites carbon nanotubes as a possible choice for an application

requiring also material lightness as well extremely high tensile strength. According to this

reference laboratory results showed a tensile strength of 50 GPa, nearly that of the dia-

mond. Nonetheless, further research needs to be done in order to confirm the technological

maturity of this choice.
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Figure 2.5: TSS jacketed tether layers (Credit: NASA)

Figure 2.6: TiPS tether section (Spectra)

This study will assume that the chosen material is Kevlar®, due to the characteristics

of the material presented in this section, and due to the fact that other references also use

this material. This is a key reason, in order to be able to compare the results obtained with
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other similar studies. There are however, other factors beyond the scope of this thesis, that

must be considered when choosing a tether material for a space application. Reference [112]

provides a list of criteria to be taken into account when choosing a tether material for a

given mission. These criteria are related to tether manufacturing requirements, radiation

resistance, presence of atomic oxygen, safe storage, humidity resistance and particulate

contamination. This guide also addresses specific requirements concerning electrodynamic

tethers and electrical insulation.

2.5 Cluster Architectures

Different architectures have been explored in the literature. In most of the cases, multi-

body clusters are spinning around a predefined axis, with the purpose of approximating the

dynamics of an orbiting spinning rigid body in equilibrium. Under certain conditions, the

results can be achieved. Concerning the geometry of the formation, multi-body tethered

formations can be broadly classified in planar and tridimensional. As it is shown in this

chapter, each configuration has different stability properties depending on its orientation

with respect to the Earth.

2.5.1 Planar Formations

In planar formations all the members of the formation are intended to remain coplanar. In

general, planar architectures can be classified as closed formations in which the envelope

of the formation deputies is closed through perimetral tethers and open formations when

the formation does not define a closed polygon. The simplest case of an open formation

is that of a single tether connecting two deputies at its ends

Reference [13] defines open formations as Hub–And–Spoke (HAS), in which case the

formation consist of a parent body (Hub) linked to deputies through radial tethers (Spokes).

The same reference defines Closed–Hub–And–Spoke (CHAS) formations, in which case in

addition to radial tethers, there are perimetral tethers closing a polygon.

Some references like [113] and [75] define a closed formation without a parent body

(ring-shaped formation). In the cited papers the cluster is defined as a ring of three

deputies with no parent body, and thus the whole formation always define a plane.

Reference [114] studies the behavior of a cluster consisting of three agents linked with

two tether segments defining an open formation.
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A different planar configuration geometry is that of the Tetra-Star configuration [115],

being used in the SPECS mission [35]. In this case, the three deputies are connected by

three tethers defining a triangle. At the same time attached to each pair of deputies there

is a countermass defining an outer triangle. Each one of these three triangles have in

their vertices two deputies and one counter mass. As defined in the referenced papers, the

purpose of the three countermasses is to control spin velocity when changing the aperture

of the baseline (as shown in [36]). The Tetra-Star formation is intended to lie in the

Lagrangian L2 point, and therefore its dynamics is not influenced by the gravitational

field in the same way as a formation placed in the low Earth-Orbit, where gravity gradient

plays a more important role.

2.5.2 Three Dimensional Formations

In general three dimensional formations define a structure rigid enough to replicate the

behavior of an orbiting rigid body, and thus they can reproduce its equilibrium states.

A typical case of a tridimensional tethered formation is that of a Double–Pyramid,

which is based on an inner ring made of four deputies in an Earth-facing orientation with

the addition of two anchor masses along the radial direction, each one in one apex: one

placed between the formation plane and the Earth, and the second placed beyond the

formation plane. This formation is intended to spin with respect to the axis of symmetry.

The formation may have a parent body [13] or not [76], [116], [117].

Reference [118] studies the stability and behavior of a space web made of tethers. This

web consists of a triangular–shaped thin membrane made of tethers. The web is expected

to have daughter satellites on each of its vertices, with robots crawling along the edge

of the membrane or towards the interior part of it. References [119] and [120] study the

behavior of tethered tetrahedral satellite formations.

2.6 Formation Spin Stabilization

The orientation of tethered formations considered in the literature depend both on the

purpose of the mission and on the natural equilibrium of an orbiting body, assuming the

formation behaves like a rigid body, as analyzed in more detail in the sequel.
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Previous studies [13], [121] demonstrate that relative displacement of agents and par-

ent from the nominal configuration achieved for inextensible tethers remains small with

respect to their mutual distance. Consequently, it is possible to approximate the evolution

of the attitude of a spinning tethered formation with that of an orbiting rigid body with

moments of inertia equal to those of the formation. This simplifying assumption was pro-

posed in Refs. [75] and [76] in order to study the dynamics of spinning tethered formations

under gravity gradient torque, starting from the knowledge of equilibria for spinning rigid

spacecraft of equal inertia.

Attitude dynamics of rigid spacecraft under gravity gradient on circular and elliptic

orbits is analyzed in detail in Refs. [122] and [67]. When spacecraft attitude is referred to

the orbit frame, spin conditions such that the spin axis remains fixed in the orbit frame are

referred to as relative equilibria [67]. Three classes of relative equilibria can be defined for

an axi-symmetric rigid spacecraft on a circular orbit with axial and transverse moments

of inertia given by Ia and It, respectively: (i) cylindric (or Thomson) equilibria, where

the spin axis is perpendicular to the orbit frame; (ii) hyperbolic equilibria, where the spin

axis is perpendicular to the local vertical, but tilted away from the normal to the orbit

plane by an angle γ3, measured on the horizontal plane; and (iii) conic equilibria, where

the spin axis is perpendicular to the transverse direction, but, again, tilted from the orbit

normal by an angle γ1, measured on a vertical plane normal to the orbit plane. The latter

two classes of equilibria are referred to as Likins-Pringle equilibria. In all cases, the name

refers to the surface spanned by the spin axis during the orbit (cylinder, hyperboloid and

cone, respectively).

As a major difference, in the case of Thomson equilibria the gravity gradient van-

ishes and rotational angular momentum of the spacecraft, parallel to the orbit normal, is

constant along the orbit. Spin rate, in this case, is arbitrary (although stability of the

equilibrium may be affected).

As far as the stability of planar formations is concerned, clusters lying in the orbital

plane (In-plane formations) are usually stable as they replicate the Thomson equilibria. On

the other hand, Earth-facing spinning planar formations do not fulfill the characteristics

of the Thomson equilibrium and have a natural precession. The conditions that ensure a

Thomson equilibrium are [67]:

b1 > 0, b2 > 0, b21 − 4b2 > 0 (2.62)
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b1 = (2 + 3kI) + 2(1 + kI)rs + (1 + kI)
2r2s (2.63)

b2 = (kI(3− rs)− 1− rs)(−kIrs − 1− rs)

with inertia parameter kI = (Ia − It)/It and rs the relative spin rate with respect to the

mean motion n. Conversely, Likins-Pringle conical equilibria exist thanks to the action of

the gravity gradient which rotates the angular momentum, but only provided that,

cos γ =
α̇/n

4 ·
(

1− It
Ia

) (2.64)

where α̇ is the spin rate and n is the mean motion orbital rate. In particular, this con-

ditions require that the spin rate is in the same order of magnitude of the orbit rate, n.

The conditions that ensure a Likins-Pringle conical equilibrium are [67]:

b1 = 1 + 3kI + 9k2I − 9kt(1 + kI) sin2 γ (2.65)

b2 = −3kI(1− 3kI) sin2 γ

Following the approach proposed in [75] and [76], the formations considered in the

present paper can be assimilated to a spinning axi-symmetric oblate rigid body with

Ia = 2It ≈ 4mdl
2
0, where md is the mass of the deputies and `0 is tether length (assuming

that tethers are almost inextensible and their contribution to moments of inertia negligi-

ble). In the in-plane scenario, roll and yaw components of the gravity gradient vanish and,

given the value of kI = 1, it is always possible to find a value of relative spin rate high

enough so that directional stability of the spin axis is achieved [67] and formation shape

maintained, thanks to centriphugal loads [13].

Hyperbolic relative equilibria are of little practical interest [75], but conical equilib-

ria, where the normal to the formation plane has a non-zero component along the Nadir

direction, can be useful. In this respect, the Earth-facing case can be considered as a

degenerate conical equilibrium, with γ1 = 90◦. Unfortunately, the spin rate dictated by

the Likins-Pringle equilibrium condition is not sufficient for stiffening the formation by

means of centriphugal loads, as spin rates necessary for this task need to be at least one

order of magnitude larger than the orbit rate. This means that Likins-Pringle equilibria

are not an option for tethered formations, if purely passive stabilization is sought.
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2.6.1 Double Pyramid Global Formation Behavior

The purpose of the anchors is to have an stabilizing effect on the orientation of the for-

mation plane, thanks to the gravity gradient torque acting on the anchors placed in the

radial direction. The two anchors may consist of ballast bodies (equipped with actua-

tors) or actual satellites having an active role in the mission purpose. The formation is

gyroscopically stabilized by means of a spin angular velocity along the direction of the

formation pointing axis. The aim is to stabilize the motion of the formation in an Earth–

face orientation, so that it points to a fixed point on the Earth surface.

This configuration has been studied extensively in the literature. Reference [116] stud-

ied the conditions for stability and the necessary conditions to keep tethers taut for a

massless formation. Paper [13], derives the equations of motion of a assuming a prede-

fined orbit of the parent body and explores the stability of different formation configura-

tions (including a double tethraedron) neglecting the mass of the beads. Reference [18]

performed a parametric analysis in which the stability was evaluated as a function of dif-

ferent parameters, including the number of elements in the base of the double pyramid. In

this regard, the choice of four deputies in the base shows a reasonable trade-off between

number of elements and pointing accuracy.

The validity of considering a spinning DP tethered formation as an orbiting rigid body

in equilibrium is examined in Ref. [76] where the formation keeps spinning along the

major axis which is the axis of stability [67]. References [76] and [15] compare through

numerical simulations, the behavior of the DP formation with that of an orbiting rigid

body. Paper [15] in addition to perform a modal analysis of the behavior of the tethers,

proposes an optimal control approach for a double pyramid formation consisting of a vari-

able inertia model that allows equilibrium at different tilting angles.

For Earth-facing missions, the most advantageous case is that of double–pyramid clus-

ters provide a natural Likins–Pringle equilibrium. For DP formations, it is of special

interest the Likins-pringle conic equilibrium, where the spin axis is perpendicular to the

transverse direction, but, again, tilted from the orbit normal by an angle γ, measured on

a vertical plane normal to the orbit plane. In this configuration, the formation is close to

have an Earth-Facing orientation.

For the specific case of a DP cluster with a square base, the relation between the
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transverse It and axial Ia moments of inertia, can be calculated as:

It
Ia

=
1

2
+
ma

ms

L2

4D2
(2.66)

Where L is the distance between two anchors, D is the length of diagonal tethers from

the base, ma is the mass of the anchor tether and ms the mass of a deputy in the base.

Other spinning formations based on lumped mass model have been analyzed in the

literature. As it is shown in Ref. [75], it is not possible to achieve a passive conical

equilibrium with a planar formation using a model based in massive tethers. The use of

control action on deputies to achieve an open Hub–And–Spoke (HAS) planar formation

pointing to Earth is excessive as shown in Ref. [123]. The closed HAS configuration was

not considered appropriate due to the “bouncing” effects [113] found on external tethers

linked to consideration of the massive tethers in the model. Reference [121] shows that this

effect constraints the elongation of the radial tethers, leading sometimes to losing tether

tension.

2.7 Agent Control

This section describes the different alternatives for position and attitude control of the

deputies of the formation. Although the purpose of this thesis is to assess the viability of

tethered formation control from an analytical point of view, it is still necessary to define

the possible technologies to implement the control action. The approach proposed in Ch. 5

assumes full 6-DOF control capability for every formation member.

Position control can be achieved through thrusters along three axis or a combination

of thrusters and attitude control. Among reaction control systems there are essentially

two types of propulsion: chemical and electrical propulsion [124], [125] and [126].

Electrical propulsion relies on a power source that may come from nuclear sources,

solar panels or internal batteries. That power source is used to expel a propellant in order

to generate thrust and gain impulse. There are three variants of electrical propulsion sys-

tems: electrothermal, electromagnetic and electrostatic (ion thrusters). In all three cases,

the propellant is a gas. In the first two cases, the gas is heated and accelerated either by

passing over a hot surface or through an arc discharge. In the third case the gas is ionized

and accelerated by an electrical field.
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Several industrial projects have incorporated electrical propulsion. The technology is

mature enough to be considered for satellites relying exclusively on electrical propulsion

[127].

Chemical propulsion requires only a very limited amount of electrical power, needed

to command actuators and auxiliary equipment. On the other hand, the amount of pro-

pellant mass is much higher than that from the electrical propulsion case. There are two

types of chemical propulsion: cold gas and hot gas propulsion.

Cold gas propulsion thrusters are the simplest alternative. Their operation principle

consist simply on the release pressurized gas. Their main advantage is simplicity and

reliability, at the expense of performance.

Hot gas systems can be classified as solid or liquid propellant system. The liquid

propellant thrusters rely on the combustion of one or two propellants plus an oxidizer to

generate thrust. On the other hand, solid thrusters are based on an igniter and propel-

lant grain. Liquid propellant thrusters exhibit better controllability and safer operation,

for this reason they can be used for accuracy positioning manouvers. Solid propellant

thrusters offer better thrust performance but they are far less controllable. Their use is

confined to ”one shot” operations such as orbit changes.

In general it can be concluded that electrical power systems provide higher perfor-

mance than chemical power systems in terms of exhaust velocity. On the other hand,

the thrust provided is lower. Both chemical and electrical rely on a limited amount of

propellant, and therefore this imposes a limitation on the operative life of the satellite.

The use of such as solar sails, may be an option in the future.

The current state of the art on optical sensors, laser and Radio-Frequency technologies

allow achieving submillimetric navigation accuracy [128], [129].

Attitude control can be achieved through momentum exchange actuators such as re-

action wheels, magnetic torquers, control moment gyroscopes or even thrusters. Reaction

wheels are flywheels used with the purpose of changing the orientation of the spacecraft

with respect to its center of mass, taking advantage of the principle of conservation of an-

gular momentum. Control moment gyroscopes are contain a reaction wheel plus a gimbal.
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The gimbal allows to tilt the axis of rotation of the flying wheel. Magnetic torquers allow

changing the orientation of the spacecraft by generating a magnetic field that interacts

with the Earth’s magnetic field.

More detail on attitude control actuators can be found in Ref. [126]. References [130]

and [131] provide attitude control laws for this purpose. References [145], [146], and [20]

study the attitude control problem for a rigid body, and provide other model independent

and model dependent based (including feedback linearization) families of control laws for

satellite attitude tracking. Reference [132] compares the performance of these actuators,

and that of the attitude sensors: gyroscopes, sun sensors and star trackers.
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Chapter 3

Refined dynamical analysis of

multi-tethered satellite formations

3.1 Tether Model

A simple, yet effective, model of tethered formation is presented in this chapter, that ac-

counts for the effect of tether mass on formation stability and response to control inputs.

Given the overall length of the cables (that in many missions is foreseen in the range of

kilometers, as shown in Table 1.1), the total mass of the tethers may be not negligible

with respect to that of the satellites attached to them. Cable mass is thus expected to

affect system dynamics. As a first, intuitive example, the external tethers in closed for-

mations are expected to bend outwards because of the centrifugal acceleration, when the

formation is spinned around the parent body. This effect adds some tension to the cable

and it will rotate the direction of the tension, with respect to the radial direction. In this

respect, no major differences are expected for the Hub–And–Spoke formations, when the

tethers remain in tension because of the centrifugal force acting on the deputies. On the

converse, in the closed formation case the behaviour may be significantly different, even

for vanishingly small tether mass.

This chapter considers the effects of including a massive cable model in the analysis

of the dynamics exhibited by a multi–tethered satellite formation, in order to envisage

those situations where the massless cable model captures the most significant aspects of

the formation behaviour, identifying at the same time those cases where the cable mass

leads to a significantly different response to perturbations and control inputs.
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Pizarro–Chong and Misra considered both Hub–And–Spoke (HAS) formations and

closed formations (CHAS). Figures 3.1.a and c represent a HAS formation, where each

deputy satellite is connected by means of a single tether to the parent body that moves on

a prescribed circular orbit. In CHAS formations together with radial cables, deputies are

also connected to the nearest ones by means of external cables (Figs. 3.1.b and d). Also a

double–pyramid configuration was analyzed (Fig. 3.1.e). The dynamic behavior, including

possible instabilities, for the systems listed above was investigated by means of numerical

simulation. The same configurations will be considered in the sequel, taking into account

the effect of tether mass on system behavior.

Figure 3.1: Cluster configurations: (a) HAS in–plane, (b) CHAS in–plane, (c) HAS
Earth-facing, (d) CHAS Earth-facing, (e) Double–pyramid.

3.2 Initial conditions

Equation (2.15) is used to describe the motion of each deputy, bead and the parent body of

the formation. An initial condition in terms of position and velocity is needed for each one

of these bodies, represented as a mass element. The geometry of the system is determined

by the position of deputies ri in the LVLH frame and on the topology of connecting tethers.

Following this approach, the initial conditions on position and velocity are defined for

parent body and deputies first. From these ones the initial conditions for the beads are

derived accordingly. It is crucial to define the initial conditions of all members (agents

and beads) in a way that the members of the formation follow the spin dynamics of the
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tethered unstretched formation.

The initial condition for velocity of the parent body is computed using the expression

that ensures that the orbit of the parent does not present secular drift from the solution

of HCW equations. This requirement is enforced by choosing

ẏp0 = −2nxp0 (3.1)

When formations are gyroscopically stabilized, the angular velocity induces a relative

motion of each deputy with respect to the parent body. Assuming that the parent is

placed (at least initially) in the origin of the LVLH frame, the velocity of a generic deputy

d is given by

vd0 = vp0 + ω0 × rd0 (3.2)

where vp0 = ẋp0 îR + ẏp0 ĵR + żp0 k̂R is the initial velocity of the parent, defined above,

ω0 is the initial angular velocity of the formation, and rd0 = xd0 îR + yd0 ĵR + zd0 k̂R is

the initial relative position vector of the deputy, where all the components are expressed

in the LVLH frame.

Given the initial position for the deputies, the tether configuration, and the parameter

nb (number of beads in tether t), it is possible to derive the position of the bead labelled

b at the initial time assuming that they are equally spaced and tether is at rest:

rb0 = rd/p0 + (rd?0 − rd/p0)(1− jt/nb) , jt = 1, 2, . . . , nt (3.3)

where the tether is assumed to connect a generic deputy d? placed in rd?0 to either another

deputy d or the parent body p in rd/p0 .

The initial velocity for each bead follows the same principle of relative motion used in

the case of the deputies and expressed by Eq. 3.2, where

vb0 = vp0 + ω0 × rb0 (3.4)

The initial value of the angular speed of the formation is expressed in terms of a factor

of the orbit rate as

ω0 = rs|ω| ĥ = rsn ĥ (3.5)

where the direction of the formation angular rate, ĥ, is defined for each particular scenario,
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e.g. either Earth-facing (ĥ = îR) or in-plane formations (when ĥ = k̂R).

3.3 Open loop stability analysis

In order to evaluate the effect of tether mass on the dynamics of tethered satellite forma-

tions, the behavior of all the configurations represented in Fig. 3.1 is compared with that

of the same formations studied in [13], [133] and [134] under the assumption of elastic

massless tethers. In the simulations presented in this section, the same data reported

in [13] are used for the formation elements (agents and tethers), that is: a mass of the

parent body equal to 300 kg; deputy mass equal to 25 kg; spring constant and damping

coefficient for a nominal unstretched tether length l(0) = 1000 m are 221 N/m and 2.5

kg/s respectively. The fundamental characteristics of the tethers are presented in Table

3.1, assuming they are made of Kevlar 29®.

In what follows, HAS and CHAS formations with 4 deputies will be initially consid-

ered. The length of the tethers linking the parent body with the i–th deputy is indicated

as li, whereas the length of external tethers for CHAS formations linking deputies i and k

is li,k (with k = i+ 1 for i < nd, k = 1 for i = nd), as depicted in Fig. 3.2. In most of the

simulation (unless otherwise stated) we have nd = 4 deputies and nb = 4 beads per tether,

with nt = 8 tethers, for a total of N = 37 orbiting point masses for a CHAS formation.

For an open HAS formation, 4 external tether and the corresponding 16 lumped masses

removed from the model, so that the formation is represented by one parent, 4 deputies

and 4 tethers discretized by means of 16 point masses, for a total of 21 bodies.

A nominal unstretched length l
(0)
i = 1000 m is adopted for the internal tethers, whereas

the external tethers (when present) are assumed to be l
(0)
i,k = l

(0)
i

√
2 ≈ 1414 m long. Fi-

nally, γi,k indicates the angle between tethers connected from the hub to the i–th and

k–th deputies (as depicted in Fig. 3.2). The overall elongation of tether i is given by

∆li = li − l(0)i where l
(0)
i is tether unstretched length and li is obtained by summing the

length of the nb tether segments.

Table 3.2 presents the calculation of the elastic and damping constants of tethers and

segments, taking into account the geometry of each formation. The calculation of the

constants is performed using Equations (2.51).

The stability of the cluster, analyzed by means of numerical simulation of the dynamic
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Table 3.1: Tether characteristics

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Material properties

Density ρ 4.51 kg/km

Young Modulus E 70.5 GPa

Damping constant D 2500 Ns

Diameter 2 mm

Table 3.2: Tether parameters

Internal tethers (HAS, CHAS). nb = 4 External tethers (CHAS, DP). nb = 4

Parameter Symbol Value Units Parameter Symbol Value Units

Unstretched length l
(0)
i 1000 m Unstretched length l

(0)
i,k 1000

√
2 m

Elastic constant kt 221.00 N/m Elastic constant kt 156.27 N/m

Damping coefficient ct 2.50 kg/s Damping coefficient ct 1.77 kg/s

Segment elastic constant ks 1105.00 N/m Segment elastic constant ks 781.35 N/m

Segment damping coefficient cs 12.50 kg/s Segment damping coefficient cs 8.85 kg/s

Anchor to parent tethers (DP). nb = 3 Anchor to deputy tethers (DP). nb = 6

Parameter Symbol Value Units Parameter Symbol Value Units

Unstretched length l
(0)
a,p 10000 m Unstretched length l

(0)
a,i 10050 m

Elastic constant kt 22.10 N/m Elastic constant kt 21.99 N/m

Damping coefficient ct 0.25 kg/s Damping coefficient ct 0.25 kg/s

Segment elastic constant ks 66.30 N/m Segment elastic constant ks 65.97 N/m

Segment damping coefficient cs 0.75 kg/s Segment damping coefficient cs 0.75 kg/s

model derived according to the procedure outlined in the previous section, is assessed by

evaluating the evolution of relevant geometrical features of the formation, and in particular:

• Elongation of tethers: The presence of bounds on tether elongation is checked, to-

gether with the characteristics of the oscillations in terms of tether length and ten-

sion. This applies to internal tethers and external tethers as well.

• Angular difference between adjacent tethers: This is a critical parameter especially

for Hub-And-Spoke formations, where no tether directly connects pairs of deputies.

The angular separation between tethers can thus easily vary, possibly leading to

folding of some of the tethers over other ones. This can happen to CHAS only in

the presence of an (unlikely) relevant out-of-plane deformation.

• Orientation: The orientation of the whole cluster in the LVLH frame is determined

through the angle between the radial axis î and the vector normal to the plane of
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Figure 3.2: CHAS formation with 4 deputies and 4 discrete point masses (beads) per
tether.

the formation. A least squares fit is used to calculate the unit vector normal to the

plane of the formation, as long as in general deputies and parent body may not lie

exactly on the same plane. The angle δ as in

cos δ = îR · n̂ (3.6)

measures the angular distance between the radial axis îR and the unit vector normal

to the plane defined by the formation n̂.

• Coplanarity : A shape factor for the formation as a whole is not available and the

qualitative features of formation shape are evaluated on the basis of the results

obtained from the simulation. But a necessary condition for preserving the shape

is that the agents remain on the same plane. In this latter respect, it is possible to

provide a measure for the coplanarity of the agents, that can be evaluated in two

cases: coplanarity of deputies and parent body, and coplanarity of deputies alone.

A rigorous measure of coplanarity for four (or five) elements (as in the present case)

is achieved by evaluating the (sum of the) dot product(s) of the unit vector normal

to the plane identified by three of the bodies and the vector(s) linking the remaining
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one(s). Coplanarity is measured by the coplanarity parameter C, defined as

C = ((r1 − rp)× (r2 − r1)) · (r4 − r3) (3.7)

• Behaviour of the parent body: Regardless of the relative position of deputies and

parent body, it is important to check whether the displacement of the parent from

the reference orbit remains bounded or if it drifts away because of secular terms

induced by the interactions with the deputies.

3.3.1 In-plane formations

The initial condition for the position of the four deputies of the formation is set to:

r10 = [l
(0)
i l

(0)
i 0] ·

√
2/2 = −r30

r20 = [−l(0)i l
(0)
i 0] ·

√
2/2 = −r40 (3.8)

Initial velocity is computed using Eq. (3.2) with the parent object placed at the origin

of the LVLH frame and

ω0 = [0 0 rsn] (3.9)

In the case of a HAS in-plane formation, the values of rs are set to rs = 10 for all deputies.

For CHAS in-plane formation, the value of rs = 15 is set for all deputies, for consistency

with the examples in [13]. Initial conditions for position and velocity of the beads is

computed as outlined at the end of the previous subsection.

Hub–And–Spoke in–plane formation

The HCW equations of motion show that in-plane and out-of-plane dynamics are un-

coupled. When using this model, a tether lying initially within the orbital plane with

zero initial velocity in the k̂R direction remains on the orbit plane. In this particular

situation, when using polar coordinates as generalized variables, the in-plane motion can

be described by two independent variables: the longitudinal extension of tethers li, and

the angle of rotation measured with respect to a fixed direction on the plane, αi. If the

longitudinal oscillation of tethers is neglected, the behavior of a particular deputy can be

represented in a phase portrait using {α, α̇}.

Reference [13] shows that the angular velocity α̇ oscillates depending on the partic-

ular value of αi. For this reason, the angular displacement between adjacent tethers
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γi+1,i = αi+1 − αi remains constant if and only if the trajectories of the deputies in the

phase plane are the same. Therefore the definition of the initial condition for αi for each

deputy needs to take into account its initial phase angle, in order to allow all of the agents

to follow the same trajectory, thus maintaining a constant angular displacement. Suitable

initial conditions can be evaluated through a Hamiltonian approach by computing the

total energy of each deputy, as suggested in [13], where an analytic method is proposed to

calculate the initial condition of each deputy α̇i0 depending on their initial orientation αi0 .

This approach assumes massless tethers with a prescribed motion of the parent body.

Results show that the angular velocity has a period of α = 180◦, presenting the same in-

stantaneous values at angles α = {45◦, 135◦, 225◦, 315◦}. Choosing these angles as initial

condition for each one of the four deputies α10 = 45◦, α20 = 135◦, α30 = 225◦, α40 = 315◦

eliminates the need of calculating the initial velocity for each deputy, and it is possible to

select rs = 10 in Eq. (3.9) for all four tethers i = 1,2,3,4.

Under the assumption of small and almost constant tether elongation and in the ab-

sence of significant out-of-plane motion, the phase portrait of the system is represented

by the variation of α̇i vs αi. As shown in Fig. 3.3(b), the presence of angular velocity

variations due to the presence of gravitational field is confirmed. The angular separation

between deputies 1 and 2 (γ1,2) and the phase portrait are practically identical for the

massive and the massless tether models (Fig. 3.3).

Results show that for the massive tether model, elongation ∆li is slightly higher than

in the massless case, due to the additional centrifugal force exerted by the beads on the

tethers. Figure 3.4 shows the increase of distance of deputy i = 1 from the parent body

with respect to the nominal unstretched length of the tether ∆r1/p = ‖r1 − rp‖−l(0)1

(since the tethers are taut, ∆r1/p = ∆l1). The variation with respect to the massless

tether model is small, if the 2 mm of increase in tether length is scaled with respect to the

unstretched length of 1 km. If the ratio is taken with respect to the 20 mm of elongation,

the percentage becomes more significant, being around 10%.

The same simulation also shows that the parent stays within the reference orbit with

negligible drift. From a qualitative point of view the behavior of the system can be

considered as equivalent to that obtained for the massless tether model, that perfectly

suits this kind of application, without the additional complexity of the discretized massive

tether. The additional elongation can be easily evaluated a posteriori by means of a static
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Figure 3.3: HAS in-plane formation: (a) Angular difference γ1,2, (b) Phase portrait
for deputy i = 1.

analysis for the additional centrifugal load induced by tether mass during the motion.

Closed Hub-And-Spoke in-plane formation

The closed in-plane formation presents the same size and nominal agent relative position

of the open case, with the relevant difference represented by the external tethers that

directly connect adjacent deputies. In order to properly analyze the shape of the forma-

tion, a rotating coordinate reference system is used, as in [15]. The rotating reference

S : {̂iS , ĵS , k̂S} spins at the nominal angular velocity, rsn, around the direction k̂S = k̂R,

normal to the orbit plane, thus highlighting the relative motion of agents and tethers

during the simulation, independently of the overall rotational position of the formation.

The initial position and speed of the four deputies is set as for the open HAS formation,

following the procedure discussed in the previous section in order to maintain the same

angular velocity during the rotation.
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Figure 3.4: Distance increment between first deputy and parent body ∆r1/p for HAS
in-plane formation (— massive tether; - - - massless tether)

The evolution of the shape of the formation in the rotating frame for a simulation

of four orbital periods is presented in Fig. 3.5, where X and Y are position variables

in the îS − ĵS plane, scaled with respect to l
(0)
i . External tethers are clearly subject to

a centrifugal pull which affects their shape, with an influence on the relative position of

deputies with respect to the parent body. In particular, the four external tethers achieve

a “rounded” shape, with a variation in the direction of external tether tension acting on

the deputies. The length of the external tethers does not vary enough, in the considered

scenario, under the tension resulting from the centrifugal force in the transverse direction,

so that the radial distance between the agents and the parent body becomes smaller than

the nominal internal tether length. Increasing the rotation speed to higher values makes

things worse, as the external tethers, subject to an increased centrifugal load, move even

more pronouncedly outwards, emphasizing the rounding effect and further reducing the

distance between agents and parent body.
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Figure 3.5: Tether oscillations represented using rotating coordinates. CHAS in-plane
formation.

As a consequence, internal tethers are not in tension, and the elements used for dis-

cretizing their mass freely moves in the transverse direction, until a phase shift in the

rotational motion puts the tether in tension for a brief moment, making the agent bounce

back towards the parent. Figure 3.6(a), where the distance of deputy 1 from the parent

body ∆r1/p during the first two orbits of the simulation is represented, clearly shows this

“bouncing” effect, where the distance remains shorter than tether nominal length most of

the time and significant deformations of the tether from a straight line connecting the two

bodies are thus present. The same behavior can be observed on ∆r2/p, ∆r3/p and ∆r4/p.

This effects cannot be captured by a massless tether model.

Figure 3.6(b) depicts the elongation ∆l1,2 = l1,2 − l(0)1,2, where l1,2 is calculated as the
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sum of the 5 elastic elements used for the discretization of the tether. In this case, all

external tethers extend beyond their nominal length and almost twice as much as it is

predicted by the massless tether model (dashed line). In this scenario, the maximum

distance between the parent body and the reference orbit grows to approximately 2.25

m, but the trajectory of the parent does not exhibit a clear drift away from the reference

orbit, at least for the considered duration of the simulation. This means that, also in this

case, the displacement of the parent from the center of mass of the formation is relatively

small, if compared to the size of the formation.
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Figure 3.6: CHAS in-plane formation (solid: massive tether; dashed: massless tether):
(a) Distance increment between first deputy and parent body, (b) Length of tether
connecting deputies 1 and 2.
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3.3.2 Earth-facing formations

For Earth-facing formations, the initial condition for the position of the four deputies of

the formation is given by

r10 = [0 l
(0)
i l

(0)
i ] ·

√
2/2 = −r30

r20 = [0 − l(0)i l
(0)
i ] ·

√
2/2 = −r40 (3.10)

Initial velocities are computed using Eq. (3.2) with the parent object placed at the origin

of the LVLH frame and

ω0 = [−rsn 0 0] (3.11)

where a value of rs = 10 is used for the analysis of both open and closed Earth-facing

formations, following the value used in [13]. The initial conditions for position and velocity

of beads is computed following the procedure outlined at the beginning of this chapter.

In Earth-facing formations, deputies and tethers lie initially on the ĵR–k̂R plane of

the LVLH frame. Provided that initial values for zi and żi are not null, tridimensional

trajectories are now expected.

Hub-And-Spoke Earth facing formation

The behavior of HAS Earth-facing formation in terms of distance between external agents

and parent body, presented in Fig. 3.7, is similar to that observed for the in-plane forma-

tion considered in the previous subsection. Again, tether elongation is slightly higher for

the massive model, due to the major centrifugal load, but shape and oscillation amplitude

and period exhibit almost identical characteristics with respect to those determined on

the basis of a formation model featuring purely elastic massless tethers.

More significant difference between the two models are highlighted in Fig. 3.8, where

the angular displacemente γ1,2 between deputies i = 1 and 2 is represented. As already

highlighted in [13], the long term behavior is not ascertainable from this simulation, but

for a massless tether model an instability is apparent after approximately 20 orbits, which

makes the angular separation between tethers slowly drift away from its nominal value of

90◦. This effect is not present in the massive model, for which the initial pattern for the

initial angular displacement between deputies persists in time even for simulation intervals

as long as 30 orbit periods. Tether mass thus plays a stabilizing effect on formation shape,

which is not captured by the massless tether model.
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Figure 3.7: Distance increment between first deputy and parent body ∆r1/p for HAS
earth-facing formation (— massive tether; - - - massless tether).

The consequence of the coupling between in–plane and out–of–plane dynamics that

characterizes this scenario makes the orientation between the formation plane and the

radial axis not constant. This means that the formation is not constantly facing the

Earth during the orbit. In particular, the variation of angle δ (as in Eq. (3.6)) shown in

Fig. 3.9(a) is almost perfectly linear and it goes from -180 to +180◦ in a period exactly

equal to one orbital period. This fact, described in [13] for the massless tether model

without a physical explanation, can be interpreted in light of the principle of angular mo-

mentum conservation: the formation spins around an inertially fixed direction, î?R, parallel

to îR at time t = 0. The resulting angular momentum, parallel to î?R, remains almost con-

stant in the absence of significant external torques acting on the formation. As a matter of

fact, the angular momentum is not conserved due to the gravity gradient torque. However,

it’s value is small and it can be shown to have zero average value over one orbit for the

spinning formation, so that the (almost) inertially fixed unit vector î?R apparently rotates

around k̂R, when seen in the LVLH frame.
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Figure 3.8: Angular separation between tethers 1 and 2 for HAS Earth-facing forma-
tion: (a) Massless tether model, (b) Massive tether models.

The so called Earth-facing formation is thus not truly facing the Earth during the

orbital motion and it appears as an unfeasible solution for Earth-observation missions, at

least for this types of configurations for agents and tethers. For in-plane formations the

spin axis coincides with the normal to the orbit plane, which is at least approximately an

inertially fixed direction (at least for purely Keplerian motion, when orbit perturbations

are neglected), so that in-plane formation maintain their initial orientation in the LVLH

frame.

In spite of the variation of angular separation between tethers and relative rotation

of the formation with respect to the LVLH frame, the agents remain on the same plane

for both the massless and massive tether models. This is shown in Fig. 3.9(b), where

the coplanarity parameter C, defined as in Eq. (3.7) is represented. Moreover, the parent

remains close to the reference orbit with negligible deviations, as for the massless tether

model, so that the only, yet significant, difference between the two models is in the long

term behavior of the angular separation between tethers.
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Figure 3.9: HAS Earth-facing formation: (a) Orientation of the formation plane, (b)
Coplanarity measure for deputies and parent body

Closed Hub-And-Spoke Earth facing formation

The initial condition for the position of agents of the CHAS Earth-facing formation is de-

fine as for the corresponding HAS case, with the addition of discretized external tethers,

modeled, as usual, with 5 segments and 4 beads. As for the Earth-facing HAS case, the

plane of the formation performs a complete rotation around the unit vector normal to the

orbit plane, k̂R, in a time interval equal to the orbit period (see Fig. 3.10(a), where angle

δ is shown for a simulation lasting 4 orbits), while the agents remain on the same plane

(see the coplanarity measure, C, reported in Fig. 3.10(b)).

The external tethers present the same rounding effect observed for closed in-plane

formation, with identical consequences for the internal tethers, that lack tension. The os-

cillations and variations of distance between formation agents are qualitatively similar to

those observed in the CHAS in-plane scenario. As shown in Fig. 3.11(a), internal tethers
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Figure 3.10: CHAS Earth-facing formation: (a) Orientation of the formation plane,
(b) Coplanarity measure for deputies and parent body.

do not get fully extended, and agents bounce back towards the parent when the corre-

sponding tether becomes taut, as in the CHAS in-plane scenario. At the same time, the

external tethers are subject to a higher tension and a correspondingly increased elongation

with respect to the massless tether case (Fig. 3.11(b)).

The behavior of the CHAS Earth-facing formation thus adds up features of both the

HAS Earth-facing and the CHAS in-plane cases. In this scenario, the maximum distance

between the parent body and the reference orbit grows to 7.47 m, but, in spite of this

higher deviation, the trajectory does not exhibit a clear drift of the parent body away

from the reference orbit, at least for the duration of the simulation here considered, equal

to 4 orbital periods.
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Figure 3.11: CHAS Earth-facing formation (solid: massive tether; dashed: massless
tether): (a) Distance increment between first deputy and parent body, (b) Length of
tether connecting deputies 1 and 2.

Double-pyramid Earth-facing formation

The double-pyramid formation is based on a CHAS Earth-facing formation, with the ad-

dition of two anchor masses along the radial direction, one placed between the formation

plane and the Earth, and the second placed beyond the formation plane. In the scenario

considered here, derived from the data used in [13] for the sake of comparison, anchors have

a mass equal to 400 kg. In this case, tethers belonging to the initial CHAS Earth-facing

structure are modeled using nb = 4 beads per tether, as before. The tethers connecting

anchors with deputies are modeled with nb = 6 beads per tether. Tether connecting an-

chors with the parent body are discretized by means of nb = 3 beads per tether only, as

they remain closer to the formation spin axis and they are thus expected to be less prone

to oscillations, because of a reduced centrifugal load.

The initial position for deputies of this formation is defined as in the CHAS Earth-

facing formation (see Eq. (3.10)). The rotation rate around îR is increased to ω = 11n
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(that is, rs = 11), for consistency with the values used in [13]. The initial condition for

anchors is defined as

r50 = [l(0)a,p 0 0] = −r60 (3.12)

where l
(0)
a,p = 10000 m. The initial position for beads and the computation of initial veloc-

ities for tethers connecting anchors to the remaining bodies of the formation is performed

as in section 3.2.

The simulation shows how the bending effect observed in the CHAS formation is am-

plified here for the case of external tethers connecting anchors with deputies of the CHAS

frame. As it happens in external tethers of the CHAS frame, beads belonging to tethers

connecting anchors with deputies do not have any radial spoke that limits the outward

movement due to centrifugal force. Since tethers connected to anchors are long, they have

a considerable mass compared to that of deputies, and therefore the effect of centrifugal

force on them is even more noticeable. Figure 3.12(a) clearly shows how deputy 1 is well

below the possibility of fully extending the internal tether, and it appears to fluctuate

in space, without almost ever reaching a taut condition during the initial portion of the

simulation (t ≤ 0.2TO, where TO = 2π/n is the orbital period). This is a totally different

situation with respect to what is observed for an identical formation featuring a simplified

massless tether model, where all tethers appear to be always in tension (see Fig. 3.12(b)).

At the same time, the presence of the anchors has a stabilizing effect on the orientation

of the formation plane, thanks to the gravity gradient torque acting on the anchors placed

in the radial direction. In this case, the angle δ defined above for Earth-facing scenarios

(Eq. (3.6)) exhibits bounded oscillations, as opposed to HAS and CHAS Earth-facing

simulations, where an almost constant angular rate around k̂R relative to the LVLH frame

was present. However, the results shown in Fig. 3.13 indicates a remarkably large deviation

from the desired Earth-facing condition for the massive tether model, where pitch rotations

up to approximately 15◦ are reached (solid line in Fig. 3.13(a)), and the deputies are not

coplanar (Fig. 3.13(b)). These deviations from the ideal alignment of the formation are

again associated to tether mass, as they are not present when a simplified model of the

same formation with massless tethers is considered. The oscillation can be explained in

virtue of three factors: the bouncing effect exhibit by closed planar formations (as discussed

before), the pull exerted by the bending of tethers connecting deputies with anchors, and

due to the fact that by the characteristics of the Likins-Pringle conical equilibrium, the

formation should be tilted a certain angle (due to the the effect of gravitational torque).
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Figure 3.12: DP formation. Distance increment between first deputy and parent body:
(a) Massive tether model, (b) Massless tether model.

The corresponding results, in this case, show pitch misalignment in the order of a

fraction of a degree (dashed lines in Fig. 3.13(a)) and a perfect coplanarity of the agents

of the formation.

Figure 3.14 shows the projection in the îR − k̂R plane of the trajectories of the or-

biting elements. The deputies oscillate in the îR direction, thus harming the coplanarity

requirement. The most remarkable feature of the formation is the bending of the diagonal

tethers between deputies and anchors. When the tether is bended by centrifugal force, the

anchors get closer to the parent and the internal tether looses tension. This can be seen

by the wide amplitude motion of the 6 beads between the anchors and the parent body,

that hardly move along the radial axis, but freely float in the transverse direction.

The plot clearly shows how the distance from the nominal rotation axis îR becomes
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Figure 3.13: DP formation: (a) Orientation δ, (b) Coplanarity measure for deputies
and parent body.

much larger for beads than for deputies. The same bending effect produced by exter-

nal tethers in Earth-facing formations is here produced for diagonal tethers, thus adding

a sizeable interference with agents coplanarity to the reduction of the distance between

deputies and central parent body in the ĵR − k̂R plane. Only if linear density of tethers

is reduced to a (technologically not feasible) value of one tenth of the nominal figure de-

rived for current state-of-the-art tethers, the bending effect is reduced and the results of

the simulation (not reported for the sake of conciseness) gets closer to the ideal massless

tether model.

Finally, Fig. 3.15 shows the value of the coordinates of the parent body of the formation,

which experiences increasingly wider oscillations in all three directions, with amplitudes

that become higher than 100 m in less than 2 orbits, that is, of a size comparable with

the nominal length of internal tethers (1 km).
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period simulation.

3.4 Circular formations

Simulations performed for closed formations show a clear tendency of external tethers

to bend outwards under centrifugal loads, thus resulting in an action that reduces the

distance between deputies and parent body of the formation. To avoid this problem,

a formation with external circular tethers is proposed with a nominal length equal to

l(C) = (π/2) · l(0). In this way, mass elements that discretize tether mass are placed at the

same distance from the center of the formation as deputies, thus experiencing the same

centrifugal acceleration. Tension forces exerted by external tethers act along the tangential

direction for all deputies and beads and the effect is that internal tethers remain taut.

3.4.1 Closed Hub-And-Spoke in-plane formation

The first simulation for circular external tethers consist of a CHAS in-plane formation

in which deputies are connected through four external circular tethers with a nominal

length equal to l(C), that allow for a circularization of the external tethers and a uniform
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Figure 3.15: DP formation. Parent body coordinates evolution.

distribution of centrifugal loads and tangential tension along the external links. In this

situation the beads that represent the discretized mass of the external tethers are placed

at the same distance from the center of mass, with equal initial tangential velocities. As

expected, deputies and beads are constrained by elastic forces from adjacent tether el-

ements along approximately the same tangential direction, and internal tethers remain

taut (as shown in Fig. 3.16(a) for deputy 1), thus resulting into a much more regular

behavior than internal tethers in formations with rectilinear external tethers. The angular

separation between adjacent internal tethers presents bounded oscillations around 90◦, as

shown in the bottom part of the same figure for tethers 1 and 2.

Figure 3.17 represents the evolution of tether beads and formation agents for the for-

mation featuring circular tethers, as seen in a rotating frame that spins at an angular

speed equal to rsn around k̂R. The figure was generated by running a simulation for

10 orbital periods. A much more stable behavior can be observed, with oscillations of

negligible size for both internal and external tethers, if compared to the results obtained
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Figure 3.16: CHAS In-plane formation with circular external tethers: (a) Distance
increment between first deputy and parent body ∆r1/p, (b) Angular difference (γ1,2).

for straight external tethers, represented in Fig. 3.5.

As discussed in Section 3.3.1 for in-plane formations, when agents are placed at phase

angles equal to α = {45◦, 135◦, 225◦, 315◦}, the Hamiltonian of all the deputies has the

same value [13], which is a convenient feature for preserving the angular displacement be-

tween adjacent tethers. When deputies are placed at α = {0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦}, the values

of the individual Hamiltonian for the four deputies are different, unless initial velocity of

the deputies is corrected. This issue is crucial for open HAS formation, whereas closed for-

mations with massless external tethers preserve angular distance between internal tether

without the need for correcting initial agents velocities. In the equivalent massive tether

model, the angular difference remains bounded, but an irregular behavior was highlighted.

As a further advantage for circular tethers, the formation appears to be less sensitive
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Figure 3.17: CHAS in-plane formation with round external tethers. Tether oscillations
represented using rotating coordinates.

to the issue of the Hamiltonian for the deputies. In this particular scenario, with deputies

initially placed at α = {0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦}, the initial position of the four deputies

is given by

r10 = [l
(0)
i 0 0] = −r30

r20 = [0 l
(0)
i 0] = −r40 (3.13)

where l(0) = 1000 m. Initial velocity is computed using Eq. (3.9) with rs = 10. Results

presented in Fig. 3.18 for 10 orbital periods show that angular difference is preserved.

Figure 3.19(a) shows that the internal tether associated to deputy 1 remains always taut,

whereas Fig. 3.19(b) demonstrates that the angular difference is bounded around 90◦.
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Figure 3.18: CHAS in-plane formation with round external tethers. Tether oscillations
represented using rotating coordinates.

3.4.2 Earth-facing formations

Using the initial conditions defined in Section 3.3.2, a simulation is performed using circu-

lar external tethers also for an Earth-facing formation. The behavior of the pitch angle δ

and the coplanarity measure (Fig. 3.20) show results similar to those presented in Fig. 3.10

for the corresponding CHAS Earth-facing formation with straight external tethers. As a

major difference, in this case internal tethers remain in tension and a regular behavior for

the position of the agents and of the parent body along the nominal orbit is obtained, as

shown in Fig. 3.21.

When one tries to stabilize the Earth-facing attitude by introducing anchors along the

radial direction, the bending of diagonal tethers connecting anchors to deputies cause the

anchors to move inwards, towards the parent body and this condition cannot be corrected

simply by making the diagonal tethers longer. The use of circular external tethers and
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Figure 3.19: CHAS In-plane formation with circular external tethers: (a) Distance
increment between first deputy and parent body ∆r1/p, (b) Angular difference γ1,2.

longer diagonal ones apparently does not compensate for the action of centrifugal loads

and the motion of the double-pyramid formation remains irregular, as in the previous case

analyzed in Section 3.3.2.

3.5 Major findings for tethered formation dynamics

The dynamics of tethered satellite formation was studied, showing that the massless tether

model is sufficiently accurate for capturing the most relevant aspects of the behavior of the

formation only for open ones, whereas tether mass affects formation dynamics for closed

configurations featuring external tethers, inducing significant effects neglected by a more

elementary modeling approach. A shape instability for the closed formation is apparent,

affecting the position of deputies with respect to the parent body. The fact that tethers

linking deputies with the parent body do not remain taut makes the deputies bounce back
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Figure 3.20: CHAS Earth-facing formation with circular external tethers: (a) Forma-
tion orientation δ, (b) Coplanarity measure for deputies and parent body.

towards the parent body after full extension is reached. This instability is induced by the

variation in the shape of the external tethers and it cannot be predicted by means of the

simpler massless-cable model. In the case of the double-pyramid formation the instability

is even more serious, due to the fact that diagonal tethers connecting anchors to external

deputies experience the same centrifugal pull as the external tethers of closed formations,

but they are longer and more massive, thus inducing a more pronounced “bulging” effect

on the shape of the pyramid.

The behavior of the cluster as a whole, for open formations, is comparable to the one

predicted by the massless model with prescribed motion of the parent body. However in

closed formations, and more pronouncedly for the double-pyramid case, the parent body

of the formation does not remain on the reference orbit, as a consequence of the irregular

motion of agents, due to lack of tension in the internal tethers when external ones bend
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Figure 3.21: CHAS Earth-facing formation with circular external tethers: (a) Distance
increment between first deputy and parent body ∆r1/p, (b) Angular difference between
adjacent tethers 1 and 2 (γ1,2).

under the action of centrifugal loads. This situation can be corrected for closed planar

formations by increasing the length of external tethers, in order to make them circular,

but the same strategy does not apply to the Double-Pyramid case.
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Chapter 4

Multi-tethered formation

dynamics for non-ideal operating

conditions

In the previous chapter an ideal condition was assumed, when purely Keplerian motion was

considered and a reference circular orbit was selected. Orbit perturbations and a non-zero

value of the eccentricity for the whole orbit may lead to significant changes on tethered

formation dynamics, either when the formation is considered as a whole, or when the

relative position of each agent is considered. As an example, changes in the gravitational

force during an orbital period, lead to behavior non-observed in circular orbits as shown

in Ch. 2. At the same time, Table 2.1 lists the most significative perturbation in LEO is

due to variations in the Earth potential due the Earth oblateness. The present chapter is

focused on the effects of reference orbit eccentricity [135] and Earth’s oblateness [136] on

tethered formation dynamics.

4.1 Effects of eccentricity of the reference orbit on Multi–

Tethered Satellite Formations

When a non-circular reference orbit is considered, the dynamics of each agent of the multi-

tethered formation can be expressed by means of a model proposed in [17], where the

equations of relative motion for two spacecraft on neighboring elliptical orbits are derived

using time as independent variable (as shown in Equation 2.13), and then transformed

using true anomaly θ as the independent variable, in order to achieve a simpler compact,
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periodic formulation. The transformation hinges on the chain rule for derivatives,

˙(·) = (·)′ θ̇ ; (̈·) = (·)′′ θ̇2 + θ̇ θ̇′(·)′ (4.1)

where a dot and a double dot indicate first and second derivatives with respect to

time t, respectively, whereas a prime and a double prime sign indicate first and second

derivatives with respect to θ.

For an object describing an elliptical orbit, the angular velocity depends on the true

anomaly. Letting e be the eccentricity of the orbit of the parent body and n the mean

motion, the local angular velocity of the orbiter along the reference orbit is given by [55]

θ̇ =
n(1 + e cos θ)2

(1− e2)3/2
(4.2)

When the distance between the orbiting bodies remains small compared to the distance

of the origin O of the orbit frame from the center of the Earth, gravitational field can be

linearized around the current position of the centre of mass of the formation along the

reference orbit. The state vector for the i-th agent is given by its position and relative

position rates in the LVLH frame, that is, Xi = (xi
′, xi, yi

′, yi, zi
′, zi)

T . Note that position

rates with respect to true anomaly θ of the center of mass (indicated by primes) are used

instead of velocity components. The equations of motion for the i-th agent are expressed

by means of a periodic linear system in the form

dXi

dθ
= [A(e, θ)] Xi + [B(n, e, θ)] f i/mi (4.3)

where the periodic matrices A and B are defined, respectively, as [17]

A=



2e sin θ

ζ

3 + e cos θ

ζ
2

−2e sin θ

ζ
0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

−2
2e sin θ

ζ

2e sin θ

γ

e cos θ

ζ
0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
2e sin θ

ζ

−1

ζ
0 0 0 0 1 0
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and

B =
(1− e2)3

ζ4n2



1 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 0


with ζ = (1+e cos θ). External forces and disturbances f i acting on the generic i-th agent

of the formation are also expressed in the LVLH frame, f i = fx,îiR+fy,îjR+fz,ik̂R, where

f i is the sum of external forces minus gravity (which is already accounted for) acting on

the i-th body of mass equal to mi.

4.1.1 Initial conditions for deputies and beads

Equation (4.3) is used to describe the motion of each deputy, bead and the parent body

of the formation. A set of initial conditions expressed in terms of position and velocity is

required for each one of these bodies, represented as a mass element. As mentioned above,

the independent variable is the true anomaly instead of time. For this reason, equations

are defined in terms of position rates and angular rates (with respect to θ) instead of

velocities. The geometry of the system is determined by the position of deputies ri in the

LVLH frame and how connecting tethers are arranged. First of all, the initial conditions

on position and position rates need to be defined for parent body and deputies. The initial

conditions for the beads are then derived from the former ones.

The initial condition for the velocity components of the parent body is computed using

the expression that ensures that the orbit of the parent does not present any secular drift

with respect to the center of mass of the formation. This constraint is enforced by assuming

that when the cluster is initialized at perigee (θ = 0) the following relation holds [17]

y′p0
xp0

= −
[

2 + e

1 + e

]
(4.4)

Following the approach described in [13], the formation spins around an axis perpen-

dicular to the formation plane, in the attempt of gyroscopically stabilizing them. This

angular rate induces a relative motion of each deputy with respect to the parent body.
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Assuming that (i) the parent is placed in the origin of the LVLH frame, and (ii) the ve-

locity of formation elements at the initial time t = 0 follows that of a rigid body, with an

angular velocity equal to ω0, the position rate of deputy d is given by

r′d0 = r′p0 + ω̂0 × rd0 (4.5)

where r′p0 = x′p0 îR + y′p0 ĵR + z′p0 k̂R is the initial position rate of the parent, defined

above, ω̂0 = ω0/θ̇ is the angular rate of the formation relative to the orbit frame, and rd0
is the initial relative position vector of the deputy, where all the vectors are expressed in

terms of components in the LVLH frame.

For in-plane formations, it is possible to define a local non dimensional spin rate,

ω̂d/p = ωd/p/θ̇ (4.6)

that provides a measure of the spin speed of deputy d around the parent, scaled with

respect to the time derivative of the true anomaly. This scalar parameter is equal to

ω̂d/p = ‖(r′d − r′p)− (r′d − r′p) · îd/p‖/‖rd − rp‖ (4.7)

where îd/p = (rd − rp)/‖rd − rp‖ is the unit vector parallel to the relative position of

the deputy with respect to the parent body. The initial angular position for the deputies

is chosen such that a constant angular separation is maintained when ω̂d/p = ‖ω̂0‖ is

assumed at the initial time, t = 0 [13]. Equation (4.7) requires that agents and parent

body constantly lie on the same plane. When the initial spin plane of the formation is

not maintained during the evolution, as it happens with Earth-facing formations, Equa-

tion (4.7) does not hold.

Given the initial position for the deputies, tether configuration, and number nt of beads

in tether t, it is possible to derive the position of the bead labelled b at the initial time

assuming that they are equally spaced,

rb0 = rd/p0 + (rd?0 − rd/p0)(1− jt/nt) , jt = 1, 2, . . . , nt (4.8)

where the tether is assumed to connect a generic deputy d? placed in rd?0 to either another

deputy d or the parent body p in rd/p0 . The initial position rate for each bead follows the

same assumption of relative motion used in the case of the deputies, that is, a rigid-body
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velocity distribution expressed by Eq. (4.5), such that

r′b0 = r′p0 + ω̂0 × rb0 (4.9)

The approach used to define the characteristics of the orbit scenarios considered in

this study takes into account that the cluster is initialized at the perigee. Therefore, when

defining the initial conditions of the agents, it is necessary to define the value of ω̂0 at

θ = 0. There are different possible criteria to define the size and shape of the orbits of the

cluster through the semimajor axis a and eccentricity e. In this study a constant perigee

radius is assumed equal to Rp = 6578 km for all the reference orbits, which corresponds

to an approximate altitude of 200 km over the Earth surface and it is equal to the radius

of the circular reference orbit considered in Ref. [13].

The distance R between the primary body (the Earth, in the present case) and the

center of mass of the formation is expressed in polar coordinates as [55]

R(θ) =
a(1− e2)
1 + e cos θ

(4.10)

For given values of eccentricity e and perigee altitude Rp, the semimajor axis a is given

by a = Rc/(1 − e). The mean motion for the considered orbit is n =
√
µ/a3, where µ is

Earth’s gravitational parameter. Note that it is not possible to consider orbits with the

same mean motion n (that is, the same semi-major axis), because perigee altitude would

go below Earth’s radius for small values of the eccentricity, resulting into unfeasible orbits

crossing the Earth’s surface. The semi-major axis for the reference orbit needs thus to be

increased when cases with e > 0 are to be dealt with and perigee altitude is prescribed.

Defining the same value of ω̂0 for all the scenarios considered having different eccen-

tricities is not considered a viable option, as the approach used to define the reference

orbit for each value of e leads to orbits with different mean motion and orbital periods.

Sizeable differences in the dimensional values of formation angular speed would be ob-

tained for different cases, that in turn cause different tensions in the tether system and

centrifugal loads. Considering that all the scenarios have the same perigee altitude, which

is equal to the altitude of reference circular orbit, the value of ω̂0 is chosen such that the

clusters flying different orbits are characterizes by the same dimensional angular velocity

at perigee pass, a value which will be indicated as

ω0P = rs · nc ĥ (4.11)
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Table 4.1: Orbit and agents characteristics

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Perigee altitude Rp 6578 km

Eccentricity values e 0.0, 0.3, 0.5

Mass of parent body 300 kg

Mass of deputies body 25 kg

The initial angular velocity of the formation is thus defined as a factor rs of the circular

orbit mean motion nc having a perigee radius Rc = Rp = 6578 km. The direction of the

initial formation angular rate, ĥ, depends on the particular scenario (either Earth-facing,

with ĥ = îR, or in-plane formations, with ĥ = k̂R). Using the transformation defined in

Eq. (4.1), the initial value of the angular rate ω̂0 at perigee is equal to

ω̂0 =
ω0P

θ̇(θ=0)

=

(
rs√
1 + e

)
ĥ (4.12)

4.1.2 Formation stability

Provided that the major objective of this work is to evaluate the effect of eccentricity and

tether mass on the dynamics of tethered satellite formations, the behavior of each con-

figuration considered in this study is compared with the behavior of the same formations

when tethers are modeled as massless elastic cables, for different values of the eccentricity

of the cluster orbit. The tether characteristics is the same as the one defined in Chapter

3, in Table 3.2, and also in accordance with [13].

The stability of the cluster is analyzed performing a numerical simulation of the dy-

namic model. Similar to the work performed in Chapter 3, in order to assess stability of

the formation the following features are observed in the simulations.

In-plane formations

The initial condition for the position of the four deputies of the formation is set to

r10 = [l
(0)
i l

(0)
i 0] ·

√
2/2 = −r30

r20 = [−l(0)i l
(0)
i 0] ·

√
2/2 = −r40 (4.13)
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where l(0) = 1000 m. In Ref. [13], a method for calculating initial velocities of the deputies

is proposed, which is based on the calculation of the Hamiltonian for each tether initial

orientation, in order to ensure that tethers exhibit the same trajectory without presenting

any drift in their relative position. This approach is specific for circular reference orbits,

but when used for formations of four deputies on elliptical orbits, it provides again an ini-

tial relative position such that the angular separation between deputies remains constant.

It can be shown that, in order to ensure a constant angular difference, it is sufficient to

initially place the four deputies at angles α1 = 45◦, α2 = 135◦, α3 = 225◦ and α4 = 315◦

with respect to the îR axis, and use the same initial value of spin rate ωi/p = ‖ω0‖ for all

four deputies.

Initial position rate at perigee is computed using Eq. (4.5), with the parent body placed

in the origin of the orbit frame and

ω̂0 =
[
0 0 rs/

√
1 + e

]
(4.14)

In the case of a HAS in-plane formation, a value of rs = 10 is selected for all deputies. For

the CHAS in-plane formation, it is rs = 15, for consistency with Ref. [13]. Simulations

are run considering three different values of eccentricity: e = 0.0 (circular orbits), e = 0.3

and e = 0.5.

For in-plane formations, due to the fact that there is no net gravity gradient torque on

the satellite, it is possible to invoke conservation of angular momentum. The dissipation

caused by damping in the tethers is assumed negligible. In addition to the considerations

relative to Thomson equilibria for rigid bodies, outlined in 2, the model considered in

this paper, based on discrete point masses, clearly shows that in-plane and transverse

dynamics are uncoupled, when initial position and velocities lie on the orbit plane. This

means, again, that a planar spinning formation lying initially on the orbital plane will

evolve on this plane.

Hub-and-spoke in-plane formation

In this section, the results for deputies 1 and 2, of a HAS in-plane formation are discussed.

The behavior of deputies 3 and 4 is perfectly equivalent, and it will not be presented.

Figures 4.1 to 4.3 show the dynamic behavior in terms of deputy position, local spin rate
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and formation angular displacement between adjacent tethers for different values of ec-

centricity.

Figure 4.1 represent the evolution of the distance between deputy 1 and the parent

body, ∆r1/p = ‖r1− rp‖− l(0)1 , for a circular orbit (e = 0, plot (a)), e = 0.3 and 0.5 (plots

(b) and (c), respectively). For elliptical cases, the formation is initialized at perigee and

the number of orbits reported on the horizontal axis is increased at every perigee pass of

the cluster. One easily notice that the size of the elongation for elliptical cases matches

that for the circular reference orbit, but in the former cases oscillations in tether length

grow when the formation is close to the perigee (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: HAS In-plane formation. Distance from deputy 1 to parent body: (a)
e = 0.0, (b) e = 0.3, (c) e = 0.5.

This is a combined effect of several factors: the variation of the local orbital angu-

lar rate causes a fluctuation in the relative spin speed of the tethers, ‖ωi/p‖, induced by
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conservation of absolute angular momentum, such that if the formation spins at an ap-

proximately constant angular speed with respect to the inertial frame (as in the present

case), its angular speed relative to the LVLH orbit frame becomes smaller at perigee, when

orbit rate is higher, and vice-versa it is higher at apogee, when the orbit rate is lower (Fig-

ure 4.2, upper plot). This effect is amplified when θ is used as the independent variable. In

this case the non-dimensional relative angular rate, ω̂1/p = ω1/p/θ̇, is obtained by dividing

the dimensional value by the local orbit rate which is higher at the perigee.

At the same time, the gravity gradient forcing term is more intense closer to the Earth

and this causes a stronger periodic action on tethers while the formation spins at a slower

rate at perigee pass, relative to the orbit frame. On the other hand, when the formation

moves away from perigee and the influence of the gravity field becomes weaker, oscillations

almost vanish in amplitude, but they are characterized by a higher frequency, related to

the more frequent passage of each deputy along the local vertical, when the formation an-

gular speed relative to the LVLH frame grows. This effect increases with orbit eccentricity,

when the distance from the cluster to the Earth at apogee is higher, if a constant perigee

altitude is assumed, as in the present case.

When transforming the nondimensional spin rate of deputy 1, ω̂1/p, defined accord-

ing to Eq. (4.7), into its dimensional counterpart, ω1/p = ω̂1/pθ̇ (shown in Fig. 4.2(b)),

an increase in the spin rate close to apogee is still visible, which is due to conservation

of angular momentum around the orbit normal, but this effect is clearly less relevant in

quantitative terms, with variations in the order of 5 up to 7% of the initial formation

angular rate. This means that variations in amplitude of the oscillations is mostly related

to variations of orbit rate θ̇ and intensity of gravity gradient between their maximum and

minimum values at perigee and apogee, respectively.

Higher frequency terms in the variation of angular velocity shown in the bottom plot

of Fig. 4.2(b) are related to the exchange between kinetic and potential energy due to the

orientation of the deputy (deputy 1 in the considered example) in the LVLH frame. This

can be proven taking into account the expressions of kinetic and potential energy derived

in [13] and the fact that the total energy is conserved. In this respect dissipative damp-

ing forces in the tethers can be neglected, as they depend on elongation rate only, which

is small, thus producing only a negligible effect on the short term evolution of total energy.
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Figure 4.2: HAS In-plane formation (solid: e = 0.0; bold: e = 0.3; dashed: e = 0.5): (a)
Local spin rate of deputy 1, (b) Local spin speed of deputy 1.

In this scenario, eccentricity plays a significant role in system dynamics, whereas in-

corporating tether mass in the model produces only a marginal increase in the elongation

of tethers with respect to that obtained when a simplified massless tether model is used.

In particular, Figure 4.3 shows the angular displacement between tethers connected to

deputies 1 and 2. The results for circular orbits (plot (a)) are equivalent to those found

for the massless tether case (not reported here, for the sake of conciseness, but analyzed in

detail by Pizarro-Chong and Misra in [13]). For eccentricities e equal to 0.3 and 0.5, the

magnitude of the angular difference decreases at apogee passage, but it is hardly affected

by the use of a massive tether model. As in the circular orbit case [121], the simpler purely

elastic tether model appears adequate for describing this type of formations, also when

the reference orbit is elliptical.

One should note that a deputy belonging to the cluster is affected by gravity-gradient
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Figure 4.3: HAS In-plane formation. Angular distance between deputies 2 and 1: (a)
e = 0.0, (b) e = 0.3, (c) e = 0.5.

force on two different timescales. On one side, the spin rate of a deputy derived from

Eq. (4.7), is not constant, and it oscillates with its angular position, as already demon-

strated in Ref. [13], where a Hamiltonian for the system is formulated that allows for

computing initial conditions of different deputies with equal energy values for avoiding

secular variations in their relative angular position. On the other hand, the angular rate

of the whole cluster varies with true anomaly for elliptical orbits, as discussed above and

shown in Figure 4.2. The superposition of these two motions is highlighted in Figure 4.4(a),

shows the spin rates relative to the parent body, ω̂1/p and ω̂2/p, of deputies 1 and 2, respec-

tively. The enlargement highlights the difference in agent spin rates associated to different

orientations within the cluster at perigee pass, where this effect is more significant. Plot

(b) shows the evolution of ω̂2/p− ω̂1/p over two orbits, which explains the variation in the

angular displacement γ1,2 between tethers connected to the considered deputies shown in

Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: HAS In-plane formation: (a) Spin rate for agents 1 (solid) and 2 (dashed),
(b) Spin rate difference between agents 1 and 2.
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Figure 4.5: HAS In-plane formation: Dimensional spin rate difference between agents
1 and 2 as a function of time, t/TO.

The increase in frequency of the oscillations at apogee visible in the lower plot of Fig-

ure 4.4 is only apparent, as it is mostly related to the use of true anomaly as independent

variable, as in [17]. The actual frequency of the oscillations in the time domain can be
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easily recovered by plotting ω2/p−ω1/p as a function of time, where t = t(θ, e) is obtained

from Kepler’s time equation [55]. The frequency of the oscillations of ω2/p − ω1/p as a

function of time is almost constant (Figure 4.5), whereas the amplitude of the oscillations

of this dimensional variable undergoes more severe variations over one orbit, when com-

pared to its non-dimensional counterpart.

Closed hub-and-spoke in-plane formation

The closed in-plane formation presents the same initial relative position of deputies with

respect to the parent adopted for the open formation, with the relevant difference rep-

resented by the presence of external tethers connecting deputies (as shown in Fig. 3.1).

In order to properly analyze the shape of the formation, a rotating coordinate reference

system is introduced. The rotating reference, formed by unit vectors îS , ĵS , and k̂R, is

chosen such that its angular velocity around the normal to the orbit plane k̂R is equal

to the average spin rate of internal tethers relative to the orbit frame. This allows for

removing the overall formation rotation dynamics and to highlight deviations from a nom-

inal, ideal behavior of uniform spin speed for all the agents. The behavior of deputies,

beads and tethers and their relative oscillations from the ideal in-plane rotation can thus

be determined. Initial position and velocity for the four deputies is set following the pro-

cedure already summarized in the previous section for the HAS in-plane case, so that all

the agents and tethers have the same spin rate at initial time.

The results for a simulation of 4 orbital periods are presented in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 for

e = 0.0 and e = 0.3 respectively. Variables X and Y are the position variables in the

îS − ĵS plane scaled with respect to l(0). The shape of the formation is characterized by

two effects. First of all, external tethers are subject to a centrifugal pull that bends them,

transforming the initial square into a “rounded” quadrangle. This fact, in turn, affects the

relative position of deputies with respect to the parent body as the direction of external

tether tension acting on the deputies is varied with respect to the nominal square shape

and the tension force on the internal tethers vanishes, as long as they do not reach full

extension. This represents a major difference with respect to the massless tether model,

already discussed in Ch. 3.

The effects of eccentricity on formation geometry is only apparently marginal, as there

are at least two significant differences between the cases of circular and elliptical reference
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Figure 4.6: CHAS In-plane formation. Shape of formation (6-orbit run), e = 0.0

orbits. For e = 0 the external tethers approach the bulged configuration almost monoton-

ically, residual vibrations being present which are related only to the loads transmitted by

internal tethers during the rotation when one or more of them reaches full extension. On

the converse, the oscillations in formation rotation rate induced by the periodic variation

of orbit rate coupled with differences in gravity gradient intensity at perigee and apogee

(as discussed above) force vibrations in the external tethers during the whole time-history.

At the same time, the behaviour of the oscillations for internal tethers appears to be less

regular for e = 0.3, with oscillations that are characterized by different amplitude and

frequency between different tethers and for the same tethers during different orbits.

This latter fact is confirmed by the analysis of Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, where the evolution

of ∆ri/p = ‖ri − rp‖−l(0)i (when tethers are taut ∆ri/p = ∆li) is presented for e = 0.0 and

e = 0.3 respectively. In both cases, three out of four deputies are close to full extension

at the same time, whereas the fourth one, connected to an agent that reduces its distance
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Figure 4.7: CHAS In-plane formation. Shape of formation (10-orbit run), e = 0.3.

from the parent body by approximately 16 m, remains loose. In the circular case the

slack tether changes constantly, whereas, in the elliptical orbit case, one of the tethers

remains loose for long time intervals (up to several revolutions). Changes between loose

and (almost) taut conditions usually take place at or close to perigee pass, where the effect

of the gravity gradient is stronger and differences on the gravity pull acting on different

deputies get higher.

The result is that for the circular case, short-term fluctuations of ∆ri/p are highly

irregular for all the agents of the formation, but they are characterized by high-frequency

variations of the distance between each deputy and parent body with similar characteris-

tics. On the converse, high-frequency variations of ∆ri/p almost disappear in the elliptic

case, when one of the tethers remains loose for long time intervals, allowing for wider fluc-

tuations of beads under the action of gravity gradient only, with no tension acting between
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Figure 4.8: CHAS In-plane formation. Distance ∆ri/p time evolution, e = 0.0.

them in the loose tether. This can also be seen in Figure 4.9, where the internal tether

linking deputy 2 shows smaller oscillations, after an initial transient, due to the fact that

it never becomes slack. When eccentricity is increased, this behavior is more pronounced,

and for e = 0.7 the same tether remains slack for a simulation of 10 orbits.

When compared to the open formation in-plane case, external tethers in closed forma-

tions provide a stabilizing effect for the angular displacement of adjacent tethers. Even at

high values of eccentricity (e = 0.7), the angular displacement between adjacent tethers

remains close to 90◦. As discussed in Paragraph 4.1.2 the rounded shape induced by the

centrifugal pull can be compensated either by making external tethers lext longer, or re-

ducing the internal tether length, lint, such that the ratio between their lengths becomes

lext/lint <
√

2. This avoids or at least limits the irregular fluctuations in the distance

between deputies and parent body.
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Figure 4.9: CHAS In-plane formation. Distance ∆ri/p time evolution, e = 0.3.

Earth-facing formations

The initial condition for the position of the four deputies of the formation for the Earth-

facing case is set to

r10 = [0 l
(0)
i l

(0)
i ] ·

√
2/2 = −r30

r20 = [0 − l(0)i l
(0)
i ] ·

√
2/2 = −r40 (4.15)

Initial velocity is computed using Equation (4.5) with the parent body placed at the

origin of the LVLH frame and

ω̂i/p =

[
− rs√

1 + e
0 0

]
(4.16)

where l(0) = 1000 m. The value of rs is set to rs = 10 for both open HAS and CHAS

Earth-facing formations, as in [13]. The initial condition of beads is computed following

the same procedure as for the in-plane formation.
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For an Earth-facing formation, deputies and tethers initially lie on the horizontal ĵR-

k̂R plane of the LVLH orbital reference frame. The fact that initial values of zi and

corresponding velocity components are non-zero leads to tridimensional trajectories, in

contrast to what happens for the in-plane case, where initial conditions and resulting tra-

jectories remain constrained on the îR-̂jR orbit plane.

In the Earth-facing scenario, it is no longer possible to establish an analogy with the

attitude behavior of a spinning rigid body, as transverse dynamics becomes relevant and

deputies no longer lie on the same plane, normal to the formation spin axis, especially

when spin rates are in the same order of magnitude as the orbit mean motion. For the

specific case of a spin axis pointing along the Nadir direction, a null spin rate relative to

the orbit frame is required. Such a situation is clearly not realistic for a tethered forma-

tion, as in this case tethers loose tension, the formation does not maintain its shape, and

the analogy with a rigid body is not valid anymore.

Therefore, for a circular orbit it is not possible to achieve a relative equilibrium state

in which the spin axis of the formation points along the radial axis îR in the LVLH frame.

For elliptical orbits, Likins-Pringle equilibria do not exist at all, and it is not possible to

achieve any relative equilibrium state in which the formation constantly faces the Earth.

As opposite to the in-plane case, the net torque exerted by the gravity gradient on an

Earth-facing formation is not null in general, and therefore it is no longer possible to invoke

conservation of angular momentum. Reference [122] provides a detailed study on the

variation of the angular momentum vector of a spinning satellite under the gravitational

field. But in all the cases here considered formations are provided with a spin rate sufficient

for gyroscopically stiffening the tethers. Thanks to this rotation rate, angular momentum

is high, and fluctuations of angular momentum induced by gravity gradient over one orbit

remain sufficiently small.

Hub-and-spoke Earth-facing formation

Coupling between orbital plane dynamics and crossrange dynamics peculiar to this sce-

nario makes the orientation between the formation plane and the radial axis not constant.

Provided that gravity torque affects only marginally the direction of angular momentum,

the spin axis of the formation and the direction of angular momentum point approximately
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along an inertially fixed direction. Therefore, the component of angular momentum in the

radial direction at initial time remains almost constant, and agents of the formation rotate

(approximately) on an inertially fixed plane that spins around the orbit normal with re-

spect to the orbit frame. This means that the formation is not constantly facing the Earth.

This fact is confirmed by the angle δ, measured between the radial axis îR and the

vector n̂ normal to the plane defined by the deputies and parent body. The angle δ, shown

in Figure 4.10, grows monotonically between −180◦ and 180◦. The angle is assumed 0 at

perigee and it switches from -180◦ and 180◦ at apogee, making the formation unstable

from the point of view of the desired Earth-pointing attitude of the formation. The same

figure also shows that in this respect the effect of eccentricity on δ is not relevant. As it can

be observed, the variation of the pitch angle for e = 0.5 (plot (b)) follows almost exactly

the same pattern of the circular case (plot (a)). Only small amplitude higher frequency

fluctuations of δ are affected by e, as oscillations become less frequent when the formation

gets closer to perigee pass. This effect is similar to that observed for angular displacement

in open in-plane formations (Figure 4.3), and it is related to the same causes, but it is less

relevant from the point of view of the application.

The pattern of the elongation of tethers for open formations differs significantly from

that observed for the in-plane configuration. Again, highly eccentric reference orbits cause

the gravity gradient to become weaker when the cluster moves away from perigee, but this

time a reduction of the amplitude of oscillations is observed for higher values of e and

the amplitude of oscillations almost vanish at both apogee and perigee passes (that is

N = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2 orbits), when the formation lies on a plane perpendicular to

the radial direction. This is shown in Figure 4.11, where oscillations in tether length are

represented. This figure also shows that massless and massive tether models result into

a dynamic behaviour qualitatively very similar, where the only (and hardly noticeable)

effect is a slightly higher elongation ∆li for the massive tether case.

Also the angular distance between adjacent tethers oscillates according to a pattern

that depends on eccentricity in all cases, as shown in Figure 4.12. This represents a behav-

ior peculiar of this type of configuration that could not be found for the in-plane formation

case, when oscillations in the angular displacement almost disappear at apogee. Again, no

significant differences can be observed when comparing the massive and massless models,

which is a characteristic already found for in-plane open formations.
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Figure 4.10: HAS Earth-facing formation pitch angle δ. (a) e = 0.0, (b) e = 0.5.

Closed hub-and-spoke Earth-facing formation

The initial condition for agents and beads belonging to internal and external tethers are

defined as for the in-plane case, but placed in an Earth-facing orientation in this scenario.

As for the HAS case, the deputies approximately lie on a plane that performs a complete

rotation around the axis k̂R during each orbit around the primary body (Figure 4.13). In

addition to this, external tethers present the same deformation induced by the centrifugal

load that can be observed for closed in-plane formations. Consequences for internal tethers

are similar, with at least one internal tether loosing tension, all of them vibrating in the

transverse direction. Oscillations and variations of distance between formation agents are

qualitatively similar to those observed in the CHAS in-plane scenario and are not reported

for the sake of conciseness.
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Figure 4.11: HAS Earth-facing formation distance ∆r1/p. Solid: massive model,
dashed: massless model. (a) e = 0.0, (b) e = 0.3, (c) e = 0.5.

4.1.3 Behavior of the parent body

The analysis of the dynamic behavior of the formation is completed by inspecting the tra-

jectory followed by the parent body of the formation. In all the configurations presented

in this paper, the position of the parent body at initial time coincides with that of the

center of mass of the formation, which is the origin of the LVLH reference frame. For this

reason, as discussed previously (see in particular Eq. (4.4)), the initial condition of the

parent is determined in order to avoid secular drift of the cluster away from the reference

orbit. Consequently, the initial velocity of the parent is set to zero along the axes îR, ĵR,

and k̂R of the LVLH frame. Figure 4.14 shows the distance between the reference elliptical

orbit and the parent body for different configurations and eccentricity e equal to 0 (solid

lines) and 0.5 (dashed ones). The distance Dp = ‖rp‖ is given by the norm of the position

of the parent body in the LVLH frame.

In the case of open formations, the position of the parent body remains almost exactly
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Figure 4.12: HAS Earth-facing formation, angle γ1,2. (a) e = 0.0, (b) e = 0.3, (c) e = 0.5.

on the reference orbit. Dp grows in time, but in the order of 10−9 m, clearly related more

to numerical errors when integrating the equations of motion then to some physical effects.

In these two cases the position of the center of mass coincides with that of the parent body

for the whole simulation.

On the other hand, for closed formations the evolution of the position of the parent

body exhibits a different behavior. For both in-plane and Earth-facing cases, the center

of mass remains on the reference orbit as in open formations, which demonstrates how

numerical errors in the integration do not cause violation of this important physical fact.

However, the position of the parent body does not remain on the reference elliptical orbit

described by the center of mass of the formation. The distance Dp remains bounded, but it

presents considerable aperiodic fluctuation. In the case of in-plane formations, the parent

body shows a motion that can be approximately confined to a circle with a 2 m radius

around the reference orbit, as presented in Figure 4.15, so that stability of the formation

is not compromised. Wider deviations are present for the Earth-facing case, with peak
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Figure 4.13: CHAS Earth-facing formation pitch angle δ. (a) e = 0.0, (b) e = 0.5.

values as high as 10 m for e = 0.5.

4.1.4 Effects of eccentricity of the reference orbit

When combined effect of orbit eccentricity and tether mass on tethered formations is an-

alyzed, the most noticeable effect due to eccentricity is the increase in the variation of the

local spin rate of the cluster between perigee and apogee passes of the reference elliptical

orbit.

This effect has consequences over the elongation of tethers, shape of tether oscillations

and angular separation between adjacent tethers especially for open formations. The am-

plitude of oscillations for both tether length and separation between neighboring tethers

is reduced at apogee passes, where gravity gradient is weaker, for in-plane formation,

whereas for open Earth-facing formations that rotate around the orbit normal oscilla-

tions are smaller at apogee and perigee passes, when the normal to the formation plane is
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Figure 4.14: Distance Dp. (a) HAS In-plane, (b) HAS Earth-facing, (c) CHAS In-
plane, (d) CHAS Earth-facing. Solid, e = 0.0, dashed, e = 0.5

aligned with the radial direction (with maxima when the formation is in quadrature with

the primary body). These effects are more noticeable as eccentricity of the reference orbit

is increased.

For closed formations external tethers provide a stabilizing effect on angular separation

between adjacent tethers. On the other hand, centriphugal loads bend external tethers,

preventing deputies from achieving a stable position because the tethers that connect them

with the parent body are not in tension. For eccentric orbits, as the cluster moves away

from perigee and the gravity gradient becomes weaker, the formation shows a more stable

behavior, where a single tether remains loose for long time intervals, in contrast with the

circular orbit case, when the slack tether changes continuously. These effects cannot be

observed when the simulation model does not feature a massive tether model, as tether

mass plays a crucial role in the dynamics of the system.
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Figure 4.15: Trajectory of parent body of CHAS In-plane formation for e = 0.7 (6
orbits).

4.2 Effects of J2 perturbation on tethered formations

The combined effects of tether mass (simulated by means of a discrete bead model [14])

and J2 perturbation on the dynamics of various tethered formations is now analyzed tak-

ing into account the dynamics modeled in Eqs. 2.33 and 2.34.

4.2.1 Initial conditions for deputies and beads

Equations 2.33 and 2.34 are used to describe the motion of each deputy, bead and the

parent body of the formation. An initial condition in terms of position and velocity is

needed for each one of these bodies, represented as a mass element. The initial condition

for velocity of the parent body is computed using the expressions presented in Ref. [16]

that ensures that the orbit of the parent does not present any secular drift. These initial

conditions are on ẋp0 and ẏp0 , and depend on the initial values, xp0 and yp0 , for the same
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mass element:

ẋp0 = yp0 n
1− s√
1 + s

(4.17)

ẏp0 = −2xp0 n
√

1 + s+
3J2R

2
en

2

4krref
sin2 iref (4.18)

There is no particular requirement on the initial condition zp0 and żp0 in the ẑ axis

direction for the parent body. The calculation of the initial position and velocity for each

deputy and bead, follows the same principle described in chapter 3 for the simplified case

of circular unperturbed reference orbit.

The mechanical properties of the tethers is equivalent to that defined in Ch. 3. The un-

desirable “rounding” effect on closed formations shown in Ch. 2, does not allow to precisely

determine the effect of the J2 perturbation on formation dynamics, for this reason only

open (HAS) planar formations are analyzed in detail. The mission characteristics are dif-

ferent since in this case the reference orbit is elliptical, and it presents a non-zeroinclination.

4.2.2 Proposed approach

The J2 terms along the îR and ĵR direction in the LVLH frame reported in Eqs. (2.33) have

the same value for elements of the same formation since the inclination of the reference

orbit is the same for all elements of the same formation. This means that when studying

the relative dynamics of elements in the same formation these terms cancel out one another.

In this case, and only for in-plane dynamics (̂iR-̂jR), the only difference with respect to

the HCW equations is the change in the reference orbit angular rate. On the converse, the

J2 perturbation along the k̂R axis may affect differently elements belonging to the same

formation. In the absence of external forces, the analytical solution for the cross track

dynamics is

z(t) = (plt+ pm) sin (pqt+ pφ) (4.19)

Variables pq, pl, pm and pφ, depend on the initial condition on position and velocity in the

k̂R direction. A value of pl /= 0 determines the presence of a secular drift term growing

with time t in the k̂R direction. The procedure to calculate pl is described in detail in

Reference [16], where the necessary corrections for the cross–track motion are provided.

The value of pl is zero if one of these two conditions holds:

• The initial inclination of the satellite isat is the same as the one of the reference
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orbit;

• The initial separation in the longitude of the ascending node between the satellite

and the reference orbit ∆Ω0 is zero.

Values for isat and ∆Ω0 can be calculated from the following equations:

isat = ż0/(krref) + iref

∆Ω0 = arcsin

[
sin(z0/rref)

sin(iref)

]
≈ z0
rref sin(iref)

(4.20)

In conclusion, the presence of secular motion for a particular body in the formation is

determined by the initial condition on z0 and ż0. Depending on the structure and orien-

tation of the formation, it is possible to fulfill at least one of these two conditions. For

in–plane formations deputies and tethers lie on the same reference orbit plane, such that

both conditions, z0 = ż0 = 0 are satisfied. Therefore the absence of any secular drifting

motion is guaranteed.

The case of Earth–facing configurations is more complex. For the elements lying on

the îR-̂jR plane at initial time, the z0 = 0 condition is satisfied, whereas for elements with

z0 /= 0, the requirement for the absence of secular behaviour is satisfied only if the relative

motion at initial time provides a zero value for the initial speed component normal to the

orbit plane, that is, ż0 = 0. In the most general case a secular term is present, that affects

the resulting behaviour of the formation.

As anticipated above, the behaviour of Hub–And–Spoke (HAS) and Closed–Hub–And–

Spoke (CHAS) formations for in–Plane and Earth–Facing configurations is analysed in the

sequel.

4.2.3 Open–loop dynamics of tethered formation

The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the effect of the J2 perturbation on tethered

satellite formations. For this reason, the behaviour of a HAS formation will be compared

with the behaviour of the same formation in the absence of the perturbation. The scenario

incorporating the perturbation is that of a non–equatorial orbit, since it is the case where

the perturbation effect is more significant. The inclination of the orbit is iref = 45◦ and

the altitude of the parent body is 200 Km above the surface of the Earth. The effects of

the perturbation on formations flying in equatorial orbits are much less significative than
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in non-equatorial orbits and are not considered in the sequel. The stability of the cluster

is analyzed by performing a numerical simulation of the dynamic model as in Ch. 2.

In-plane formations

For the HAS in–plane formation, all the deputies plus the parent body lie in the orbital

plane. Since equations for orbital dynamics and cross–track dynamics are uncoupled, the

fact that z0 = 0 and ż0 = 0 eliminates any cross–track trajectory. This configuration

simplifies considerably the equations, since isat = iref and ∆Ω0 = 0. The absence of

cross-track motion in the in–plane formation, makes the correction in the reference orbital

rate the only change in the equations of motion with respect to the unperturbed equation

model, because as outlined above the J2 term in the îR and ĵR direction is the same for

all elements of the cluster.

The position initial condition for the four deputies of the formation is set to:

r10 = [l
(0)
i l

(0)
i 0] ·

√
2/2 = −r30

r20 = [−l(0)i l
(0)
i 0] ·

√
2/2 = −r40 (4.21)

Initial velocity is computed using Equation (3.2) with the parent object placed at the

origin of the LVLH frame and

ω0 = [0 0 rsω] (4.22)

where l(0) = 1000 m and ω = nc. In the case of the HAS in–plane formation, the value of

rs is set to rs = 10. The initial condition of beads is computed in the same way, with the

local angular velocity equal to that of the deputy belonging to each tether.

The results shown in Fig. 4.16 demonstrate that values for tether elongation are very

close, when comparing the unperturbed case with that in the presence of J2 effects. The

figure represents the increment of the distance between the first deputy and the parent

body, but the behaviour is rather similar also for the other three deputies. Only a slight

phase shift in the oscillations and a minimal change in distance increment can be noticed.

These minor variations are due to the fact that the orbital rate with the J2 model is slightly

faster, and this has an impact over the initial velocity of deputies that are computed as a

factor of ω. The orbital angular velocity n is increased by a factor c = 1.00019.

As far as the angular distance between tethers is concerned, in the absence of the J2
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Figure 4.16: HAS in–plane formation. Distance increment between first deputy and
parent body ∆l1, (solid line, with J2 effects; dotted one, without J2).

perturbation the angle between tethers connecting adjacent deputies oscillates around 90◦

with an amplitude of less than 0.5◦ and a mean value slowly increasing with time. In

Fig. 4.17 it can be appreciated how in the perturbed scenario (plot (b)), the increase of

mean value of the oscillations grows faster than in the non–perturbed case (plot (a)). This

fact affects formation stability, where in spite of the elongation of the tethers being fairly

stable, with the formation keeping its orientation within the orbital plane, the angular

displacement between pairs of tethers slowly grows, thus making in the long run two of

the tethers fold onto the neighbouring ones.

Earth-facing formations

Earth–facing configurations exhibit a more complex behaviour than in–plane formations

due to the presence of cross–track dynamics. First of all, even though the deputies of an

Earth–facing formation initially lie on the ĵR− k̂R plane and have an initial velocity with

non–zero components along one or both these axes, with initial values in the îR direction

x0 = 0 and ẋ0 = 0, the dynamic equations clearly show that values of y0 /= 0 or ẏ0 /= 0
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Figure 4.17: HAS in–plane formation. Angular separation between tethers 1 and 2,
γ1,2 without J2 effects (a) and with J2 (b).

affect the dynamics in the îR direction as well, thus creating a three-dimensional trajec-

tory. Incorporating tethers creates an additional coupling due to the constraint imposed

by tether length: tension forces exchanged between pairs of bodies directly connected by

a tether couple cross–track and and in–plane dynamics.

The initial condition for the position of the four deputies of the formation is set to

r10 = [0 l(0) l(0)] ·
√

2/2 = −r30 (4.23)

r20 = [0 − l(0) l(0)] ·
√

2/2 = −r40

whereas initial velocity is computed according to Eq. (3.2) with the parent object placed

at the origin of the LVLH frame and

ωi/p = [−rsω 0 0] (4.24)
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A value of l(0) = 1000 m is again chosen for the nominal length of tethers connecting the

parent body to the deputies. As for the angular speed, it is ω = nc with values of rs set to

rs = 10 for all deputies and tethers, as indicated in Ref. [13] for the massless tether case.

The value of rs is the same for the HAS and CHAS formation scenarios.

Note that the considered initial condition provides for a situation where none of the

deputies satisfy one of the conditions necessary for making the secular drift term to vanish,

that is, either z0 = 0 or ż0 = 0. The l term of the cross–track dynamics affects all the

deputies (and most of the beads), and therefore, all these masses should present a secular

drift, which is counteracted upon by the presence of tether tension.

In terms of distance between external agents and parent body, the behaviour (pre-

sented in Fig. 4.18) is similar to that observed for the in–plane formation considered in

the previous subsection. As for the angular displacement, in this case, there is almost no

difference between the perturbed and unperturbed scenarios, as demonstrated by the plots

in Fig. 4.19. As for the elongation, minor differences are present, due to the different or-

bital rate used to compute the velocity initial condition of deputies, as required in Eq. (3.2).

The overall behaviour of the formation is the same observed for the unperturbed sce-

nario in a way similar to what happens for the massless tether case). Figure 4.20 shows how

the normal vector to the formation, tilts around the x̂ axis, and that the four deputies

plus the parent body are coplanar most of the time. The coplanarity parameter C, as

defined in Eq. (3.7) is reported in Fig. 4.20(b).

4.2.4 Effect of the J2 perturbation on the parent body

As described previously, the equations of motion take into consideration the fact that the

parent body is not attached to the reference orbit. In an unperturbed scenario, the centre

of mass of the formation always remains on the reference orbit, with small oscillations

of the parent body around the reference due to internal forces exerted by tethers. How-

ever, when J2 perturbation affects deputies and beads in a different way, small variations

of tether tension may results that are not perfectly balanced on the parent body, thus

pulling it away, in the long run, from the reference orbit. As a consequence, the whole

formation slowly drifts away from the reference orbit.

In Fig. 4.21, the distance Dp between the parent and the reference orbit is computed

for the different scenarios studied in this study. As it can be seen, in–plane orbits are less
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Figure 4.18: Elongation of 1–st tether, ∆l1, for HAS Earth–facing formation (solid
line, with J2 effects; dotted one, without J2).

affected by the dynamics of the tethers than Earth-facing ones.

For the in-plane case, all the elements are affected in the same way by the J2 pertur-

bation. On the other hand, the Earth–facing case provides the most interesting scenario,

where the elements are affected differently by Earth’s oblateness. Since the orbiting ele-

ments (deputies and beads) have different parameter values in Eq. 4.19 at the initial time,

all of them are characterized by a secular term pl different from zero.

Figure 4.22 shows the separation from the reference orbit in the k̂R direction. It can

be noted how the parent body presents an oscillatory movement of increasing amplitude in

the cross-track direction. This is very evident in the HAS Earth–facing scenario. It turns

out that the period of the oscillation approximately matches that of the orbit rotation,

and also that of the variable pq in Eq. (4.19).

It is important to highlight that the parent body in all cases is placed at the origin
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Figure 4.19: Angular separation between tethers 1 and 2, γ1,2 (solid line, with J2
effects; dotted one, without J2).

with zero velocity. This initial condition should make the parent body to lie on the orbit

plane. However, the forces exerted by tethers with non-zero secular terms (Earth-facing

scenarios) move it apart from the reference orbit with oscillations of growing amplitude.

The same Earth-facing configurations without the J2 perturbation show the behaviour

presented in Fig. 4.23, where it can be clearly seen that a bounded oscillation in the k̂R

direction is present with respect to the reference orbit.

4.2.5 Effects of J2 perturbation on formation behavior

This study has presented the effects of incorporating the J2 effect on massive tethered

satellite formations modelled following a HCW approach. No significant differences were

found in terms of elongation of tethers and angular separation for the HAS and CHAS

configurations in the in-plane and Earth-facing orientations. In the Earth–facing scenario,
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Figure 4.20: Orientation and coplanarity parameters for the HAS Earth–facing forma-
tion.

objects of the formation are affected differently by the perturbation, some of them poten-

tially having secular drifts. It is interesting to observe that the trajectory of the parent

body in the Earth–facing cases presents oscillations of increasing amplitude in the k̂R

(cross–track) direction. As it was pointed before, in this case, all the elements of the

formation are affected differently by the perturbation in their cross–track dynamics.
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Figure 4.21: Distance of parent body from reference orbit.
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Figure 4.22: Elevation along the Z axis of parent body.
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Chapter 5

Tethered Formation Control

The behavior of tethered formations in Low Earth Orbit was analyzed in Ch. 3 and 4

proving that there is no formation configuration that guarantees a stable natural equilib-

rium of a spinning tethered cluster. Only formations lying in the orbital plane present a

certain degree of stability, but still a controller is needed to ensure that deputies maintain

the desired position. This chapter presents a control strategy for a tethered formation

cluster that provides position and attitude control.

Taking into account the arguments presented in Ch. 2, the Thomson and the coni-

cal Likins–Pringle equilibrium orientations appear as the most appropriate for practical

purposes. The latter, in particular, allows for an almost Earth–facing orientation when a

small tilt angle γ is achieved. The cluster geometry chosen for this study is the Double–

Pyramid without parent body, since according to [76] exhibits a behavior similar to that

of a spinning rigid body.

5.1 Formation Flying Control

One of the reasons to study the behavior and control tethered formations is to address

ultimately the formation flying problem. Reference [137] provides a deep insight into

spacecraft formation flying topics. As cited in this book, formation flying is about “The

tracking or maintentance of a desired spacecraft separation, orientation or position be-

tween or among spacecrafts”. References [138] and [139] summarize a state of the art

of Spacecraft Formation Flying. The first paper addresses the guidance problem, which

consist in defining the appropriate relative orbits, whereas the second is focused on active
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5 – Tethered Formation Control

control strategies. Reference [140] studies the stability of the relative motion dynamics of

two spacecraft in the phase plane taking into account the J2 perturbation. Decentralized

control techniques applied to satellite flight formation are explored in references [22] and

[141]. Other modern control techniques like optimal control, adaptive control and µ con-

trol are studied in references [108], [142], [143] and [144] respectively.

5.2 Tethered Formation Flying Control

Figure 5.1 shows a diagram of the most common mission profiles related to tether forma-

tions. The nomenclature follows that used in references [1] and [138]. Relative orbits can

be passive (PRO) or active (ARO). In the first case, no active control is needed, whereas in

the second case a control loop needs to be implemented to maintain the relative configura-

tion of formation members. In Deep Space (DS) applications, relative spacecraft dynamics

in general is not subject to orbital dynamics or external perturbations, which is the case

of Planet Orbital Environment (POE) missions. The POE literature is focused mainly on

finding Passive Relative Orbits (PRO). The case of Active Relative Orbits (ARO) is that

case requiring closed loop control to maintain the structure within the required configu-

ration shape.

Figure 5.1: Mission Profiles (taken from [1] and [138])

Among Tethered (PRO) formations there are dynamic formations where the struc-

ture is stabilized through centrifugal and in some cases gravitational forces. Gravitational
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forces have a stabilizing role for Earth-pointing dumbell tethers as described in detail in

Ch. 2, due to differential gravity effect on tether ends.

The static formations PROs, can be stabilized through drag, by the gravitational po-

tential, or electromagnetically. On a tethered system moving through the Earth’s magnetic

field, electric potential is created along conductive tethers. This fact can be used to gen-

erate electrical power/thrust as presented in [1].

When implementing an active controller, solving the spacecraft formation flying control

problem can be further decomposed in two different problems, or a combination of both:

• Development of control strategies allowing for the reconfiguration of the formation

(e.g. expansion, contraction or change of orientation of the whole set of agents). This

involves developing techniques to avoid spacecraft interference and collision. This is

a coarse control strategy with the purpose of orientating the overall formation along

an specific direction. This kind of control is specially suited for missions in which

the overall cluster must point to a specific direction.

• Development of control laws aimed at maintaining the relative position with respect

to an inertially fixed attitude along the orbit (inertial station keeping). Accurate

precision control requires compensating perturbations. This level consist of a fine

control approach in order that each agent achieves the desired location and orien-

tation with respect to a formation-fixed reference frame, assuming 6-DOF agent

control capability.

5.3 Virtual Structure Control Approach

This section introduces the virtual structure control approach, both in the centralized and

decentralized versions. This technique will be adapted for formation control of a tethered

formation.

5.3.1 Centralized Virtual Structure Control Approach

In addition to frames O (inertial) and R (LVLH) introduced in Chapter 2, two additional

reference frames are needed to define the virtual structure approach. Frame F is fixed

at the center of the formation (or equivalently the center of the virtual structure); frame

I is a reference frame fixed at agent i. Following the same approach proposed in Ref-

erence [20], the equations of motion for the translational and rotational dynamics of the
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virtual structure are given by

ṙF

MF v̇F
˙̂qF
˙̄qF

JF ω̇F

λ̇F

λ̈F


=



vF

fF

−1
2ωF × q̂F + 1

2 q̄FωF

−1
2ωF · q̂F

−ωF × JFωF + τF

λ̇F

σF


(5.1)

The state variables of this equation are the rigid body position vector rF , the velocity

vector, vF , the rigid body attitude quaternion qF = (q̂F , q̄F ), the body angular velocity

ωF , and the two vectors of parameters λF and µF . Parameters λF and µF are used to

express the expansion ratio and expansion rate of the formation along the axes of F . The

position and orientation of the virtual structure F is controlled through the main controls

of force fF , torque τF , and straint σF for controlling position, attitude and expansion

ratio respectively. Constants MF and JF are the virtual mass and inertia tensors of the

virtual structure F . Reference [20] presents a control law that stabilizes the virtual struc-

ture to a given position, attitude and expansion ratio.

The state of the formation is defined by the coordination vector,

ξF = [rTF ,v
T
F , q

T
F ,ω

T
F ,λ

T
F , λ̇

T
F ]T (5.2)

which provides the state of the virtual structure F , and consequently the overall shape

of the formation. In the centralized approach, this vector is broadcasted to all the agents

of the formation and each agent derives its own desired state to be tracked in order to

maintain the formation shape.

The desired position and orientation of the i–th agent with respect to the virtual struc-

ture is defined through vector Xd
iF = [rdiF ,v

d
iF , q

d
iF ,ω

d
iF ] which expresses the desired state

of the agent i in the F reference frame. If the shape of formation must remain fixed, the

components of XiF will be constant.

Letting the direction cosine matrix CRF be the transformation from the virtual struc-

ture based reference frame F to the orbit frame R, the following equations transform
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vector components to the orbital reference coordinate system:

rdi (t) = rF (t) +CRF (t) ·Λ(t) · rdiF (t)

vdi (t) = vF (t) +CRF (t) · Λ̇(t) · rdiF (t) + ωF (t)×CRF (t) ·Λ(t) · rdiF (t) (5.3)

qdi (t) = qF (t) + qdiF (t)

ωdi (t) = ωF (t)

Matrix Λ(t) = diag(µF (t)) with µF (t) = [µ1(t), µ2(t), µ3(t)]
T expresses the expansion

rate of the formation. Vector Xd
i = [rdi ,v

d
i , q

d
i ,ω

d
i ] defines the desired state for agent i in

orbital reference coordinates. The direction cosine matrix CRF can be calculated as

CRF = (2q̄2F − 1)I + 2q̂F q̂
T
F + 2q̄F q̂

×
F (5.4)

The equations of motion of the i–th agent (assumed as rigid body) are
ṙi

MF v̇i
˙̂qi
˙̄qi

JF ω̇i

 =


vi

f i

−1
2ωi × qi + 1

2 q̄iωi

−1
2ωi · qi

−ωi × JFωi + τ i

 (5.5)

Once the desired values Xd
i are derived, they will be used as the input for a feed-

back control law in order to ensure asymptotic stability. References [145], [146] and [20]

study the attitude control problem for a rigid body, and provide other model independent

and model dependent based (including feedback linearization) families of control laws for

attitude tracking of a rigid body in the following form:

f i = mi[v̇
d
i −Kri(ri − rdi )−Kvi(vi − vdi )]

τ i = J iω̇
d
i +

1

2
ωi × J i(ωi + ωdi )− kqiqei +Kωi(ωi − ωdi ) (5.6)

It can be proven [19] that Eq. (5.6) successfully stabilizes the formation to its desired

state.

5.3.2 Decentralized Virtual Structure Control Approach

Reference [19] shows an evolution of the virtual structure control, in which the control

is decentralized. In this case, a copy of the virtual structure dynamics is implemented
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on each satellite, producing a local coordination vector i that evolves under the feedback

obtained from the adjacent neighbors in the formation. In this approach, an instance

of the virtual structure is integrated on each deputy. Differences between the state of

adjacent virtual structure instances are corrected by using appropriate control terms. The

equations of motion of each virtual structure Fi are

ṙFi

MF v̇Fi
˙̂qFi
˙̄qFi

JFiω̇Fi

λ̇Fi

λ̈Fi


=



vFi

fFi

−1
2ωFi × q̂Fi + 1

2 q̄FiωFi

−1
2ωFi · q̂Fi

−ωFi × JFωFi + τFi

λ̇Fi

σFi


(5.7)

The transformation to the desired values is performed using again Eq. (5.3), but in this

case, the calculation of CRFi is based on the individual instantiation of the orientation

quaternion qFi rather than qF used in the centralized case. Position, orientation and

expansion ratio of each virtual structure Fi are controlled through the main controls of

force fFi, torque τFi, and straint σFi for changing position, attitude and expansion ratio

respectively. The coordination vector in this case is specific for each instance ξFi instead

of a global coordination vector ξFi. Reference [19] proposes the control law

fFi =MF {−KG(rFi − rdF )− ΓGivFi+

−KS(rFi − rF (i+1))−DS(vFi − vF (i+1))+

−KS(rFi − rF (i−1))−DS(vFi − vF (i−1))}

τFi =− kG ̂qd∗F qFi − ΓGiωFi+

− kS ̂q∗F (i+1)q
∗
F (i) −DS [ωFi − ωF (i+1)]+ (5.8)

− kS ̂q∗F (i−1)q
∗
F (i) −DS [ωFi − ωF (i−1)]

σFi =−KG
̂qd∗F qFi − ΓGiωFi+

− ΓS [λFi − λF (i+1)]−DS [µFi − µF (i+1)]+

− ΓS [λFi − λF (i−1)]−DS [µFi − µF (i−1)]

ΓGi = DG +KF · eT i = DG +KF ‖X̃i‖2

The term ΓGi provides the formation feedback [21] from low level (agent level) control
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error to the virtual structure control. The value of constant KF determines the amount of

formation feedback in the model. The error X̃i can be calculated as X̃i = Xi−Xd
i , where

Xi = [rTi ,v
T
i , q

T
i ,ω

T
i ] and Xd

i = [rdTi ,vdTi , qdTi ,ωdTi ]. Variables kG > 0 and kS ≥ 0 are

constant scalars, and DG, DS and KF are symmetric positive definite constant matrices.

Terms kG, KG and DG define a typical PD control action, whereas, matrices KS and DS

are used to define the amount of synchronization of neighboring virtual structures.

5.4 VSC model for a spinning Double-Pyramid formation

orbiting a central body

This section defines the adaptation of the decentralized VSC to a spinning DP tethered

formation placed on a Keplerian circular orbit, using a control method similar to that

found in Ref. [147]. In addition to the frames already presented, an additional reference

frame S is also introduced to define the rotational motion of the spinning cluster as shown

in Figure 5.2. One of the axis of this frame coincides with the axis of rotation of frame F ,

but it is fixed in the orbit frame, in order to provide a reference to the spin motion of the

cluster.

The decentralized model is of special interest in the case of tethered formation over

the centralized approach, as the tether could provide physical support for communication

between adjacent agents.

The motion of the virtual structure with respect to the inertial frame evolves according

to the following dynamics

ṙFi

MF v̇Fi
˙̂qFi
˙̄qFi

JF ω̇Fi

ν̇Fi

λ̇Fi

λ̈Fi


=



vFi

fFi

−1
2ωFi × q̂Fi + 1

2 q̄FiωFi

−1
2ωFi · q̂Fi

−ωFi × JFiωFi + τFi

ν̇Fi

λ̇Fi

σFi


(5.9)

The equations of motion of the Virtual Structure don’t take into account the orbital

motion, nor the presence of external (gravitational) forces and torques, since they express
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Figure 5.2: Orbiting spinning double pyramid cluster. Reference frames

the ideal motion of an spinning rigid body to be matched by the cluster. If the virtual

structure is required to remain fixed on the circular orbit, then r = 0 and v = 0. The

expansion dynamics defined by variable λ is used to model tether extension through a

deployment/retrieval mechanism. Variable ν̇Fi defines the spin velocity of the formation,

and νFi the angle between frames S and F .

The simple translational agent dynamics of Equation (5.5) for ri is now substituted

by HCW equations ẍi − 2nẏi − 3n2xi

ÿi + 2nẋi

z̈i + n2zi

 =
f i
mi

(5.10)

which model the dynamics of agents in the R frame coordinates, taking into account the

effect of the gravity gradient. The angular rate n = (µ/R3)1/2 describes the rotation rate

of reference frame R with respect to the inertial frame O, where µ = GM⊕ is Earth’s

gravitational parameter and R is the radius of the considered circular orbit.
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In Equation (5.10), force f i = {fi,x, fi,y, fi,z} is the resultant of external forces acting

on agent i. It is the sum of the control force and forces exerted by tethers f i = ui,control +

f i,tens. The approach to calculate elastic force is presented in Eq.(2.41) in the tether

elasticity model section 2.4.1. The control force is supposed to track a desired position

Xd
i and velocity Ẋ

d
i profiles.

The rotational dynamics of i–th agent,

 ˙̂qi
˙̄qi

JF ω̇i

 =

 −1
2ωi × qi + 1

2 q̄iωi

−1
2ωi · qi

−ωFai × JFωi + τ g,i + τ c,i

 (5.11)

where τ g,i = −3n2 · (k̂O × JF · k̂O) is the gravity gradient torque (defined as in [67]) and

τ c,i is the control torque. The rotation rate of frame F with respect to the inertial frame

O, is expressed as ωFai = ωF + n · k̂O.

The calculation of the desired state Xd
i = [rdi ,v

d
i , q

d
i ,ω

d
i ] for each deputy, follows a

similar principle to the one defined in the section describing the general virtual structure

approach. As shown in Reference [20], the virtual structure approach allows to set the

orientation of the whole cluster and define a quaternion feedback control law to success-

fully point the structure along a required direction. However, in the case of a spinning

formation it is not only needed to control the orientation of the formation, but it is also

needed to keep it spinning along the commanded axis. For this purpose, an additional

rotation matrix CFiSi that relates frames F and S, is introduced in the calculation of the

agent desired position and velocity. This rotation matrix will depend on the angle νFi

and the vector φ that defines the direction of νFi (the spinning motion of the rigid body),

which will be typically one of the axis of the reference frame F .

The expansion parameter Λ typically used to stretch the formation is included in this

case to control the reeling of the tethers attached to the two anchors. This allows to

change the inertia properties of the cluster.
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The desired position and velocity of each agent is expressed as

rdi (t) = rFi(t) +CRFi(t) ·CFiSi(t) ·Λ(t) · rdiF (t)

vdi (t) = vFi(t) + (CRFi(t) ·CFiSi(t) · Λ̇(t) +

ωFi(t)×CRFi(t) ·CFiSi(t) ·Λ(t) +

CRFi(t) · (ν̇Fi · φ×CFiSi(t)) ·Λ(t)) · rdiF (t) (5.12)

qdi (t) = qFi(t) + qdiF (t)

ωdi (t) = ωFi(t)

where the term

CRFi = (2q̄2Fi − 1)I + 2q̂Fiq̂
T
Fi + 2q̄Fiq̂

×
Fi (5.13)

represents the direction cosine matrix used to transform vector components from the frame

F which defines the axis of the pointing vector of the virtual structure, to the desired to

the LVLH frame coordinates. In this equation, the position rdiF defines indeed the position

of a deputy in frame S. Therefore, a constant value of rdiF means that in fact the deputy

will be spinning with frame S with respect to frame F .

Reference [19] includes a convergence analysis that proves position and velocity Lya-

punov asymptotic stability. The proof is based on the construction of Lyapunov function

based on four terms:

V = Vsp + VFt + VFr + VFe (5.14)

where the term Vsp = Vsp(r̃i, ṽi, q̃i, ω̃i) includes the state variables related to the po-

sition and orientation of each agent, and the rest of the terms VFt = VFt(r̃Fi,vFi),

VFr = VFt(q̃Fi,ωFi), and VFe = VFe(λ̃Fi, λ̇Fi) include the state variables related to

the decentralized virtual structure dynamics. The reference first proves that V̇ ≤ 0 and

subsequently by using LaSalle’s invariance principle the stability proof is extended to

prove asymptotic stability. For the tethered formation equations of motion terms describ-

ing the virtual structure coordination remain the same in this approach, and therefore

the same logic can be applied to ensure that the decentralized coordination approach is

asymptotically stable. On the other hand, the term Vsp that includes the i-th agent state

variables has a different expression as the agent state is affected by tether tension and

gravitational forces. The following section proposes a control approach to ensure stability

of X̃i = [r̃Ti , ṽ
T
i , q̃

T
i , ω̃

T
i ].
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5.5 Fine positioning control

The Virtual Structure Control approach defines formation control at two levels. At the

outer level, the overall formation control sets attitude and position of the overall formation

(the virtual structure). At the inner one, the fine precision control regulates position and

attitude of the formation members with respect to the virtual structure fixed reference

frame. Provided that a satisfactory solution for the outer level has been provided, a novel

feedback command law for the inner level is now introduced, that addresses the peculiar-

ities of its application to the tethered formation case.

5.5.1 Thruster Control Model

In this study it is assumed to have thrusters and reaction wheels on each agent capable of

full 6–axis control. References [20], [22], and [19], assume full 6–DOF axis control through

thrusters and torque actuators for position and orientation control respectively. Addi-

tionally, Ref. [148] proposes an implementation of the virtual structure control approach,

based on adaptive and sliding surface control techniques always assuming full control capa-

bility. References [149], [150], and [151] study tether control strategies for underactuated

tethered formations.

Although the effect of gravity gradient force is cancelled for each deputy, their behav-

ior is still affected by the force exerted by the tethers linked to them, which in turn is

affected by the action of gravity gradient on tether mass, discretized by means of beads.

Obviously no direct control action can be performed on the beads in order to cancel the

gravitational force on them. As a consequence, gravitational force on tethers affects the

motion of deputies, acting as an external disturbance.

The goal of this part of the study is to present a control approach that allows to

arbitrarily orient the formation and to perform accurate deputy positioning. When the

formation does not require accurate positioning, the Likins-Pringle conical natural equilib-

rium would keep the formation stable in a station-keeping equilibrium. In the presence of

perturbations, or whenever accurate positioning requirements arise, the formation would

activate the fine positioning control loop to achieve accurate formation pointing and sta-

bilization.

The findings of Ref. [152] will be revisited here, showing that control forces on agents
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need to be based on low gains and slow dynamics. Therefore, step commands shall be

avoided because they induce oscillations in tethers that require long time to damp out, in

the absence of dissipative terms. For this reason the control law, even if with very small

control gains is permanently acting on deputies.

5.5.2 Agent dynamics

In order to track the position rdi (t), velocity vdi (t), attitude qdi (t) and angular rate ωdi (t)

desired profiles obtained through the virtual structure transformation matrices, as in

Eq. (5.12).

v̇i =

Ti∑
j=1

f j,i,tens + f i,grav + ui

f j,i,tens = ct(ê
T
j,i · êj,i) · vj,i + kt∆lj,iêj,i (5.15)

f i,grav = mi[(−2nẏi − 3n2xi) · îR + 2nẋi · ĵR + n2zi · k̂R]

The equations of motion for agent i presented in Equation (5.12) assume massless teth-

ers. For massive tethers the elastic and damping terms should be replaced by the forces

exerted by adjacent beads. The external forces acting on the tether are gravity, and both

elastic and damping forces exerted by tethers. The goal of the low-level controller is to

track the state vector Xd
i = [rdi ,v

d
i , q

d
i ,ω

d
i ].

The equations defining the position of an agent are thuse of a second order mechanical

system under the requirement or assumption that tethers remain always taut. Rearranging

terms in Equation (5.15), it is possible to describe the dynamics of the whole cluster in

compact form as

M · v̇ + (N + P (r)) · v +Q(r) = u (5.16)

The equations of motion for an agent i cannot be written independently, as there is a

coupling betweein pairs of agents i and j in the elastic and damping forces terms as it can

be appreciated in Eq. (5.15). This coupling is related to relative position ri,j and velocity

vi,j .

Equations (5.16) defines the motion of the whole cluster. Vectors r ∈ <3nd and v ∈
<3nd contain the position and velocity, respectively, in Cartesian coordinates of the n

members of the cluster. The inertia matrix M ∈ <3nd×3nd is a diagonal matrix containing

the masses of the agents. Matrix N ∈ <3nd×3nd is a skew-symmetric matrix that contains
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the Coriolis/centrifugal acceleration terms [(−2nẏi) · îR+2nẋi · ĵR] of each agent according

to the Hill model. Vector Q(r) = G · r+T (r) incorporates all the the conservative forces

acting on each agent: gravity gradient and elastic forces respectively. MatrixG ∈ <3nd×3nd

contains the terms [(−3n2xi) · îR + n2zi · k̂R] of the Hill model for each agent. Matrix

P (r) ∈ <3nd×3nd and vector T (r) ∈ <3nd define the damping and coupled elastic forces

respectively, between each tether–linked pair of agents i and j. Dissipative damping forces

are included in the term P (r), which can be expressed as the sum of damping terms for

each tether T :

P (r) =
∑
T

P T (r) (5.17)

Elements I, J represent the index of the 3-by-3 submatrix within matrix P (r). These

submatrices describe the {îR, ĵR, k̂R} Cartesian coordinates for the i and j deputies.

P T (r)|I,I = P T (r)|J,J = ct(ê
T
i,j êi,j)

P T (r)|I,J = P T (r)|J,I = −ct(êTi,j êi,j) (5.18)

The matrices introduced above have the following properties:

‖M‖ ≤ λM (M) = m+ > 0

‖N‖ ≤ λM (N) = 2n (5.19)

‖G‖ ≤ λM (G) = 3n2 (5.20)

‖P (r)‖ ≤ βP (5.21)

‖T (r)‖ ≤ βT (5.22)

where λM (A) stands for the maximum eigenvalue of matrix A ∈ <n×n. Values βP and

βT are bounded and positive scalars. Matrix P (r) is symmetric, and its norm is bounded

as it is composed of combinations of versors êi,j . The rank of each matrix P T (r) is 1 by

construction, according to Equation (5.18). The only non-zero eigenvalue must be positive

because trace(P T (r)) > 0. Since all eigenvalues are non-negative, P T (r) is positive semi–

definite, and therefore P (r) is positive semi-definite too. Vector T (r) is bounded since the

elastic constant, elongation and versor êi,j are bounded. MatrixN is positive semi-definite

by construction.

5.5.3 Control Approaches

Two different classes of approaches will be considered fro the inner level control of the

virtual structure, namely model-based control or model independent control strategies.
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Typically the first strategy provides better results at the expense of requiring accurate

model information. This would be the case of feedback linearization controllers for in-

stance. Robust control strategies relieve the need of model knowledge, by allowing some

uncertainty in model structure and parameters [153]. Model independent control laws,

require less information on the model, but they often lead to worse performance as they

do not take advantadge of model-specific features.

Reference [154] provides a good insight about control strategies applicable to second

order mechanical systems with a structure similar to that of Eq. (5.16). Among the model

dependent strategies there are the ones that depend on an accurate definition of the model,

and the ones that only require knowledge of the model structure because model parame-

ters are estimated. Reference [155] shows an overview of stability of second order systems,

and Refs. [156], [157] introduce the terminology for different types of stability definitions.

Under the premise that tethers remain taut, the equations of motion of an agent i

consist essentially of a set of second order spring-mass-damper that relate its position

and velocity to other deputies. Although the structure of the model is rather simple, the

incorporation of massive tethers and the inability to estimate the state of the beads makes

a model-based controller not a viable option. As a first attempt, the control action can

be computed on the basis of a model assuming massless tethers as an approximation and

then apply this controller to the complete model, including tether mass (e.g. the lumped

mass tethered formation model). In order to provide a robust controller, parameters kt

and ct of the modelled massless tether could be estimated by using an adaptive controller

inspired by that presented in Ref. [158], which presents a controller based on a PD con-

trol action plus an adaptive feedforward term. This approach works indeed very well for

open Hub-And-Spoke formations in which each agent is connected uniquely to one tether

that is assumed to be taut, but for closed formations such those analyzed in this thesis,

the bouncing (curvature) of the tethers makes impossible to estimate the length of the

tether as l̂j,i = |rj − ri|. The length of the tether is a crucial parameter that defines

the behavior of the system. An error in the tether measurement length leads not only to

a quantitative deviation of the tension, but it may be unable to properly represent the

difference between a taut tether and a “slack” tether not exerting any force at all. For this

reason, a model-based controller is discarded. Although it could be possible to estimate

the gravity-gradient force, it is not possible to obtain a reliable estimate of the tether

elastic forces model structure.
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For a system like that of Eq. (5.16) a Proportional-Derivative (PD) feedback controller

is not capable of providing perfect set-point regulation [154]. It is only strictly stable from

a Lyapunov point of view), and the steady-state error for ramp tracking is not bounded.

In the absence of dissipative forces, a well-known solution to achieve asymptotic stabil-

ity of set-point regulation is to use a PD controller plus a feedforward term for gravity

gradient cancellation [159], [160], [161]. Although this approach is good, and could be

extended to incorporate the elastic force as an additional conservative force in Q(r), it

doesn’t incorporate the dissipative damping forces P (r) in the model. In addition to this

the performance of the controller depends on the accuracy of the model of Q(r) for gravity

gradient and elastic forces (which is not trivial to estimate, as explained before).

A valid candidate to eliminate steady-state error could be a PID controller. This

controller applied to a second order spring-mass-damper linear system leads to a system

type 1 in the open-loop transfer function, which results in a closed loop system with zero

steady-state error response to a step input (setpoint) and a constant steady-state error

to a ramp input. The stability analysis of PID control applied to the system defined in

Equation (5.16) has received considerable attention in the literature. The use of a linear

PID controller only allows to prove semi-global asymptotic stability for set-point regulation

[162].

The use of nonlinear PID controllers consisting of a linear PD control plus a nonlinear

Integral term, provides better results. Reference [161] defines a PIdD controller in which

the integral action is delayed after initial time. This strategy provides semi-global asymp-

totic stability for set-point regulation.

According to Ref. [163], for a given inertia matrix M , if the constants of a linear PID

controller are chosen adequately and the desired tracking trajectory is sufficiently slow,

the system is locally asymptotically stable for a tracking application.

5.5.4 Sliding mode control

Reference [23] proposes a PID controller in which the integral action is not linear and

is calculated using the sliding mode technique. This controller provides semi-global ex-

ponential tracking stability for a system such as that in Eq. (5.16) avoiding the need of

any knowledge about the plant model. This approach relies on a dynamical change of

variables. For a given desired trajectory rd, using the change of variables Sr = v − vr,
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and using the control law defined by u = −Kd · Sr, Eq. (5.16) can be rewritten as:

M Ṡr + (N +Kd + P (r)) Sr = −Y rΘ (5.23)

where Y r = Y r(r,v
r, v̇r) is the regressor term, and Θ is a parametrization vector of

known constant parameters.

Y rΘ = M v̇r + (N + P (r)) vr +Q(r) (5.24)

A nominal reference trajectory dependent on r̃ and ṽ, is defined for convenience as:

vr = vd − kαr̃ + Sd − kγσγ
σγ = sgn(Sq) (5.25)

where function sgn(·) is the signum function. Variable Sq is defined as

Sq = S − Sd
S = ṽ + kαr̃ (5.26)

Sd = S(t0) exp(−κ(t− t0))

The proof of stability [23] will be performed in two steps. First it will be proven the

boundness of tracking errors by showing that Sr (which depends on r̃ and ṽ ) is upper

bounded by a given constant ε. In a second step it will be shown that a sliding mode is

induced on Sq and tracking is achieved: r̃ → 0 and ṽ → 0.

For the first part of the proof, taking the kinetic energy of the system as a Lyapunov

function

V =
1

2
STr ·M · Sr (5.27)

and using Eq. (5.24), the derivative of the Lyapunov function is equal to:

V̇ = −STr · (N +Kd + P (r)) · Sr − STr · Y rΘ

≤ −‖K1Sr‖2 + ‖Sr‖η(t) (5.28)

where KT
1K1 = N +Kd + P (r). The matrix N +Kd + P (r) is positive definite, since

the first term is positive semi-definite by definition, the second one is positive definite by

construction, and the second one is semi-positive definite as discussed before. From this

equation it can be concluded that it exist a large enough gain Kd such that K1 > ‖η(t)‖,
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and thus Sr converges to a bounded set ε as t→∞.

The proof of exponential convergence for tracking errors is analogous to that shown in

Ref. [23]. It takes into consideration the following equation:

Ṡq = −kγsgn(Sq) + Ṡr (5.29)

with the Lyapunov function

V = (1/2)STq Sq (5.30)

Taking the derivative of the former equation, and using Eq. (5.29) the derivative of

the Lyapunov function is equal to

V̇ ≤ −kγ‖Sq‖+ ςsup‖Sq‖ (5.31)

where ςsup is the supremum of Ṡr. The latter value can be estimated by using the bounds

calculated in Eq. (5.19), as shown in Ref. [23]. It is sufficient to choose kγ > ςsup to ensure

exponential stability. The details of the proof are presented in Ref. [23]. The controller

that provides semi-global exponential stability is

u = −Kpr̃ −Kvṽ +Kd · Sd −Ki

∫ t

t0

sgn(Sq(ς)) dς (5.32)

Where Kp = Kd · kα, Kv = Kd and Ki = Kd · kγ . Reference [23] proposes a tuning

procedure for scenarios with slow tracking reference trajectories. The controller parameters

are essentially Kd, kα, kγ and κ. The first two parameters are chosen in accordance with

the proportional and derivative constants of a typical PD controller. According to the

same reference, parameter kγ must be bounded as,

kγ ≥ λM (M−1) [(λM (Kd + P (r) + λM (N + P (r)) · ||v − vr||+ ||Y rΘ||] (5.33)

Typically, sliding-mode based controllers are prone to induce the “chattering” effect

related to a switching in the control command. Although the derivation of this controller

is based on sliding-mode, the switching term is within the integral term in Equation (5.32).

Therefore, the control command ui is a continuous function. This is of special importance

in this application, since abrupt changes in the control action could induce undesired

tether oscillations.
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Nonlinear PID Control

Reference [164] studies the use of PID control for tracking applications of mechanical

systems. One of the solutions proposed takes into account the concept of input-to-state

stability (ISS) [157] which means that the behavior of the system remains bounded under

external bounded perturbations, and that the system tends to the equilibrium point when

the disturbance vanishes. System (5.16) can be written as:

M Ṡ +N S = w

(
t, r̃, ṽ,

∫
r̃

)
+ u (5.34)

Where S is defined as S = ṽ + KP r̃ + KI

∫
r̃. The approach presented above de-

fines the extended disturbance term w that includes the desired tracking trajectory, the

gravity gradient effect and a generic external disturbance d(t). In this case, the external

disturbance d(t) is replaced by the elastic and damping forces exerted by tethers:

w

(
t, r̃, ṽ,

∫
r̃

)
= M (v̇d+KP ṽ+KI r̃)+N

(
vd +KP r̃ +KI

∫
r̃

)
+P (r)+Q(r)

(5.35)

The controller will make the system ISS if there exist a class KL function Ψ1 and a

class K function Ψ2 such that the state x = [
∫
r̃T , r̃T , ṽT ]T satisfies:

‖x(t)‖ ≤ Ψ1(‖x(0)‖, t) + Ψ2 (‖w(t)‖∞) (5.36)

If x is stabilized, then the system in Ref. 5.34 is also stable. Using x as state variable,

Eq. 5.34 can be written as

ẋ = [A(x, t)] x+ [B(x, t)] w + [B(x, t)] u (5.37)

with

A=

 0 I 0

0 0 I

−M−1CKI −M−1CKP −KI −M−1C −KP

 ; B =

 0

0

M−1


Reference [164] proves that the controller:

ui =

(
K − 1

γ2P
I3

)(
−KPir̃i − ṽi −KIi

∫ t

t0
r̃i dt

)
(5.38)

makes system (5.34) extended disturbance ISS under the condition that K,KP ,KI > 0
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are constant diagonal matrices, and K2
P > 2KI . Furthermore, the controller is optimal

according to an H∞ performance index. Still, global asymptotic stability (GAS) cannot

be ensured for the trajectory tracking problem. The varying reference trajectory and the

presence of the gravity term, lead to a positive term in the derivative of the Lyapunov

function that doesn’t vanish in the origin x = 0. However, it is shown an stable equi-

librium point exist in the neighborhood of the origin xp. The bound on performance

limitation ‖xp‖ depends on the bound of the extended disturbance ‖w‖. However, as

stated in Ref. [164], estimation of K shall be done empirically, by trial and error, until

the closed-loop performance are satisfactory. Therefore, parameter KT =
(
K − 1

γ2P
I3

)
cannot be tuned through analysis.

5.6 Reeling and tether tension control

When deploying or retrieving a tether, the tether unstretched length parameter must be

updated as a consequence of the process of releasing or retrieving the cable. At the same

time, a new desired position must be defined for the deputies placed at the ends of that

tether, in order to keep the tether taut during the reeling process and at the final config-

uration state.

Position control of deputies will be performed in the frame of the Virtual Structure

approach. Since the goal is to stretch the formation shape (in order to alter its moments

of inertia), position control will be used taking into account the extension parameter Λ(t)

presented in Eq. (5.12). Using this parameter, the new desired position of the agent will

be calculated based on the change of shape of the Virtual Structure.

For the specific Double-Pyramid cluster geometry, only anchors will be used to alter

the moment of inertia of the cluster. Therefore, only the tethers connecting anchors with

deputies will be reeled. Since the structure is symmetric, the unstretched length of all the

tethers connected to the each anchor shall be the same at all times.

At the same time the unstretched tether length l
(0)
j,i and the tether length rate must

be updated when releasing or retrieving tethers. Based on the updated unstretched tether

length and rate, variables ks cs l
(0)
b,a in Eq. (2.51) will also be updated. Finally, mass of

tether beads will be updated based on the new tether length.
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Two different techniques were considered for reeling control that suit the analysis of

the system with a lumped-mass tether model. The first approach assumes a constant

segment length. This implies that during deployment/reeling the number of beads will

vary. The sudden addition or suppression of a bead into the tether creates a discontinuity

in the dynamics of the tether [86], [15], [84]. In the instant when a new massive bead

(having a certain velocity) is incorporated in the tether, requires taking into account the

momentum conservation laws in order to on the deputy.

As an alternative, the proposed model assumes a constant number of beads and only

the length of the segments is changed during deployment/retrieval. In order to minimize

abrupt changes in setpoint, the deployment of tethers is performed by tracking a ramp

setpoint. As already introduced before, after a change in segment length l
(0)
i,j , variables ks,

cs shall be updated accordingly.

5.7 Vibration control

There are different alternatives for controlling the amplitude and frequency of orbiting

tether vibrations. In general, one can distinguish between longitudinal vibrations (along

the the direction of a taut tether) and transversal vibrations.

5.7.1 Longitudinal oscillations

Reference [74] proposes a method to control longitudinal oscillations of a tether. This

paper uses a lumped mass model, and derives an active damping optimal control law, using

energy as cost function. The control is achieved through force control by an actuator at

the end of the tether, and the measured variables are tether elongation and tether length

rate.

5.7.2 Transversal oscillations

References [165] and [166] propose a method for vibration control of transversal oscilla-

tions. The first reference proposes a mission consisting of a satellite anchored to a mother

satellite (ISS) and tether length is assumed constant. In the second case, the approach is

defined for a triangular spinning tethered formation. In both cases, it is assumed that it

is possible to actuate over a moveable tether boom that allows modifying the separation

of the tether from the anchoring point. Reference [167] proposes an impedance matching
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procedure for transverse oscillation control.

The proposed control law relates the slope of the tether boom with the velocity of sepa-

ration:

∂v(0, T )

∂t
= K

∂v(0, T )

∂s
(5.39)

The relationship between the outcoming and incoming waves is determined by:

B/A = [K − c]/[K + c] (5.40)

Where c =
√
T/ρ is the speed of the traveling wave, assuming a constant tension along

the tether. The optimum control gain to minimize the amplitude of the outcoming waves

can be set to K = c. From a practical point of view, the controller can be implemented

by integrating Eq. (5.39), and deriving the value v(0, t) which should be the displacement

of the boom at the attachment point. The displacement of the system will be limited by

the maximum boom extension, so a limitation on the control gains is required, in order to

avoid saturation issues.

Reference [168] proposes also a similar method based on an active damping mechanism,

relying also on moving the tether ends attachment points. In this case, the derivation of

the control law is done in the frequency domain.

5.8 Control Results

Reference [76] shows that satisfaction of the rigid solid Likins-Pringle conical equilibrium

condition, does not guarantee stability of tethered formations with equivalent moment of

inertia. As a general rule, stability of a passive spinning double-pyramid cluster is in-

creased for high ma/ms ratios, low spin relative rates ν̇/n, high γ angles (low pitch), and

high L/D ratios.

The goal of the presented mission consist in reorienting a cluster between two conical

equilibrium states. To achieve this, the spinning rate and moment of inertia of the for-

mation will be modified using agents actuators, in order to adapt to the end equilibrium

conditions as defined by Eq. (2.64). The moment of inertia will be changed by varying the

unstretched tether length of tethers connecting anchors with deputies.
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The purpose of this scenario is to define a formation in a stable station-keeping equi-

librium without requiring any fuel consumption. Only in the presence of perturbations, or

whenever accurate positioning requirements arise the formation would activate the VSC

and accurate positioning control loops for stabilization purposes. Performing position-

ing control around a natural equilibrium state such as the conical equilibrium, minimizes

thrusting control and therefore fuel consumption.

Table 5.1 shows the initial and final formation geometry for the proposed mission

scenario, that were calculated taking into account the formation geometry, and the equi-

librium condition defined by Eq. (2.64).

Table 5.1: Initial and final equlibrium states

Initial State Equilibrium Condition

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Unstretched diagonal tether length (D) l
(0)
i,k 1000

√
2 m

Unstretched anchor tether length l
(0)
i,k 10050 m

Cluster length (L) L 20000 m

Transversal and axial MOI ratio It/Ia 75.5

Spin rate / Orbital rate ν̇/n -2

Likins–Pringle equilibrium angle γ 89.72 deg

Final State Equilibrium condition

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Unstretched diagonal tether length (D) l
(0)
i,k 1000

√
2 m

Unstretched anchor tether length l
(0)
i,k 7071 m

Cluster length (L) L 14000 m

Transversal and axial MOI ratio It/Ia 37.5

Spin rate / Orbital rate ν̇/n -4

Likins–Pringle equilibrium angle γ 88.42 deg

Table 5.2 summarizes the characteristics of the orbit and the agents. They correspond

to a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite following a circular keplerian orbit.

Table 5.3 presents the characteristics of the tether material as defined in Refs. [13], [74].

The material used for the tethers is assumed to be Kevlar 29®. Since it is crucial to keep

the tethers taut to ensure the rigidity of the formation, the position of the agents within the
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Table 5.2: Orbit and agents characteristics

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Perigee altitude Rp 6578 km

Orbital period T 5310 s

Mass of anchor body 1500 kg

Mass of deputies body 1000 kg

virtual structure is commanded slightly beyond the unstretched position (approximately

0.01%) in order to ensure tension in tethers.

Table 5.3: Tether characteristics

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Density ρ 4.51 kg/km

Young Modulus E 70.5 GPa

Diameter 2 mm

E ·A 221482 Nm2

Damping constant C 2500 N·s
Break elongation 3.6 %

Table 5.4 presents the controller parameters for both the high level VSC and the pre-

cision control laws. The constants of the virtual structure model are chosen in order to

avoid overshoot in the time response and a dynamic slow enough that guarantees the ab-

sence of undesired tether oscillations. On the other hand, the constants of the control of

the agents have been selected to provide a quick response in order to track accurately the

state of the virtual structure.

For the classical PID controller, the requirements of K,KP ,KI > 0 being constant

diagonal matrices, andK2
P > 2KI were fulfilled. For the sliding mode control, parameters

Kd and αS were defined as in the PID controller case. Parameter γS was defined in such

a way that the effect of the integral part in the control command in Equation (5.32)

avoids excessive oscillations around the equilibrium setpoint. Increasing the value of γS

increases the integral action at the expense of higher amplitude oscillations around the

setpoint belonging to the sliding manifold. In order to smooth the transition to the desired

manifold, the transition term is chosen as follows: Sd = S(t) exp(−κ · (t− t0)), instead of

using a term based only on the measurement of S at t0. This choice is compatible with the
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requirements of the aforementioned reference paper. In both cases, controller constants

were chosen with the goal of achieving submillimetric positioning accuracy.

Table 5.4: Control parameters

Virtual Structure parameters

PD Control Neighbor sync. Form. feedback

kG = 5 · 10−3 · I3 kS = I3 KF = 0.2 · I3
KG = 5 · 10−3 · I3 KS = I3

DG = 0.4 · I3 DS = I3

Deputy control parameters

PID Control Sliding PID

KP = 20 · I3 Kd = 3 · I3 κ = 0.1

KI = 5
3 · I3 αS = 20

KT = 3 · I3 γS = 0.02

Control forces on agents shall be based on low gains and slow dynamics [84]. Step

commands shall be avoided because they induce oscillations in the tethers that take a

long time to dissipate. For this reason the control law, even if with very small control

gains is permanently acting on deputies during the reorientation manouver. The desired

spin rate ν̇ and the unstretched tether length for deployed tethers l(0) are commanded

through ramp setpoints.

The mission is scheduled in three steps. Initially formation is spinning at the initial

equilibrium point with both the VSC and low-level controller activated. At t = 2000s, the

reorientation manouver starts, until t = 3000s. From this time onwards, the formation

spins until the end of the orbital period at t = 5310s.

Figure 5.3 shows the behavior of the deputies and beads during the manouver. It can

be seen how the shape of the formation is shrinked along îR axis, in order to reduce the

transversal moment of inertia It required in the end state conditions of the mission.

Figure 5.4 displays the magnitude of the error of an agent in the plane of the formation

r̃1. The upper plot shows the error when using the PID controller, and the lower plot

the error when applying the sliding mode control. In both cases the formation achieves

submillimetric precision. However, in the second case, the error is more bounded than in
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of the formation elements during manouver

the first case. This figure shows the norm of the error, however the final extension of the

tether slightly oscillates around the setpoint in both cases. This means that in both cases

the controller allows to achieve better performance than just Lyapunov stability.

Figure 5.4 displays the control accelerations a1 = f1/m1 of an agent belonging to the

formation plane during the mission. The upper plot shows the acceleration when using

the PID controller, and the lower plot the error when applying the sliding mode control.

Although the second case shows a value that tends to be more constant than in the first

case, the second cases suggests a much higher fuel consumption since the integral of the

force over time will be much higher.

When comparing the results achieved by both controllers, it can be concluded that the

PID controller provides better accuracy and less high frequency oscillations with less force

(and thus less control effort) than the sliding mode controller. However, the sliding mode

controller allows to achieve less variability around the setpoint, keeping the envelope of
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Figure 5.4: Positioning error of deputy 1. Upper: PID control. Lower: Sliding mode
control

the oscillations much more contained than when using the PID control.

5.9 VSC major findings

This chapter presents an extension of the application of the virtual structure control tech-

nique to double–pyramid tethered formations with an evaluation of the effect of internal

forces exerted by tethers when the attitude and spin velocity of the formation is modified

through virtual structure control.

It t the VSC approach by adding the spinning dynamics of the formation in the model.

The presented controller allows controlling the formation spin rate and supports variable
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Figure 5.5: Control acceleration of deputy 1. Upper: PID control. Lower: Sliding
mode control

moment of inertia through a deployment/retrieval mechanism. Two alternatives are pre-

sented for accurate control of deputies in the presence of gravity gradient perturbation. An

scenario assesses the performance of the controller by showing successful submillimetric

positioning capability.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The first part of this work introduces the topic, and shows the maturity of the state of the

art techniques for modeling the problem and the viability of the space tether applications,

including tethered cluster missions.

As part of the analysis of the effect of massive tethers in cluster dynamics, this work

shows that the effect of tether mass is almost negligible for open (HAS) formations, in

which case the massless model captures the dynamics of the cluster. It has a minimal

effect on the elongation and the angular separation of the tethers compared to the be-

havior of the massless model. Thus, a simplified model featuring purely elastic massless

tethers is sufficient for the purposes of preliminary mission analysis and possibly design

of formation control laws. Conversely, for closed formations, Closed-Hub-And-Spoke and

Double-Pyramid (CHAS and DP respectively), there are substantial differences in the be-

havior of the formation between the two models, which means that the simplified one may

miss relevant effects. The most noticeable effect is the monotonical bending of the external

tethers towards the exterior of the formation due mainly to the centriphugal force, and

in a lesser degree due to the effect of the gravitational force. This deformation of the

external tethers prevents the internal tethers from being fully extended, which is specially

noticeable in a DP cluster. The oscillation of internal tethers due to the to their inter-

mittent extension and loss of tension has a significant negative effect on the positioning

of the deputies, making closed formations with a parent body not suitable for accurate

agent positioning. Both in the CHAS and DP cases, the parent body drifts away from the

reference orbit due to the irregular motion of the agents.

As a novelty, the thesis proposes the use of circular shaped closed formations as an
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alternative to planar square shaped formations in order to eliminate the bouncing effect

on inner tethers, highlighted by the refined tethered formation model featuring massive

tethers. This type of formations provide improved rigidity that allows adjacent agents to

preserve their separation angle. At the same time, this configuration avoids the bouncing

problem and formation center of mass drift from the reference orbit.

One of the purposes of tethered formations is to establish a link between agents, such

that when the tethers remain taut, the formation replicates the behavior of an orbiting

spinning body exhibiting a natural equilibrium state. Three equilibrium conditions exist

for an spinning axisymmetrical rigid body. For practical reasons, this thesis is focused

on two scenarios: the Thomson equilibrium (for spinning formations lying in the orbital

plane), and the conical Likins-Pringle equilibrium (for formations facing the Earth). The

third possible equilibrium state, the hyperbolic Likins-Pringle, is not considered adequate

for most practical applications.

For tethered clusters with the spinning axis perpendicular to the orbital plane, the

Thomson equilibrium conditions define the constraints that ensure the equilibrium of the

formation. Furthermore, the HCW model used uncouples the planar of the the cross range

dynamics, therefore if the members of the formation lie in the orbital plane with null cross

track initial velocity, it can be guaranteed that the motion will be planar. This kind of sta-

bility is shown in all the planar formations lying in the orbital plane analyzed in this study.

For Earth-facing applications, the conical Likins-Pringle equilibrium is the most suit-

able state as it considers a spinning formation facing the Earth with a slight tilt angle with

respect of the local vertical. The elevation angle equilibrium condition depends essentially

on the moment of inertia of the formation and its spinning rate. For this purpose, and

due to its prolate axisymmetric characteristics, the DP formation is chosen as a suitable

candidate. An Earth-facing planar (oblate) formation does not maintain its axis pointing

to the Earth, as it tends to have the direction angular momentum pointing approximately

to an inertially fixed direction. This effect can be appreciated in all the Earth-facing pla-

nar formations analyzed in this study.

In order to evaluate the feasibility of tethered formations for missions in LEO, devi-

ations from the ideal cases of purely Keplerian motion in the neighborhood of a circular

reference orbit were analyzed, focusing on the effects of eccentricity of the reference orbit

and Earth’s oblateness. In particular, variation of orbital angular rate and distance from
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the Earth associated to an eccentric orbit cause a periodic variation of the gravity gradient

and inertial loads, whereas J2 effects represents the most relevant perturbation in LEO,

such that its effect needs to be accounted for even at a preliminary mission design stage.

For formations lying in the orbital plane, the spin rate of the formation with respect

to the orbital frame varies along the orbit, being higher at apogee (where orbit frame

angular speed is slower) and lower at perigee, due to the principle of conservation of an-

gular momentum. The effect of the gravitational gradient can also be observed in the

dynamics, being higher at perigee and lower at apogee. This affects the amplitude of the

elongation of tethers in open formations, and also in the oscillations of the bouncing of

external tethers in closed formations.

The J2 perturbation does not have a significant effect on the relative motion of the

deputies. However, in this study it can be clearly seen that it affects the trajectory of the

formation as a whole through a secular drift of the parent body. Due to tether tensions

on the initial instant of the simulation, the parent body is slightly shifted from the LVLH

origin, which leads subsequently to the parent body and the cluster drifting away in a

more noticeable way than in the unperturbed scenario case.

In order to address the control of tethered formations, a controller to stabilize an

Earth-facing double pyramid tethered cluster is proposed. The control strategy has a

double purpose: attitude control of the cluster and accurate position control of its agents.

For the purpose of attitude control, and taking advantage again of the similarities be-

tween a tethered cluster and a rigid body, the virtual structure approach is chosen as the

most suitable option. The formulation shown in this thesis augments the general virtual

structure equations valid for a static formation by adding the kinematics of a spinning

formation, since the original formulation is valid only to achieve a static final state. The

controller is designed to modify the spin rate and the moment of inertia of the formation

through a reeling mechanism, and therefore to be able to control the Likins-Pringle tilting

angle of the cluster.

For the derivation of the accurate positioning control law, the study initially discusses

different alternatives based on the state of the art of the robotics control literature. After

evaluating other alternatives, two control laws are chosen for this application: One based

on a PID controller and one based on the sliding mode control technique. For the sliding

mode based control, a proof of semi-global exponential stability is provided. Results of a
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representative simulation assess the viability of the control approach proposed leading to

a submillimetric positioning accuracy.

The work performed in this thesis could be extended by redesigning the fine position

control with the purpose of optimizing fuel consumption. The effect of electrodynamic

tethers is not within the scope of this work, although it could be studied in order to iden-

tify potential advantages related to the use of electrodynamic forces. An additional field

of investigation for future work on the subject stemming from the results presented in

this thesis is represented by the design of an active vibration control system that damps

oscillations originated by abrupt manouvers. The study of the potential effect of orbit de-

bris on a tethered structure and the possible reconfiguration options after a tether failure

could also complement the present study.
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Nomenclature

Orbit Symbols

G = Gravitational constant

Me = Earth’s mass

Re = Radius of the Earth

µ = Earth’s standard gravitational parameter

TO = Orbital period

n = Orbital rate mean motion

a = Semimajor axis

i = Inclination

e = Eccentricity

Ea = Eccentric anomaly

θ = True anomaly

L = True longitude

M = Mean anomaly

λ = Mean longitude

Ω = Longitude of the ascending node

ωper = Argument of periapsis

tτ0 = Time when the satellite was at periapsis

R = Vector from center of the Earth to a given point

Rref = Vector from center of the Earth to a reference orbit.

ri = Position vector of a body i in the LVLH reference frame R
vi = Velocity vector of a body i in the LVLH reference frame R
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Nomenclature

Tether Symbols

kt = Elastic constant of a tether

ks = Elastic constant of a stratch

Sj,i = Tether elastic factor between objects j and i

ct = Damping constant a tether.

cs = Damping constant of a stratch

Dj,i = Tether damping factor between objects j and i

T = Tether tension

εi,j = Tether strain between objects i and j

At = Cross section area of a tether

Ct = Tether coefficient of internal friction

Et = Tether Young’s modulus

ρ = tether linear density

ηt = Tether’s loss factor

Ωt = Tether oscillation frequency

Tethered Cluster Symbols

êi,j = Unit vector in the local reference frame

f i = Force exerted over body i

f i,tens = Tether elastical force exerted over body i

f i,grav = Gravitational force exerted over body i

l
(0)
i,j = Nominal tether length between bodies i and j

li,j = Length of stratch between bodies j and i

li = Length of tether i

(·)d = Value related to deputy d

(·)p = Value related to parent body p

(·)i/p = Value related to body i with respect to parent body p
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Nomenclature

mi = Mass of body i

mt = Mass of tether t

nb = Number beads on each tether

nd = Number of deputies in the formation

np = Number of parents in the formation

nt = Number of tethers in the formation

st = Number of stretches in tether t

qj = Generalized coordinate for object j

Qd = Raleigh function for damping force.

mi = Mass of object i

α = Pitch angle (in-plane angle for orbital motion)

β = Roll angle (out-of-plane angle for orbital motion)

α∗ = In-plane angle for normal plane motion

β∗ = Out-of-plane angle for normal plane motion

Dp = Distance of center of mass to parent body

rs = Factor of spin velocity

δj = In–plane angular orientation of deputy j with respect to axis î

γi,j = Angular separation between tether i and j

ω0 = Formation initial spin angular velocity

ωi/p = Local angular rotation velocity of object i with respect to parent body

ω̂i/p = Local angular rotation rate of object i with respect to parent body

h = Angular momentum vector

θ̇ = Angular velocity of the LVLH reference frame

τ = Torque

kI = Inertia parameter

γ = Likins-Pringle tilting angle

Virtual Structure Control Symbols

Rd = Distance of parent body to center of the Earth
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Nomenclature

qj = Generalized coordinate for object j

mi = Mass of object i

r̃i = Position error of body i

ṽi = Velocity error of body i

qi = Quaternion defining the orientation of body i

q̂i = Vector part of quaternion qi

q̄i = Scalar part of quaternion qi.

ωi = Spin velocity of agent i.

(·)di = Desired coordinate for agent i

(·)F = Coordinate related to Virtual Structure F

(·)Fi = Coordinate related to ith instance of Virtual Structure F .

(·)iF = Coordinate related to agent i relative to Virtual Structure F .

CRF = Direction cosine matrix between reference frame R and F
CFS = Direction cosine matrix between reference frame F and S
α̇ = Spin rate

φ = Axis of spin motion

λ = Formation expansion ratio.

λ̇ = Formation expansion rate.

ν = Formation expansion straint.

kS , KS , DS = Agent synchronization constants.

kG, KG, ΓG = Proportional-Deriviative constants.

KF , DG = Formation feedback constants.

kα, kγ = Sliding mode control constants.

KP ,KI ,KD = Proportional, Integral and Derivative constant matrices.

S = Sliding surface.

Sr = Reference sliding surface.

Y rΘ = Regressor.

d(t) = External disturbance.

M = Inertia matrix

N = Coriolis/centrifugal terms matrix

P = Coupled elastic forces terms matrix

Q = Gravity gradient term matrix.
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Nomenclature

Other Symbols

H = Hamiltonian

I = Agent i fixed reference frame.

O : {Î, Ĵ, K̂} = Inertial Earth-fixed reference frame.

R : {̂i, ĵ, k̂} = Orbital Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) reference frame.

F : {̂iF , ĵF , k̂F } = Reference frame attached to the virtual structure.

S : {̂iS , ĵS , k̂S} = Cluster spinning reference frame.

T = Kinetic energy

Torb = Orbital kinetic energy

V = Potential energy

Vorb = Orbital potential energy

VR = Disturbance potential

VE = Earth gravitational potential

Velast = Elastic potential
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Acronyms

CHAS = Closed Hub-And-Spoke

DOF = Degree Of Freedom

DP = Double Pyramid

GAS = Global Asymptotic Stability

GPE = Gauss Planetary Equations

HAS = Hub-And-Spoke

HCW = Hill Clohessy Wiltshire

ISS = Input-to-State Stability

LEO = Low Earth Orbit

LVLH = Local Vertical Local Horizontal

PID = Proportional Integral Derivative

SEDS = Small Expendable Deployment System

SFF = Satellite Flight Formation

SPECS = Submillimeter Probe of the Evolution Cosmic Structure

TSS = Tethered Satellite System

VSC = Virtual Structure Control
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